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PREFACE

This book differs from the ordinary school text-books on element-

ary arithmetic in the following respects :

—

1st. It omits the rules, solved examples and explanations usually

given under the headings of Notation and Numeration, the Simple

and the Compound Rules. These rules and explanations are never

studied by the pupil who is not sufficiently advanced in the art of

reading and in his general studies to follow explanations and direc-

tions given in print. They must be presented to him orally, with

all the advantages of variation of expression and of emphasis pos-

sessed by the living voice, and he must see every solution developed

step by step. The space gained by the omission of these useless rules

has been devoted to the practical problems given in Chapter IV.

2nd. From the Tables of Measures all weights and measures not

in general use in Canada have been omitted, and in those defined by

Act of Parliament the Dominion Statutes have been carefully fol-

lowed.

3rd. The extremely complicated expressions which it has become

of late the custom to introduce under the head of Complex Fractions

are represented by the last half-dozen questions in Exercise LXIII.

,

and even these may well be passed over by the teacher. These fash-

ionable conundrums in symbols are out of place in an elementary

arithmetic.

4th. No mention is anywhere made of the so-called True Discount

of the text-books. In business transactions the word discount bears

one meaning and one only, viz., that given on page 166 of this work.

The text-book problems in True Discount are nothing more than

questions in Interest, and to call them by any other name is merely

introducing needless confusion.

6th. Decimal Fractions, or Decimals, instead of being treated as a

special class of fractions, are presented as an easy and natural exten-

sion of our ordinary system of numeration. Too often the result of

deriving the rules for decimals from those for fractions is, that the
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pupil reduces all decimals occurring in his work to the fractional

form and operates with or upon these, thus losing the enormous

advantages ot decimal calculation. By the method here followed

all danger of this is avoided, while there is the additional advantage

that the teacher who prefers—and some of our best mathematical

masters do so—to introduce decimals before fractions finds that his

text-book leaves him at liberty to arrange the order as he chooses.

All mention of repeating and circulating decimals is omitted. The

whole advantage of decimal calculation is lost by the use of circulat-

ing decimals, for they are merely vulgar fractions in disguise. They

are never used hy j^vofessional calculators.

Many practical problems of kinds not found in the ordinary ele-

mentary arithmetics are scattered throughout the book. Examples

of these will be found under Measurements and Bank Discount ; for

the latter the author is indebted to Mr. S. G. Beatty, of Toronto.

Every master of the teacher's art would rather have his students

come to him wholly ignorant of a subject than badly taught in it.

In the former case the student has only to learn; in the latter he

must, before he can receive the truth, get rid of his wrong ideas, his

false opinions, his prejudices—with most persons a difficult, with

some an impossible, operation. In constructing his definitions the

author has kept this steadily in view, and has endeavored so to word

them that the student, no matter what his subsequent progress, will

never have to unlearn them. He will find at each new extension of

meaning of a term that all was contained in the original definition,

and he will thus be encouraged to attempt still further extensions

and generalizations. The history of the progress of modern mathe-

matics is a history of such generalizations and delimitations.
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ARITHMETIC

CHAPTEE I.

OP NUMBBES AND NOTATION.

The ten marks or characters

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

denoting nought^ one, two, three, fonr, Jive, six, seven, eight, nine

respectively, are called Arabic Numerals or Figures. The

first is called nought, cipher or zero. The remaining nine are

called digits.

A number expressed in Arabic numerals is said to be written

m Arabic Notation.

The letters

I, V, X, L, C, D, M,
denoting one, jive, ten, fifty, one hundred, five hundred, one thousand

respectively, are called Roman Numerals.
A number expressed in Roman numerals is said to be written

in Roman Notation.

[No exercise in notation is given here, because practice therein should be inter-

mingled with practice in addition and subtraction, and should advance concurrently

therewith. It is left to the teacher to introduce in their proper places exercises

suited to the progress of his pupils.

The following classes of problems may be proposed :—
Ist. Expression in Arabic Notation of numbers ptesented objectively;

2nd. Objective presentation of numbers expressed in Arabic Notation ;

3rd. Reading numbers written in Arabic Notation, and writing them in words

;

4th. Expression in Arabic Notation of numbers written in words

;

5th. Reading numbers written in Roman Notation, and writing them in words

;

6th. Expression in Roman Notation of numbers written in words

;

7th. Changing from Roman Notation to Arabic Notation, and vice versa.

Pupils, while practising these exercises, should be given, by means of objective

representations, a clear insight into the fundamental principles of Arabic Notation.]
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In counting objects and in measuring magnitudes the standard hy

which we count or we measure is called a Unit. Thus in counting

the pupils in a class the unit is one pupil; in counting the pages

in a book the unit is one page; in counting eggs by the dozen the

unit is one dozen eggs; in selling bricks by the thousand the unit

is a thousand brides; in measuring cloth by the yard the unit of

length is one yard; in weighing sugar by the pound the unit of

weight is one pound; in measuring apples by the bushel the unit

of volume is one bushel.

Every number is either abstract or concrete.

An Abstract number is one that does not specify what the

objects are that are counted^ or of what kind the magnitude is that

is measured. Thus 4, 7, 12, 25 pairs, 9 dozen, 37 thousand, are

abstract numbers. An abstract number, therefore, signifies

only the number of times some unit is repeated.

A Concrete Number is one that specifies not only the numeri-

cal value of the quantity, but also what the objects are that are counted,

or of ivlmt kind the magnitude is that is measured. Thus 4 boys,

7 books, 12 pencils, 25 pairs of skates, 9 dozen oranges, 37 thou-

sand bricks, are concrete numbers. A concrete number is not,

strictly speaking, a mere number, but is rather a concrete quan-

tity ; and its complete representation must consequently consist

of two parts—the one representing the numerical value (the

number proper), the other naming the things counted or the

standard of measurement used.

Like numbers are numbers that have the same unit.

Unlike numbers are numbers that have different units.

[Pupils should be practised in the use of the above-defined tenns till they

understand them clearly and are thoroughly familiar with them. The test of

sufficient knowledge is not the ability to repeat, however glibly, the definition of

any term, but the unhesitating emplojTuent of each term wherever it ought to be

used and nowhere else. Exercises should be given—

Ist. In naming the units in proposed numbers
;

2nd. In distinguishing the abstract from the concrete numbers in mixed groups

of those ;

3rd, In distinguishing groups of like num])ers from groups of unlike numbers

;

4th. In assorting into separate sets the several classes of like numbers contained

in a miscellaneous group.]



CHAPTEE II.

THE FOUR FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS.

I. ADDITION.

A number which as a ichole is made up of tivo or more numbers as

parts is called the Sum of these numbers.

Addition is the operation by which we find the sum of ttvo or

more numbers.

The numbers to be added together are called Addends.

The sign of addition is + , read plus. This sign + written be-

fore a number denotes that the number is an addend. Thus

4 + 3 is read " four plus three," and denotes that 3 is to be added

to 4. Again, 63 + 22 + 13 is read '
' sixty-three plus twenty-two

plus thirteen," and denotes that 22 is to be added to 63 and

then 13 added to their sum.

Only like numbers can be added together. Unlike numbers can-

not be added into a single sum, but give a separate sum for each

distinct unit or standard.

[In this and in the following chapter two classes of exercises have been omitted

from each section :

—

1st. Simple problems in concrete numbers introductory to the several rules or

methods of calculation

;

2nd. Exercises intended for mere mechanical drill in computation, with the

design to ensure accuracy and rapidity therein. At this stage of the learner's

advancement in the art of reading and of his training in reasoning, all introduc-

tory problems should be presented viva voce, and before any reference is made to

the text-book and the explanation given therein. Those problems, to be of any

value, nmst therefore be supplied by the teacher himself, and shoidd be adapted

in variety and number to the intellectual development of the pupils, and in their

character and subject matter to the particular circumstances and the every-day

experience of the class. Exercises in mechanical drill are so easily supplied that it

is unnecessary to devote to them t-pace needed for other classes of problems
]

9
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ADDITION TABLE.

{-
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EXE3CISB I.

1. On the reopening of school after the midsummer holidays Johr

bought a Third Reader for 36 cents, an arithmetic for 25 cents, a

grammar for 25 cents, a geography for 68 cents, a slate for 15 cents,

a copy book for 13 cents, and a bottle of ink, a pen, and a penholder

for 8 cents. How much did the whole cost ?

^. There were 339 pages in his Third Reader, 192 in his arith-

metic, 154 in his grammar, and 96 in his geography. How many
pages were there in all ?

3. In the Third Reader there were 7248 words ; in the arithmetic,

2179; in the grammar, 2396; and in the geography, 6947. How
many words were there altogether in the four books ?

If.. In the Third Reader there were 27,496 letters; in the arith-

metic, 9876; in the grammar, 13,789; and in the geography, 34,874.

How many letters were there altogether in the four books ?

5. In the school there were 19 pupils in the first class, 15 in the

second, 17 in the third, 9 in the fourth, and 6 in the fifth. How
many pupils were there in the school ?

6. John had 8 marbles, his uncle gave him 19, and on his way to

school he bought 26. How many had he then ?

7. The other boys in John's class were William, James, Edward,

Thomas, Henry and George. How many letters were there in the

name of each boy in the class, and how many letters in all their

names together ?

8. During the first week of school John received 27 merit marks,

during the second week 29, during the third week 34, and during

the fourth week 19. How many merit marks did he receive during

the four weeks ?

9. He received 109 merit marks in September, 137 in October,

128 in November, and 97 in December. How many did he receive

during the whole four months ?

10. Having been first on the honor-roll for October his father

gave him 25 cents, his mother gave him 18 cents, his uncle gave him
15 cents, and his aunt gave him 7 cents. He put all into his savings

bank, in which he already had 49 cents. How much had he then in

his bank ?

11. John attended school 16 days in January, 19 days in February,

22 days in March, 17 days in April, 22 days in May, and 19 days in

June. How many days did he attend school during the six months?
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12. The school-room is 17 steps long and 14 steps wide. How
many steps would go completely round it ?

13. The school-yard fence has 397 pickets on the front, 254 on

each end, and 578 on the back. How many pickets are there on

the whole fence ?

14. In a game of baseball one side made 17 runs the first innings,

14 runs the second innings, 19 runs the third innings, 8 runs the

fourth innings, and 26 runs the fifth innings. The other side made
in their corresponding innings 4 runs, 19 runs, 23 runs, 29 runs and

8 runs respectively. How many runs did each side make?
15. In the first innings in a game of cricket the first boy out made

23 runs; the second boy made 19 runs; the third, 7 runs; the fourth,

39 runs; the fifth, 19 runs; the sixth, 3 runs; the seventh, no runs;

the eighth, 9 runs; the ninth, 7 runs; the tenth, 2 runs; and the

last boy carried out his bat for 5 runs. There were 4 wides and 9

byes. What was the total of the innings ?

16. In a game of cricket one bowler bowled 395 balls, a second

bowled 259 balls, a third bowled 179 balls, a fourth bowled 198

balls, a fifth bowled 97 balls, and a sixth bowled 69 balls. How
many balls were bowled in all ?

17. Annie has 3 cents, a five-cent piece, a ten-cent piece, a twenty-

five-cent piece, and a fifty-cent piece. How much has she in all ?

18. Annie's hen has 9 chickens, Jane's has 8 chickens, Fannie's

two have 19 chickens together, and Bertha's three have 27 chickens.

How many hens and how many chickens are there altogether ?

19. John costs his father $67 a year for food, $25 for lodging, $39

for clothes, $7 for pocket money, and $47 for other expenses. How
much a year does he cost his father in all ?

20. Thomas cost his parents $57 the first year of his life, $49 the

second year, $63 the third year, $78 the fourth year, $69 the fifth

year, $74 the sixth year, and $85 the seventh year. How much did

he cost them the whole seven years ?

21. Annie paid 18 cents for milk, 35 cents for cream, 48 cents for

eggs, 37 cents for butter, and 26 cents for cheese. How much did

fche pay in all ?

22. How many letters in the names of the days of the week ?

23. How many letters in the names of the months ?

24. Martha gathered 37 eggs on Monday, 29 on Tuesday, 18 on

Wednesday, 24 on Thursday, and 15 on Frida)'. How many did

she gather during the five days ?
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25. During the week of the fair Harry spent 34 cents for peaches,

28 cents for pears, 17 cents for apples, 24 cents for oranges, and 9

cents for candy, and had 13 cents left. How much did he spend

and how much had he at first ?

26. A man paid $19 for a suit of clothes, $15 for an overcoat, $3

for a hat, $4 for a pair of boots, $24 for underclothes, and $7 for

other articles. How much did he pay for the whole ?

27. A man spent $174 a year on clothing for his family, $369 for

food, $168 for house-rent, $69 for fuel, $27 for light, $77 for furni-

ture, $84 for wages, and $67 for incidentals; he also paid $18 to a

doctor and $24 for taxes. How much a year did he spend on all

these things together ?

28. A merchant sold $278 worth of goods on Monday, $395 worth

on Tuesday, $647 worth on Wednesday, $594 worth on Thursday,

$295 worth on Friday, and $947 worth on Saturday. What was
the total value of his week's sales ?

29. Four men built and equipped a mill. The first paid on it

$7418, the second $9475, the third $8643, and the fourth $7464.

How much did the mill cost them ?

30. A drover bought 78 sheep on Monday for $395, 49 sheep on

Tuesday for $313, 36 sheep on Wednesday for $194, 57 sheep on

Thursday for $328, 65 sheep on Friday for $347, and 193 sheep on

Saturday for $978. How many sheep did he buy during the week,

and how much did they cost him ?

31. In the first car of a railway train there were 27 passengers,

in the second car 36, in the third car 29, and in the drawing-room

car 18. How many persons were on the train, counting in the con-

ductor, the drawing-room car conductor, the driver, the fireman,

the mail clerk, the express clerk, two brakesmen and the newsboy ?

32. In a cattle train there were two cars with 17 head of cattle in

each, three cars with 19 head in each, one car with 22 head, and two
cars with 21 head in each. How many head were there in all ?

33. A farmer had 27 acres of land under wheat, 15 acres under

oats, 14 acres in meadow, 19 acres in pasture, 9 acres under peas, 6

acres in potatoes, 7 acres in turnips, 9 acres under Indian corn, 5

acres in orchard, 3 acres for house, garden, stables, barns and barn-

yards, and 29 acres of woods. How many acres in his farm ?

34. A farmer had 14 cows, 8 calves, 9 young cattle, 5 horses, a

colt, a filly, 37 sheep, 14 lambs, and 19 swine. What was the total

number of his live-stock ?
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S5. A farmer bought three farms with the standing crops and the

live-stock on them. For the first farm he paid $4793 for the land,

$479 for the crop, and $698 for the live-stock ; for the second he paid

$5986 for the land, $973 for the crop, and $546 for the live-stock;

for the third he paid $8678 for the land, $1094 for the crop, and $783

for the live-stock. What was the total amount he paid for the la^d,

for the crops, and for the live-stock, respectively ? What did the

whole cost him ?

36. At an inspection of the Queen's Own Rifles in Toronto there

were present 2 officers and 77 non-commissioned officers and men in

No. 1 Company; 2 0. and 59 N-C. O. and M. in No. 2 Company; 3

O. and 60 N-C. O. and M. in No. 3 Company; 3 0. and 72 N-C. O.

and M. in No. 4 Company ; 3 O. and 64 N-C. O. and M. in No. 5

Company; 3 0. and 67 N-C. 0. and M. in No. 6 Company; 3 0. and

60 N-C. 0. and M. in No. 7 Company; 3 0. and 57 N-C. 0. and M.
in No. 8 Company; 3 0. and 49 N-C. 0. and M, in No. 9 Company;
3 0. and 60 N-C. 0. and M. in No. 10 Company; 7 officers of the

Staff, and 37 musicians in the Band. What was the total strength

of the battalion present at inspection ?

37. A man walked 29 miles on Monday, 37 on Tuesday, 28 on

Wednesday, and 19 on Thursday. How many miles did he walk
altogether ?

38. A man travelled 79 miles by stage, 47 miles by water, 198

miles by rail, and then 67 miles on horseback. How far did he

travel ?

39. James hoed 29 rows of potatoes, William hoed 27 rows,

Edward hoed 25 rows, and Henry hoed 47 rows. How many rows

altogether did they hoe ?

40. Annie picked 7 quarts of berries, Jennie picked 9 quarts,

Bertha picked 5 quarts, Mary picked 8 quarts, Harriet picked 13

quarts, and Bella picked 14 quarts. How many quarts did they pick

altogether ?

41. A miller bought 897 bushels of wheat and sold 136 barrels of

flour in September; in October he bought 655 bushels and sold 97

barrels ; in November he bouglit 768 bushels and sold 88 barrels ; in

December he bought 596 bushels and sold 194 barrels. How many
bushels of wheat did he buy in the four months, and how many bar-

rels of flour did he sell ?

42. James gave 8 apples to Henry, 7 to John, 9 to Thomas, 6 to

Daniel, and had 17 left. Mow many had he at first?
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J^. A merchant mixed 5 pounds of tea worth %% 15 with 8 pounds

worth ^4. 16. What was the weight and what the value of the mix-

ture?

Ji-If. A woman sold 19 pounds of butter for $4.75, 23 pounds for

$5.30, and 25 pounds for $5.85. How many pounds did she sell, and

how much did she get for the whole ?

Jf5. In a certain orchard there were 97 apple trees, 47 plum trees,

39 cherry trees, 56 peach trees, and 28 pear trees. How many trees

in all?

JfG. In a certain plantation there are 498 maple trees, 1367 oak,

495 beech, 1875 elm, 196 ash, and 98 basswood trees. How many
trees altogether ?

<47. A farmer has 795 sheep in one flock, 639 in a second, 478 in a

third, and 639 in a fourth, and he buys 766. How many has he

then in all ?

JfS. In January 1,790,846 persons travelled by rail; in February,

984,068; in March, 2,683,705; in April, 3,708,698; in May, 4,684,792;

and in June, 11,677,846. How many passengers did the railways

carry during the six months ?

Jfi. The books of Moses consist of 187 chapters, the other historical

books of 226, the Prophecies of 273, Job of 42, the writings of David

and Solomon of 201, the four Gospels of 89, and the other books of

the New Testament of 171 chapters. How many chapters are there

in the whole Bible ?

50. A certain book consists of four volumes. The first volume

contains xxxvii + 498 pages ; the second, xlix + 795 pages ; the third,

cix + 688 pages ; and the fourth, xciv + 873 pages, How many pages

in the whole book ?

Note.—A number in Roman notation denotes the number of pages in thie preface

and the contents ; a number in Arabic notation denotes the number of pages in the

main body of the work.

51. In 1881 there were in Ontario 139,031 persons who had been

born in England or in Wales, 130,094 in Ireland, 82,173 in Scotland,

686 in Prince Edward's Island, 3706 in Nova Scotia, 2801 in New
Brunswick, 50,407 in Quebec, 1,435,647 in Ontario, 62 in Manitoba,

42 in British Columbia, 158 in the Canadian Territories, 45,454 in

the United States, 23,270 in Germany, 4624 in other countries, 256

at sea, and 221 1 whose birthplaces were not reported. What was

the total population of Ontario in 1881 ?
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11. SUBTRACTION.

Subtraction is the operation by which we find the number that

remains when one of two given numbers is taken from the other as a

•part from the whole.

The number ivhich is taken away or subtracted is called the

Subtrahend.

The number from which the subtrahend is taken or subtracted is

called the Minuend.

The number resulting from the subtraction is called the Hemain-
der and also the Difference.

The sign of subtraction is — , read minus. This sign, -,

written before a number, denotes that the number is a subtra-

hend. Thus 4 — 3 is read "four minus three," and denotes that

3 is to be subtracted from 4. Again, 63 — 22 — 13 is read "sixty-

three minus twenty-two minus thirteen," and denotes that 22 is

to be subtracted from 63 and then 13 subtracted from their re-

mainder. 47 + 8-12 is read "forty-seven plus eight minus

twelve," and denotes that 8 is to be added to 47 and then 12

subtracted from their sum. 29-6 + 9 is read "twenty-nine

minus six plus nine," and denotes that 6 is to be subtracted from

29 and then 9 added to their remainder.

Since the subtrahend and the remainder are the parts of the

minuend as a whole, the sum of the subtraherid and remainder is

equal to tJie minuend. Hence

—

To prove* the correctness of an answer in subtraction^ add the sub-

trahend to the number found as remainder; the sum should be equal

to the minuend.

The minuend^ subtrahend, and remainder must all be tike num-

bers.

* That is, to teat, to try, to put to proof.
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EXERCISE IL

1. Jane bought a Third Reader for 36 cents. She gave the mer-

chant a fifty-cent piece. How much change should she get back ?

2. There are 340 pages in the Third Reader and 229 in the Second.

How many more pages in the Third than in the Second Reader ?

S. Of 57 pupils present at a school examination 29 were boys.

How many were girls ?

J^.. Out of a class of 43 boys 26 were promoted. How many were

left?

5. In a game of ball one side made 37 runs and the other made 29.

By how many runs did the first side win ?

6. In a game of cricket both sides together made 235 runs; of

these the winning side made 137. How many did the other side

make?

7. Seventeen swallows were sitting on a telegraph wire. A num-

ber flew away and there were 9 left. How many flew away ?

8. James had 73 marbles. He lost 19 of them. How many had

he then ?

9. Maggie and Emma tried which could find a sunflower with the

greatest number of seeds in it. Maggie found one with 279 seeds,

but Emma found one with 293 seeds. How many more seeds were

there in Emma's than in Maggie's ?

10. There are 23, 145 verses in the Old Testament and 7957 in the

New Testament. How many verses in the whole Bible, and how
many more in the Old Testament than in the New ?

11. The last chapter in Isaiah is numbered LXVI. ; the last Psalm

CL. How many more Psalms are there than chapters in Isaiah ?

12. John has read all the Psalms to the end of the XCVII. How
many has he still to read to finish the whole hundred and fifty of

them?

13. Jane has read 157 pages of her book, which consists of 324

pages altogether. How many has she still to read to finish the

book?

14- Harry bought a Third Reader for 36 cents and an arithmetic

for 25 cents. He gave a dollar bill to pay for them. How much
change should he get back ?

15. Annie bought a Third Reader for 36 cents, a geography for 65

cents, and a slate for 27 cents. She gave a two-dollar bill to pay for

them. How much change should she get back ?

2
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16. Out of a bag containing 225 marbles John took two handfuls,

and there were 199 left. How many did John take out?

17. A man borrowed $2790 and promised to pay $285 for the loan.

He repaid $764 at one time, $847 at another, and $793 at another.

How much did he still owe ?

IS. A woman had to pay 63 cents for a pound of tea, 38 cents for

2 pounds of butter, 35 cents for a pound of coffee, 27 cents for 3

pounds of sugar, and 39 cents for 3 dozen eggs. She gave a five-

dollar bill in payment. How much change should she get back?

19. Willie was first on the honor roll for April, so his father gave

him 25 cents and his mother gave him 12 cents. He spent 8 cents

for a ball, 5 cents for a top, 2 cents for marbles, and 1 cent for candy.

How many cents had he left ?

20. During the first week of school Willie received 35 merit marks,

during the second week 27, during the third week 34, and during

the fourth week 29. How many did he receive in aU during the

four weeks, and how many did he receive less than John, who got

151 merit marks during the same four weeks ?

21. Harry got 73 merit marks in March. This was 8 more than

Willie got. How many did Willie get ?

22. James got 473 merit marks during the term; Willie got 18

more than James, and Harry got 27 less than Willie. How many
did Harry get ?

23. Willie attended school 15 days in January, 17 in February, 16

in March, 16 in April, 21 in May, and 18 in June. If there were 125

school days in the six months, how many days was Willie absent

from school ?

24-. On Monday I started on a journey of 4000 miles, and made 457

miles that day, 468 miles on Tuesday, 528 miles on Wednesday,

509 miles on Thursday, 514 miles on Friday, and 579 on Saturday.

How many miles of my journey remained for me at the close of each

day ? How many miles had I travelled at the close of each day ?

25. A farmer had 127 acres of land, and he bought 87 acres. He
afterwards sold 68 acres. How many had he left ?

26. A drover bought 123 sheep for $710 and sold 69 of them for

$475. How many had he left, and for how much must he sell them

in order to get back his $710 exactly ?

27. A cattle dealer bought 235 head of cattle for $5784. He sold

148 of theai for $4375. How many had he left, and for how much
must he sell tliem in order to gain $1250 on the whole transaction?
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28. A butcher bought 47 oxen for $1630 and 107 sheep for $725.

He sold 29 of the oxen for $1245, and the remainder for $850. He
sold 48 of the sheep for $364, then 17 more of them for $150, and the

remainder for $425. How much did he gain altogether ?

29. Jennie had 23 chickens more than Edith, but only 9 more than

Mary. How many had Mary more than Edith ?

30. Annie has one hen with 7 chickens, a second with 11 chickens,

and a third with 6 chickens. Jane has two hens with 9 chickens

each and a third with only 1 chicken. How many more chickens

have Annie's hens than Jane's ?

31. Bella had 173 nuts. She gave 19 to her sister, 17 to each of

her two brothers, 23 to her father, 25 to her mother, and 22 to her

cousin Ella. • How many had she left for herself ?

32. Annie had 51 nuts. She gave 14 to Bessie, 12 to Fannie, ate

11 herself, and gave the rest to her little brother Harry. How many
did she give to Harry ?

33. In the first car of a railway train there were, on starting, 29

passengers; in the second, 27; and in the third, 15. At the first

stopping place 19 passengers got out and 7 others got in. How
many passengers were then on the train ?

34' In the first car of an excursion train from London through

Hamilton to Toronto there were 27 passengers ; in the second car,

33; in the third, 31 ; in the fourth, 25; in the fifth, 32; in the sixth,

34; and in the seventh, 26. At Hamilton 8 passengers got out of

each of the seven cars, and 4 got into the fourth car and 3 into the

seventh. How many passengers were there then on the several cars,

and how many on the whole seven ?

35. A man had to put 73 head of cattle into four cars. He put 18

into the first, and 19 each into the second and third cars. How
many were left to go into the fourth ?

36. A man bought a horse for $97 and another for $85. He sold

the two together for $163, How much did he lose on them ?

37. One farmer had 157 bushels of wheat worth 172 dollars, 256

bushels of oats worth 102 dollars, and 163 bushels of barley worth

106 dollars. Another farmer had 97 bushels of wheat worth 107

dollars, 311 bushels of oats worth 118 dollars, and 244 bushels of

barley worth 146 dollars. Which farmer had the greater number of

bushels of grain, and how many bushels had he more than the other ?

Which farmer's grain was worth most, and how much was his worth
more than the other's ?
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38. Sold goods for $1225, gaining thereby $248. How much did

the goods cost ?

39. A man had property worth $123,273. Of this amoimt $15,274

was in real estate, $27,310 was in bank stock, $10,850 was in railway

bonds, and the remainder was invested in mortgages. How much
was invested in mortgages ?

40. One day a speculator gained $7321, but next day he lost $4732.

Next week he gained $5736, but immediately after lost $3143. How
much more did he gain than lose in the fortnight ?

41. One week a wheat buyer gained $2741, the next week he lost

$713, the next week he lost $1284, but the next week he gained $925.

How much more did he gain than lose during the month ?

4^. John has 7 marbles more than James, but 6 less than William,

who has 15. Edward has as many as John and James together.

How many has Edward ?

43. Henry has 14 cents less than Albert, but 9 more than Thomas,

who has 18. How many has Fred, who has 9 less than Albert ?

44- I bought four houses for $15,000. For the first I gave $725

more than for the second, but $540 less than for the third, for which

I paid $4200. How much did the fourth cost me ?

45. A man bought four horses for $728. For the first he paid $129,

for the second $63 more than for the first, and for the third $27 less

than for the second. How much did he pay for the fourth ?

46. On a farm of 112 acres there were 68 acres of improved land.

How many acres remained unimproved ?

47. On a farm of 92 acres 26 acres were under crop, 1 1 acres were

in pasture, and 2 acres were taken up by the garden, house, and

orchard; the rest was unimproved. How many acres were unim-

proved ?

48. A man's salary is $1420 a year, and he has a property that

brings him in $225 a year. If his expenses are $975 a year how
Tiuoh can he save?

49. A man bought 100 acres of land for $5750. He paid $1225 in

cash, and gave a mortgage for the balance. For how much was the

mortgage ?

50. A man bought a house and garden for $4760. He paid $1950

in cash, gave a note of hand for $825, and a mortgage for the balance.

For how much was the mortgage ?

51. Jones owed Smith $163; in payment he gave a horse and $49

in cash. How much was the horse reckoned at ?
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52. Willie had 33 marbles; he won 9 from John and lost 7 to

Henry. How many had he then ?

53. Jane had 35 plums, Annie had 28, and Susan had 22. Jane

gave Susan enough to make her number up to Annie's. How many
had Jane left for herself ?

54. Harry had 25 pigeons and Bessie had 14 hens. Harry gave

Bessie 9 of his pigeons in exchange for 5 of her hens. How many
birds of each kind had each of them after the exchange ?

55. Charlie had 29 marbles and Willie had 22. Charlie won 6

from Willie. How many had Charlie at first more than Willie, and

how many more than Willie had he after winning the six ?

56. Harry had 17 marbles and John had 13. Harry bought 14 and

then played with John, who won 9 from him. Which of them had

more than the other then, and how many more had he ?

57. Albert had 57 marbles and Dick had 29. How many had

Albert more than Dick ? Dick won 15 marbles from Albert. Which
had more than the other then, and how many more than the other

had he ?

58. Herbert had 52 marbles, Willie had 43, and Robert had 37.

How many marbles had Herbert more than Willie, and how many
more than Robert ? Herbert won 4 marbles from Willie, but lost 6

to Robert. How many had each then? Willie next played with

Robert and won 9 from him. How many had each now, and how
many had Herbert more than each of the others ?

59. James had 21 marbles more than Harry had, but Harry won
9 from him. How many more than Harry had he then ?

60. James had 13 marbles more than Harry had. Harry won 4

marbles from him, and John won 3 from him also. How many more

than Harry had he now.

61. Willie had 23 marbles more than Edward. Willie played

with Edward and lost 7 marbles to him ; Edward then played with

Harry, who won 4 from him. How many then had Willie more

than Edward ?

62. Tom had 27 marbles more than Fred and 31 more than Dick.

Tom lost 5 to Fred and 8 to Dick, and Fred lost 2 to Dick. How
many then had Tom more than Fred, and how many more than

Dick ? How many had Fred at first more than Dick, and how many
had Dick after the play more than Fred ?
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III. MULTIPLICATION.
[The pupil should be led by means of simple introductory exercises to apprehend

the diflference between numbers with definite group-units, such as 2 pairs of

pigeons, 4 clusters of 3 cherries each, and numbers with indefinite group-units,

such as 2 flocks of pigeons, 4 clusters of cherries, and to perceive that the former

quantities can be expressed as numbers with the unit of the group—in the above

examples, 1 pigeon and 1 cherry respectively—while the latter quantities cannot

be so expressed.]

In counting any collection of objects, the unit or standard by
which we count may be a single object of the kind counted, or

may be a given number of such objects. Thus we may count a

group of objects by one at a time, or by two at a time, or by
three at a time, or by four at a time, or by any other number at

a time, and say there are so many ones, or twos, or threes, or

fours, or whatever the number may be that we used in counting.

For example, eggs are generally counted by twelves, and the

number 'of twelves, or dozens, as they are called, is stated, not

the number of single eggs. Stockings are counted by twos^ and

the number of pairs (twos) stated, not the number of single stock-

ings. But if the number of twos, or threes, or fours, or what-

ever the number in each count may be—that is, the number of

units—be stated, it may be required to find how many single

objects there are. The number of these is found by the opera-

tion called multiplication.

Multiplication is the operation by which we find a nuniher

which is equal to a given number whose unit is itself a number.

The number which is the unit of the other is called the Multipli-

cand, and is said to be multiplied by that other.

The number which has the multiplicand for its unit is called the

Multiplier.

The number resulting from the multiplication is called the Pro-

duct.

The multiplicand and multiplier, taken together, are called the

Factors of the product.

The sign of multiplication is x , read "multiplied by." This

sign X written before any number denotes that the number is a

multiplier. Thus 3x2 is read "three multiplied by two," or
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"twice three," and denotes two threes, that is, the sum of two

threes; 5x4 is read "five multiplied by four," or "four times

five," and denotes four ^-yes, that is, the sum of four fives;

7 pencils x 5 is read " seven pencils multiplied by five," or " five

times seven pencils," and denotes 5 bundles of 7 pencils each;

12 bricks X 4 is read " twelve bricks multiplied by four," or " four

times twelve bricks," and denotes 4 heaps of twelve bricks each.

Since a unit may be either abstract or concrete, the multi-

plicand, which is the unit of the multiplier, may be either

abstract or concrete.

Since the multiplier has the multiplicand for unit, the multi-

plier taken without the multiplicand must be abstract.

The product and the multiplicand must he like numbers.
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EXERCISE III.

1. Willie was at school 6 hours each day for 22 days in March.

How many hours was he at school that month ?

2. There are 60 minutes in an hour. How many minutes arc

there in six hours ?

3. How many minutes are there in a day ? 7^

4. How many minutes are there in a week ?

5. There are 24 hours in a day. How many hours are there in

July?

6. How many hours are there in a year—365 days ?

7. Harry attended school on 17 days in January, and had to walk

3 miles each day to do so. How many miles did he walk to attend

school that January ?

8. Annie walked a mile to school every school-day and a mile

back again. How many miles did she tiius walk in a week of

5 school-days ?

9. A railway train ran for 4 hours at the rate of 27 miles an

hour. What distance did it run ?

10. George takes 2350 steps to the mile. How many steps will he

take in walking 3 miles ?

11. Fred takes 2460 steps to the mile. How many steps will he

take in walking 3 miles a day for 5 days ?

12. A cat has 18 toes. How many toes will 18 cats have ?

13. There are eight boys in Willie's class, including Willie him-

self. Each boy has twenty-eight teeth. How many teeth have

they altogether ?

14.. A spider has 8 legs and a fly has 6. How many legs will 6

spiders and 8 flies have ?

15. How many feet altogether have 3 horses, 4 cows, and 5 sheep ?

IG^ A mail-carrier drove daily from ^ to i?, 4 miles ; from B to C,

3 miles ; from Cto D,5 miles ; and from Z> back to ^ , 5 miles. How
many miles did he drive every week, omitting Sundays?

17. James walked 8 miles a day on 25 days in January, 23 in Feb-

ruary, and 26 in March. How many miles in all did he walk during

the 3 months ?

18. An acre of land contains 4840 square yards. How many

square yards are there in 37 acres ?

10. Find the cost of 27 tons of iron at $39 the ton.
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20. At 27 bushels of wheat to the acre, how many bushels would

there be on 3G acres ?

21. At 23 bushels to the acre, how many bushels would there be

to the square mile of 640 acres, deducting 43 acres for roads, fences,

and waste land ?

22. How many bushels of wheat could be raised in a township

containing 78 square miles of 640 acres each, allowing 47 acres in

each square mile for roads, fences, and waste land, the wheat aver-

aging 27 bushels to the acre ?

23. A drover bought 37 head of cattle at $48 each. How much
did he pay for them ?

24' A woman bought 6 pounds of tea at 67 cents the pound, 18

pounds of sugar at 12 cents the pound, 2 pounds of coffee at 33 cents

the pound, 8 pounds of cheese at 14 cents the pound, 13 pounds of

butter at 23 cents the pound, and 9 dozen eggs at 19 cents the dozen.

Find the price of the whole.

25. How much money would be required to pay $500 each to 798

men ?

2G. Find the strength of an army consisting of 97 regiments of

873 men each.

27. How many bricks will there be in 97 feet of wall if each foot

require 78 bricks ?

2S. What will be the total issue of a newspaper in 13 weeks of 6

days each, if the daily issue be 23,785 copies?

29. A merchant bought 768 pounds of cheese at 7 cents the pound,

287 pounds of butter at 19 cents the pound, and 178 dozen eggs at

13 cents the dozen. How much did the whole cost him ?

30. A merchant bought 7 chests of tea, each weighing 68 pounds,

at 37 cents the pound ; 3 barrels of sugar, each weighing 226 pounds,

at 9 cents the pound; 17 boxes of raisins, each weighing 38 pounds,

at 13 cents the pound; and 44 canisters of spices, each weighing 24

pounds, at 17 cents the pound. Find the cost of the whole.

31. A man has a chest of tea which at first contained 87 pounds,

but 29 pounds have been taken out of it. How much is the re-

maining tea worth at 63 cents the pound ?

32. A man bought two farms, one containing 167 acres at $73 the

acre, the other containing 79 acres at $87 the acre. How much did

the two cost him ?

33. James bought 4 oranges at 4 cents each. What change should

he get back out of a twenty-five-cent piece he gave in payment ?
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3J^. A man bought 9 cords of wood at $4 the cord, and gave 4 ten-

dollar bills in payment. How much change should he receive ?

35. What is the weight of a train consisting of 17 cars, each

weighing 22,375 pounds, and an engine and tender weighing together

147,800 pounds ?

36. James knows of a butternut tree with 34 bunches on it with

5 nuts to the bunch, 47 bunches with 4 nuts to the bunch, 18 bunches

with 3 nuts to the bunch, and 7 bunches with 2 nuts to the bunch.

How many bunches were there on the tree, and how many butter-

nuts were there ?

31 . If out of a salary of $1300 a year a man pay $180 for board,

$197 for clothing, $167 for books, and $238 for other expenses, how
much can he save in seven years ?

38. Charles had saved the sum of 29 cents. His father then gave

him five times as much. How much had he then ?

39. Fannie had saved 19 cents. She was first on the Honor-Roll

for May, so her father gave her five times and her mother twice as

much as she had saved. How much had she then ?

Jfi. Bei'tha picked 47 plums and her brother Thomas picked 9

more than five times as many. How many did Thomas, and how
many did both pick ?

Jf-l. Annie bought a book for 17 cents, and a box of paints for four

times as much. How much did both cost her ?

J^2. Emma bought a doll for 25 cents and a doll's carriage for five

times as much. How much did both cost her?

Jt3. The furniture in a house was worth $1837, the house itself was

worth twice as much, and a library in the house was worth twice as

much as the house. How much was the whole worth ?

Jt-If.. Jane's hen has 13 chickens; Annie's 5 hens have four times

as many all but 4. How many chickens have Annie's hens ?

Jfd. If a certain farm-house be worth $720, and the farm and barns

be worth $400 less than five times as much, and the stock and stand-

ing crops be worth $125 more than thrice as much as the house, how
much will the whole be worth ?

If.G. A man had four rolls of five-dollar bills. In the first roll were

17 bills; in the second, 25 bills; in the third, 24 bills; and in the

fourth, 33 bills. What was the total value of the four rolls ?

47. A man had three rolls of five-cent pieces. In the first were

GO pieces; in the second, 75 pieces; and in the third, 118 pieces.

What was the value of the whole ?
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Jf8. In a certain book there are 239 pages of 37 lines each, aver-

aging 46 letters to the line. How many lines and how many letters

in the book ?

Jfi. In a certain school-room there were 7 rows of desks with 6

desks to the row, each desk accommodating 2 pupils. How many
desks were there in the room, and how many pupils would they

accommodate ?

50. In a certain school-house there are 29 windows ; in each win-

dow there are 4 rows of panes with 3 panes in each row. How many
panes in each window, and how many in the whole ?

51. In a field of Indian corn there were 67 rows with 78 hills in

every row. How many hills were there ? If these averaged 7 ears

to a hill, how many ears did the field yield ?

52. In a certain house of 4 stories there are in each story 15 win-

dows in the front, 8 windo.ws at each end, and 14 windows in the

rear. In each window there are 12 panes of glass. How many panes

are there in each story and how many in the whole, and what is

their value at 17 cents each ?

53. A drover bought 73 sheep at $6 each and sold the whole for

$575. How much did he gain thereby ?

5Jt. A man bought 27 horses at $137 each and sold them at $176

each. How much did he gain on each and how much on the whole ?

55. A drover bought 89 head of cattle at $39 the head and sold

them at $48 the head. What was his gain on the whole ?

56. A drover bought 748 head of cattle at $43 each and sold them
at $61 each, having meanwhile been at an expense of $816 on account

of the cattle. What was his net gain ?

57. A merchant bought 78 yards of cloth at 63 cents the yard and

sold 14 yards to one man, 9 yards to a second man, 15 yards to a

third man, 13 yards to a fourth man, and 18 yards to a fifth man,

all at 95 cents the yard ; the remainder he sold at 87 cents the yard.

How much did he gain on. the whole ?

58. A man bought a span of horses for $275 ; he hired them out at

$12 per weisk, but paid $5 per week for their keep. At the end of

7 weeks he sold them for $250. Did he gain or did he lose on them?
How much ?

50. James is 9 years old, and his father is four times as old all but

a year. How old is his father ?

60. Annie is 12 years of age; her mother is two years more than

thrice as old. How old is her mother ?

4
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IV. DIVISION.

[Introductory exercises should be given in both kinds of Division, but they
should not be mingled indiscriminately. In reading the results the divisor and
the quotient should always be read as co-factors. Thus the result of the division

3)15 cents should be read 3 times 5 cents is 15 cents ; the result of the division

3 plums )15 plums should be read 5 times 3 plums is 15 plums ; and the result of

3)15, in which both divisor and dividend are abstract, should be read both as 3 fives

and as 5 threes.]

Division is the operation hy which we find the number which^

taken as co-factor with one of two given nv/mhers, would yield the

other given number as product.

The numberfound by the division is called the Quotient.

That one of the given numbers which is co-factor of the quotient is

called the "Diviaor,

That one of the given numbers which is equal to the product of the

divisor and the quotient is called the Dividend.

Since in multiplication we generally have so many things

repeated so many times, there will be two kinds of division,

according as the number of things or the number of times is

given as divisor.

In the first kind of division we find the number which, taken

a given number of times, would make up a given number. In

such case the divisor tells how many times the quotient must be

taken to make up the dividend. The divisor must therefore be

abstract, and the dividend and the quotient must be like num-

bers.

In the second kind of division we find how many numbers,

each equal to a given number, would, either by themselves or

else along with a number (called the remainder) to be found,

and less than the given number, make another given number.

In this case the quotient tells how many times the divisor must be

taken in order that the product increased by tlie remainder, if

there be any, may be equal to the dividend. The quotient must

therefore be abstract, and the dividend, the divisor, and the

remainder, if there be any, must be like numbers.
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The sign of division is -4-, read "divided by." This sign -^,

written before any number, denotes that the number is a divisor.

Thus 12 apples^2 is read "twelve apples divided by two," and

denotes one of the parts resulting from dividing a collection of

12 apples into 2 equal parts. 15 cents -^ 3 is read "fifteen cents

divided by three," and denotes one of the sums resulting from

dividing the sum of 15 cents into 3 equal sums. 20 penholders

-f4 penholders is read " twenty penholders divided by four pen-

holders," and denotes the member of the bundles of 4 penholders

each that could be made out of a bundle of 20 penholders.

30 boys^5 boys is read "thirty boys divided by five boys,"

and denotes the number of the groups of 5 boys each that could

be made out of a group of 30 boys.

To prove the correctness of an answer in division, multiply the

divisor and quotient together, and to the product add the remainder,

if there be any; the result should be equal to the dividend.

EXERCISE IV.

1. How many oranges at 4 cents each can John buy for 56 cents ?

2. James bought 12 oranges for 36 cents. How much did they

cost him apiece ?

3. A gentleman gave 91 cents to be divided equally among 7 boys.

How much should each boy receive ?

4. Herbert was given 24 cents to be divided equally amongst him-

self and his three brothers. How many cents should each get ?

5. How many lengths of 6 yards each can be cut from a piece of

silk 42 yards long ?

6. If 96 pounds of flour be made up into 32 loaves, what weight of

flour will that allow to each loaf ?

7. How many four-dollar bills will amount to $144 ?

8. A butcher bought 19 lambs for $57. How much apiece did

they cost him ?

9. A farmer got 203 bushels of wheat off a seven-acre field. How
many bushels was that to the acre ?

10. A farmer sold his farm of 137 acres for $8631. How much
was that an acre ?

11. How many times is $17 contained in $11,917 ?

12. What sum taken 17 times will amount to $11,917 ?
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13. If $34,051 be divided into 17 equal parts, what will be the

amount of one of them ?

14' A box contained 1128 eggs. How many dozen eggs were there

in the box ?

15. A grocer bought 1416 eggs at 18 cents the dozen. How much
did they cost him ?

16. A mile contains 63,360 inches. How many steps of 20 inches

each will George have to make to walk a mile ?

17. Thomas walked a mile and a half (equal to 95,040 inches) in

3520 steps. How many inches did he take each step ?

18. If 7 dozen eggs cost 168 cents, what was the price per dozen ?

How much is that per egg ?

19. The wages of 13 men for one week were $97.50. How much
did a man earn per day ?

50. The expense of building a bridge was ^8743, and of opening a

road was $2163. The total expense was borne equally by seven

townships. What was the share of each ?

51. A man receives a salary of $1200 a year. Out of this he saves

$212 each year. How much does he spend per week, counting 52

weeks to the year ?

23. A contractor requires a million bricks. He has 559941 already.

How many loads of 437 bricks each does he need to make up the full

number ?

23. How many bags of flour, each containing 25 pounds, can be

made out of 75 barrels of flour, each containing 196 pounds ?

S4- A bushel of wheat weighs 60 pounds and a bushel of oats 34

pounds. How many bushels of oats will weigh as much as 187

bushels of wheat ?

55. How many 11 -foot panels in a mile (5280 feet) of fencing?

56. How many boards, each 12 feet long, will be required to build

1320 feet of fencing 5 boards high ?

57. Seven men have an equal interest in a farm of 107 acres. They

sell it at $56 the acre. How much should each receive ?

38, In a school-room there were 72 seats arranged in 6 rows.

How many seats were there in each row ?

39. In a school-room there were 6 rows of seats, and 57 boys

filled all the seats but 3. How many seats were tliere in each

row?

30. Fred had 75 cents. He bought 2 dozen oranges and had 3

cents left. How much were the oranges apiece ?
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31. Willie has 69 nuts. He gives 12 to each of his brothers and

keeps the smallest share for himself. How many brothers had he?

How many did he keep for himself ?

32. A lady sent a bag of apples to be divided among the pupils of

a class consisting of ten boys and a girl. It was decided to share

them equally as far as possible without cutting any of the apples,

and if any then remained to give them to the girl. There were 180

apples in the bag. How many did each boy receive, and how many
did the girl receive ?

33. An excursion boat can carry 125 passengers per trip. How
many trips must it make to carry 1357 passengers? If it carried

the full niimber every trip but the last one, how many did it carry

the last trip ?

34. A steamer which is not allowed to take more than 125 passen-

gers per trip has to carry 2337 persons. How many trips at least

must it [make to do so ? If it carry the same number on each of

these trips, how many will that be ?

35. How much would 20 apples cost at 5 for 2 cents ?

36. How much would 12 peaches cost at 3 for 5 cents ?

37. How much would a dozen pears cost at 2 for 5 cents ?

38. If 35 marbles be divided equally among 5 boys, how many
will two of the boys get ?

39. If §116,323 be divided into 89 equal parts, what will be the

amount of 49 of them ?

40. .Tames has 72 marbles, John has half as many, and Willie

one-third as many as John. How many has Willie ?

41. Thomas has 66 cents, James has one more than half as many
as Thomas, Harry one more than half as many as James, Willie one

more than half as many as Harry, Bertha one more than half as

many as Willie, and Jessie one more than half as many as Bertha.

How many has Jessie ?

42. How long would a man take to walk 18 miles at the rate of

3 miles an hour ?

43. How long would sound take to travel 9056 feet at the rate of

1132 feet per second ?

44- How long would it take a train, running at an average of 32

miles an hour, to go from Buffalo to Goderich, a distance of 160

miles ?

45. How many days would a man take to walk 156 miles at the

rate of 3 miles an hour for 8 hours a day ?
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COMPOUND NOTATION SYSTEMS.

I. TABLES OF MEASURES.

MONEY, OR MEASURE!^ OF VALVE.

100 cents (ct.) = 1 dollar ($)

MEASIRE«^ OF WEIGHT.

Avoirdupois Weight is used for all the ordinary purposes of

weighing.

16 ounces (oz.) = 1 pound (lb.)

2000 pounds = 1 ton (T.)

100 pounds is called a cental or hundredweight, denoted by cwt.

In weighing very small quantities a weight called a grain is

used.

7000 grains (gr. ) = 1 pound.

LINEAR MEASrRE,

Linear Measure, or Long Measure, is used in measuring

length (width, thickness) and distance.

12 inches (in.) = 1 foot (ft.)

3 feet = 1 yard (yd.)

6J yards = 1 rod (rd.

)

320 rods, or
I ^ ^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^

1760 yards J
^

The hand, used in measuring the height of horses, is equal to

4 inches.

A fathom is equal to 6 feet.

32
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SIRFACE MEASIRE.

Surface Measure or Square Measure is used in measur-

ing surface or areas, as of land, painting, plastering, flooring.

144 square inches (sq. in.) = 1 square foot .

9 square feet = 1 square yard

30j square yards = 1 square rod .

IGO square rods = 1 acre . . .

640 acres = 1 square mile

.

(sq. ft.)

(sq. yd.)

(sq. rd.)

(A.)

(sq. mi.)

In measuring land, surveyors use a chain 22 yards long,

divided into 100 equal parts called links.

10,000 square links (sq. 1.) = 1 square chain . . . (sq. ch.)

10 square chains = 1 acre (A.)

CTBIC MEASrRE.

Cubic Measure, or Solid Measure, is used in measuring

volumes and capacities, as the volume or solid contents of timber,

stone, earthwork, and boxes of goods, and the capacity of boxes,

bins, rooms, etc.

1728 cubic inches (cu. in.) = 1 cubic foot .... (cu. ft.)

27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard .... (cu. yd.)

Firewood and rough stone are measured by the cord of 128
cubic feet, which is equal to a pile 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and
4 ft. high.

MEASURE OF CAPACITY.

Measure of Capacity is used in measuring milk, oil, mo-
lasses, water, and other liquids, and such articles as grain, fruit,

roots, salt, and lime.

2 pints (pt.) = 1 quart (qt.)

4 quarts = 1 gallon (gal-)

2 gallons = 1 peck . (pk.)

4 pecks = 1 bushel (bu.)
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The capacity of cisterns, reservoirs and the like is often ex-

pressed in barrels (bbl.) of 31^ gallons each, or in hogsheads

(hhd.) of 63 gals. each.

The peck and the bushel are not used in measuring liquids,

but only in measuring dry articles, such as grain and fruit.

A cubic foot contains very nearly 25 quarts.

A gallon ofimre ivater weighs 10 iwuncls.

The legal bushel of certain substances is determined not by

measure, but by weight. These weights are given in the follow-

ing table :

—

Blue Grass Seed . 141b.
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The year is divided into twelve parts called months ; of these,

seven consist of 31 days each, four consist of 30 days each, and

one (February) consists of 28 days—in leap years of 29 days.

The lengths of the several months may be remembered from the

following rhymes :

—

Thirty days have September,

April, June, and November.

February has twenty-eight alone ;

All the rest have thirty-one
;

But leap year coming once in four,

February then has one day more.

The civil day begins and ends at 12 o'clock midnight. A.M.

denotes time before noon; M., at noon; P.M., after noon.7
ANGULAR MEASURE.

Angular Measure is used in measuring angles, the arcs of

circles, latitude and longitude, the motion of the heavenly

bodies, etc.

60 seconds (") =1 minute . . . , o . (')

60 minutes = 1 degree (°)

90 degrees = 1 quadrant or right angle.

4 quadrants, or
j ^ ^ ^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^.^^

360 degrees )

€OU.\TI.\«.

In counting certain classes of articles

12 articles = 1 dozen . . . . » o (doz.)

12 dozen = 1 gross ....,,,. (gro.)

20 articles = 1 score ...coo., (so.)

In counting sheets of paper

24 sheets = 1 quire . = , <. a • • « (qr.)

20 quires = 1 ream » « c » » (pn.)
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[It is left to the teacher to give exercises in the notation of compound numbers
corresponding to the first four classes of exercises in Arabic notation, mentioned
on page 7.]

A Denominate Number is a concrete number that expresses

value, weight, or measure of any hind.

The unit or units in which a denominate number is expressed

are called its Denominations. Thus the denomination of $5 is

the dollar, that of 7 ft. is the foot, and those of 36 lb. 8 oz. are

the pound and the ounce.

A unit of greater value, weight or measure than another is

said to be of a higher denomination than that other. Thus the

dollar is of a higher denomination than the cent, the pound

than the ounce, the mile than the yard, and the day than the

minute.

A number expressed in one denomination only is called a

Simple Denominate Number. Thus 5 gal., 6 sq. in., and 23 hr.

are simple denominate numbers.

A number expressed in two or more denominations is called a

Compound Denominate Number, or, briefly, a Compound Number.

Thus 49 lb. 4 oz., 17 yd. 2 ft. 10 in., and 3 da. 4 hr. 25 min.

18 sec. are compound numbers.

In expressing a compound number the denominations should

be arranged in order from the highest to the lowest.

EXERCISE V.

Which of the following numbers are simple and which are com-

pound :

—

1. 41b. 5. 18 cords. 9. 3° 37' 30".

S. 3 pt. 6. 76 gal. 2 qt. 10. 74 bu. 1 pk. 2 qt.

S. 8 mi. 465 yd. 7. 45 cu. ft. 764 cu. in. 11. 878 cu. yd.

4. 1244 sq. yd. 8. 5 A. 80 sq. rd. 12. 11 T. 1850 lb.

Arrange the following compound numbers so that the denomina-

tions in each shall be in regular order, beginning with the highest:

—

13. 6 in. 4 yd. 2 ft. 17. 30 sq. yd. 4 A. 17 sq. rd.

14. 4 T. 7 oz. 1623 lb. 18. 77 cu. in. 17 cu. yd. 7 cu. ft.

15. 77 rd. 3 yd. 5 mi. 19. 1 pt. 1 gal. 2 qt. 3 pk. 5 bu.

16. 6 min. 3 hr. 2 da. 20. 7 sq. ch. 19 A.
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IL REDUCTION.

Reduction is the process of changing a number which expresses a

quantity in terms of one or more units to a number which expresses

the same quantity in terms of one or more other units.

Reduction from units of higher to units of lower denomination

is called Reduction Descending.

Reduction from units of lower to units of higher denomination

is called Reduction Ascending.

REDUCTION DESCENDING.

EXERCISE VI.

1. Reduce $8 to cents. 3. How many cents are there in $100 ?

2. Reduce $97 to cents. 4- How many cents are there in $7004 ?

5. Reduce 7 feet to inches. 6. Express 4 yards in feet.

7. How many pounds are there in 77 tons ?

8. How many hours are there in 28 days ?

9. Express 7 acres in square rods.

10. How many pecks would make 8 bushels ?

11. How many ounces would weigh as much as 12 pounds?

12. Reduce 63 cubic feet to cubic inches.

13. How many ounces do 19 tons weigh?

14. How many feet are there in 3 miles ?

15. How many pints are there in 24 gallons ?

16. How many minutes are there in 4 weeks ?

17. How many sheets are there in 6 reams ?

18. Reduce 124 square yards to square inches.

19. Reduce 36° to seconds of arc. 20. Express 47 bushels in quarts.

21. How many ounces of tea are there in a chest containing 147

pounds ?

22. How many pints of vinegar are there in a barrel containing 36

gallons ?

23. How many cubic feet of wood would make 24 cords ?

24- How many ounces would 48 bushels of wheat weigh ?

25. How many inches is it by railway from Toronto to Hamilton,

a distance of 39 miles ?
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i26. Reduce $8.47 to cents. 2S. Reduce $0.07 to cents.

i27. Reduce $70.07 to cents. 20. Reduce $400. 10 to cents.

30. How many ounces are there in 74 lb. 8 oz. ?

31. Reduce 44 T. 1650 lb. 7 oz. to ounces.

32. Reduce 31 gal. 2 qt. to pints.

33. Reduce 23 lir. 56 min. 4 sec. to seconds.

34. How many seconds are there in 365 da. 5 hr. 48 min. 49 sec. ?

35. How many min. of arc. are there in 43° 39' ?

36. How many inches are there in 4 yd. 2 ft. 6 in. ?

37. Reduce 27 sq. yd. 8 sq. ft. 96 sq. in. to square inches.

38. Reduce 23 cu. yd. 18 cu. ft. to cubic feet.

39. What will 7 gal. 2 qt. of maple syrup cost at 27 cents the quart ?

40. What will 7 gross 8 doz. buttons cost at 13 cents the dozen?

41. What will 23 mi. of telegraph wire cost at 4 cents the foot ?

42. What will 37 sq. m. 450 A, of land be worth at $49 the acre ?

43. What will 27 hogsheads of molasses be worth at 15 cents the

quart, if each hogshead contains 61 gallons ?

44' How many rods of fence will it take to enclose a tract of land

measuring 7 mi. 289 rd. around ?

45. What would be the value of 9 rm. 10 qr. of paper at one cent

per sheet ?

46. What is the value of 19 bu. 3 pk. 1 gal. of cherries at 9 cents

the quart ?

47. How many quart boxes will be required to hold 9 bu. 3 pk.

1 gal. 1 qt. of strawl)erries ?

4s. How many pint bottles will be required to hold 62 gal. 3 qt.

1 pt. of vinegar ?

'40. How many minutes are there in the month of January?

50. How many minutes were there in February, 1884 ?

51. How many steps a yard long each will a man need to make to

walk 3 mi. 630 yd. ?

50. A grocer bovight a barrel of vinegar containing 36 gal. 3 qt. for

$16, and sold it for 18 cents the quart. How much did he gain ?

53. A fruit dealer bought 6 barrels of cranl>erries, each containing

2 bu. 1 pk., at $7 the barrel. He retailed them at 18c. the quart.

How much did he gain ?

54. What would be the cost of laying a platform to cover 1 A.

76 sq. rd. at $14 the square rod ?

55. What will be the cost of 7 yd. 1 ft. of lead pipe, 6 11). to the

foot, at 16 cents the pound ?
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REDUCTION ASCENDING.

EXERCISE VII.
Reduce

1. 72 in. to ft.

2. 24 pt. to gal.

• J. 711 pt. to gal., etc.

^. 945 ct. to $ and ct.

5. 1602 ct. to $ and ct.

6. 830 ct. to $ and ct.

How many bushels are there in

13. 10001b. of wheat?

U. 1000 lb. of oats ?

15. 1000 lb. of barley ?

16. 1000 lb. of Indian corn ?

n. 3750 lb. of wheat ?

18. 2780 lb. of peas ?

Id. 1890 lb. of oats ?

20. 2567 lb. of rye ?

21. 27451b. of wheat?

22. 3944 lb. of buckwheat?

35. A cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. How many pounds will

a cubic yard weigh ?

54. A cubic foot of granite weighs 168 lb. Hew many tons would

a solid cord of granite weigh ?

85. How many tons of provisions would be required to feed 379

men for 3 years if each man be allowed 52 oz. a day ?

36. How many acres will be required to raise 5000 bu. of carrots

if each square rod yield 4 bu. ?

37. A grocer paid $7.20 for a barrel of vinegar, and found that it

cost him 3 cents the pint. How many gallons were there in the

barrel ?

38. A man sold at 20 cents the quart a barrel of molasses which
cost him $23.40, and gained thereby $5.40. How many gallons were

there in the barrel ?

39. A brick weighs about 4 lb. What would be the total excess

of we.ght of a million bricks if each brick exceeded the four-pound

standard by one ounce ?

7.
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EXERCISE VIII.

[A difficulty occurs in reducing rods to yards and square rods to square yards,

and vice versa, which renders it advisable to postpone the treatment of these

reductions till the other and easier reductions have been mastered. It is left to

the teacher to give introductory and mechanical drill problems.]

1. How many tiles, each a foot long, will be required tor 46 rd.

3 yd. of tile drain ?

2. What will be the cost of digging a drain 62 rd. 5 yd. long at

60 cents the yard ?

3. It is 24,902 mi. 38 rd. 5 yd. around the earth at the equator.

How many steps of a yard each would a man have to make to walk

that distance ?

4. How many hills of Indian corn can be planted in a ten-acre

field, allowing a square yard to each hill ?

5. How many persons could stand on 110 sq. rd. 5 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft.

72 sq. in. , allowing 3 persons to each sq. yard ?

G. How many square feet of plank would it need to cover a play-

ground whose area is 45 sq. rd. 17 sq. yd. 5 sq. ft. 108 sq. in. ?

7. In quick marching, soldiers take 120 steps of 30 in. each per

minute. At that rate how far would tliey march in an hour ?

8. At the "double" soldiers take 165 steps of 33 in. each per

minute. At that rate how far vrould they march in 12 minutes ?

9. The length of the longer diameter of the earth at the equator is

41,853,258 ft. ; that of the shorter diameter is 41,850,210 ft. Express

these in miles, rods, etc.

10. The length of the polar diameter of the earth is 41,708,954 ft.

Express this in miles, rods, etc.

11. The length of a degree of longitude at the equator is 365,231 ft.

Find the length in miles, etc., of 360 such degrees.

13. A wheel 154 in. in circumference made 7286 revolutions in

rolling a certain distance. How many miles did it roll ?

13. How many sq. rd. would be occupied by a brigade of 8239 men,

allowing 4 sq. ft. to each man ?

14. Find the size of a piece of ground which required 1001 cu. yd.

of gravel to cover it at the rate of 7 cu. yd. to 36 sq. yd.

15. How many acres would the total year's issue of a newspaper

cover when spread out, if the size of each sheet were 722 sq. in. , and

there were 260 issues of 2 sheets each and 52 issues of 4 sheets each,

and 19,965 copies of each issue?
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III. COMPOUND ADDITION.

Compound Addition is the operation offinding the sum of

two or more similar co^npoiuid nnmbers.

EXERCISE IX.

1. I owe $19.45 to one man, $26.58 to another, and $47.36 to a

third. How much do I owe to all three ?

2. A grocer sold 44 lb. 8 oz. of cheese on Monday, 38 lb. 9 oz.

on Tuesday, 64 lb. 11 oz. on Wednesday, 49 lb. 4 oz. on Thursday,

36 lb. 12 oz. on Friday, and 93 lb. on Saturday. What weight of

cheese did he sell during the week ?

3. Find the total weight of 5 car-loads of coal weighing respec-

tively 14 T. 1763 lb., 15 T. 485 lb., 13 T. 1928 lb., 15 f. 1343 lb., and

14 T. 791 lb.

4. Three fields have an area respectively of 19 A, 140 sq. rd.,

15 A. 73 sq. rd. 15 sq. yd., and 9 A. 127 sq. rd. 19 sq. yd. What is

the total area ?

5. What is the entire length of a railway consisting of 5 different

lines measuring respectively 167 mi. 185 rd. 2 yd. , 97 mi. 63 rd. 4 yd.

,

126 mi. 279 rd. 3 yd., 67 mi. 198 rd. 5 yd., and 48 mi. 266 rd. 4 yd. ?

G. A farmer sold 35 bu. 2 pk. 1 gal. 1 qt., 29 bu. 3pk. 1 gal. 3 qt.,

18 bu. 1 gal., 19 bu. 3 pk., and 37 bu. 1 pk. 1 gal. 3 qt. How much
did he sell in all ?

7. At a certain mill 19 T. 1743 lb. of coal were burned in one

week, 23 T. 1645 lb. the next, 22 T. 974 lb. the next, and 18 T.

1468 lb. the next. What was the weight of the coal burned during

the four weeks ?

8. A merchant sold 47 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt. of coal oil and had 19 gal.

2 qt. 1 fi,. left. What quantity had he at first ?

9. A farmer sold 5 loads of oats containing respectively 47 bu.

18 lb., 55 bu. 19 lb., 48 bu. 27 lb., 45 bu. 25 lb., and 46 bu. 15 lb.

What was the total quantity he sold ?

10. Find the total quantity of wood in four piles containing re-

spectively 17 cords 98 cu. ft., 49 cords 4 cu. ft., 25 cords 45 cu. ft.,

and 36 cords 112 cu. ft.

11. Find the sum in acres, etc., of 10,000 sq. rd., 10,000 sq. yd.,

10,000 sq. ft., and 10,000 sq. in.
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12. A farm consists of 27 A. 147 sq. rd. 19 sq. yd. of land under
grain, 4 A. 96 sq. rd. 13 sq. yd. in roots, 7 A. 69 sq. rd. under hay,

12 A. 77 sq. rd. 23 sq. yd. under pasture, 37 A. 97 sq. rd. woodland,

and 4 A. 157 sq. rd. in orchard, garden, barnyard, and building sites.

What is the total area of the farm ?

13. A mistake was made in adding "up an account. It was made
out to amount to $74.93, which was less than the correct amount by

$9.16. What was the correct amount?

14: A man travelled 97 mi. 183 rd. by railway, 45 mi. 197 I'd. by
steamboat, and 9 mi. 160 rd. on horseback. How far did he travel

altogether ?

15. A farmer harvested 469 bu. 2 pk. 1 gal, 2 qt. of wheat, 379 bu.

2 pk. of oats, 134 bu. 1 gal. 1 qt. of rye, 97 bu. 3 pk. 3 qt. of barley,

and 196 bu. of Indian corn. What was his total grain crop ?

16. A man walks 7219 yd., 6947 yd., 6894 yd., 6748 yd., 6536 yd.,

and 5977 yd. in six successive hours. How many miles, etc., did he

walk in all ?

17. Find the total weight of the following nine loads of wheat,

and also the total number of bushels in them :

—

No. 1. 27 bu 18 lb. No. 4. 25 bu. 54 lb. No. 7. 24 bu. 47 lb.

No. 2. 19 bu. 44 lb. No. 5. 26 bu. 17 lb. No. 8. 22 bu. 36 lb.

No. 3. 25 bu. 31 lb. No. 6. 21 bu. 35 lb. No. 9. 29 bu. 48 lb.

18. A rectangular playground is 38 yd. 2 ft. 6 in. long and 32 yd.

1 ft. 9 in. wide. What is the total length around it ?

19. A school-room is 29 ft. 3 in. long by 24 ft. 7 in. wide. Find

the total length around it in yards, etc.

20. In building a house the cost was as follows:—Bricks, $148.75;

lime, $38.50; sand, $8.40; woodwork, $374.98; cartage, $94.65;

wages, $974.57; and extras and miscellaneous, $173.48. The site

cost $325, and- fencing and draining it cost $49.64. What was the

total cost ?

21. A man travelled 38 mi. 429 yd. one day, 24 mi. 785 yd. the

next day, and still had 46 mi. 376 yd. to go to finish his journey.

What was the length of that journey ?

22. A farm consists of eight fields of the following areas :

—

No. 1. 7 A. 127 sq. rd.

No. 2. 13 A. 45 sq. rd.

No. 3. 19 A. 55 sq. rd.

No. 4. 19 A. 119 sq. rd.

What is the total area of the farm

'

No.
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IV. COMPOUND SUBTRACTION.

Compound Subtraction is the operation of finding the differ-

ence between two similar compound numbers.

EXERCISE X.

1. How much must be added to 4 T. 1736 lb. to make the whole

19 T. 400 lb. ?

2. By how much is 10 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. less than 20 gal. 2 qt.?

3. What weight added to 3 T. 1764 lb. 5 oz. will give the same

weight as 5 T. 1943 lb. 8 oz. added to 1 T. 749 lb. 10 oz.?

4. One week's supply of wheat to the Toronto markets was

14,750 bu. Of this quantity 8693 bu. 17 lb. came by rail, 4588 bu.

48 lb. came by water, and the rest was bought from farmers from

the surrounding country. How much was so bought ?

5. Last year 19 mi. 73 rd. 4 yd. of pipe for water supply were in

use in Hamilton; this year 22 mi. 19 rd. 1 yd. are in use. How
much pipe has been laid during the year ?

6. A crock of butter weighed 39 lb. 7 oz. , and the crock weighed

6 lb. 12 oz. How much did the butter weigh ?

7. What is the final remainder on taking 3 doz. and 5 as often as

possible from 11 doz.?

S. A owes B $73.64; B owes A $29.33. B pays A $16.47, and A
pays B $47.87. Which is indebted to the other, and how much ?

9. I started out for a walk at 2 hr. 37 min. 43 sec. after noon,

and got back exactly 5 hr. 9 min. after noon. How long had I been

out?

10. How long is it from 24 min. 35 sec. past 8 in the morning to

12 min. 30 sec. past 4 in the afternoon ?

11. A wheat buyer bought 196 bu. 48 lb. of wheat on Monday and

473 bu. 35 lb. on Tuesday, but sold 600 bu. on the latter day ; he

bought 847 bu. 19 lb. on Thursday, and 1573 bu. 40 lb. on Saturday,

but sold 2000 bu. 39 lb. on the latter day. He had 169 bu. 15 lb,

on hand at the beginning of the week. How much had he at the

close ?

12. Take a million inches from a hundred miles.

13. Into a barrel which would hold just 30 gal. there were poured

19 gal. 1 pt. of vinegar and 2 gal. 1 qt. of acetic acid, and the barrel

was then filled up with water. How much water was poured in ?
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IJh A farmer had 724 bu. of oats. He sold 429 bu. 1 pk. and fed

to his horses 93 bu. 2 pk. 1 gal. 1 qt. How much had he left ?

15. Three piles of wood contained respectively 12 cords 72 cu. ft.,

27 cords 43 cu. ft., and 31 cords 96 cu. ft. There was sold from
them 57 cords 100 cu. ft. What quantity remained ?

16. A farm of 110 A. 75 sq. rd. 20 sq. yd. consists partly of wood-
land and partly of cleared fields. The cleared fields cover an area of

63 A. 118 sq. rd. 30 sq. yd. What is the area of the woodland ?

11. A man had a farm measuring 125 A. 80 sq. rd., of which
88 A. 110 sq. rd. was cleared, the rest being in woodland. He sold

31 A. 97 sq. rd. 12 sq. yd. of the cleared land, and 7 A. 43 sq. rd.

25 sq. yd. of the woodland. How many acres of cleared land and
how many of woodland had he left ?

18. St. Paul's Cathedral, in London, England, is in latitude 51°

SO* 48"; St. Peter's, in Rome, Italy, is in latitude 41° 53^ 54". What
is the difference in their latitudes ?

19. What is the difference in latitude and longitude between

Madrid in 40° 24' 35" N. Lat. and 3° 41' 51" W. Long, and Montreal

ill 45° 31' 27" N. Lat. and 73° 32' 30" W. Long. ?

20. Berlin is in 52° 30' 16" N. Lat.; Toronto is in 43° 31' 45" N.

Lat. How much farther north is Berlin than Toronto ?

21. A farmer had 75 cords of wood for sale. He sold at different

times 7 cords 48 cu. ft., 15 cords 36 cu. ft., 5 cords 60 cu. ft.,

18 cords 96 cu. ft., and 25 cords 64 cu. ft. How much had he still

for sale ?

22. A coal dealer agreed to deliver 22 T. 1000 lb. between the 1st

July and the 1st September. He delivered 13 T. 1749 lb. in July.

How much had he to deliver in August ?

23. A sold to B on 3rd March goods amounting to $15.48, on 19th

March goods iimounting to $37.74, on 7th April goods amounting to

$28.63, and on 28th April goods amounting to $45.63. B paid to A
on 19th March $31.40, on ISth April $23.65, and on 1st May $50.

How much did B still owe A after the last payment ?

2It. A merchant's accounts showed for July: receipts, $1746; ex-

penditure, $1423.47. How much more did he receive than expend?

25. I sold goods for $97.48, gaining thereon $19.50. How much

did the goods cost me ?

26. Out of a cistern containing 1000 gal. of water 100 cu. ft. of

water were drawn. Find the weight of the water remaining in the

cistern.
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V. COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.

Compound Multiplication is the operation of finding the

product of two numbers
J

one of which, the multiplicand, is com-

pound.

EXERCISE XI.

1. 7 lb. 5 oz. X 3. 6. 38 bu. 3 pk. 3 qt. x 49.

S. 18 lb. 9 oz. X 4. 7. 47 da. 18 lir. 36 min. x 81.

S. 3 gal. 2 qt. x 5. 8. 5 da. 13 min. 7 sec. x 100.

4. 5 ft. 7 in. X 6. 9. 7 mi. 1140 yd. x 23.

5. 9 da. 13 hr. x 7. 10. 3 mi. 147 rd. 3 yd. 1 ft. x 2.

11. How much wood is there in three piles, each containing

17 cords 56 cu. ft. ?

12. A farmer plowed 1 A. 50 sq. rd. a day for 6 days. How much
did he plow during the whole six days ?

13. A boy gathered 1 pk. 3 qt. of berries each day for 5 days.

How much did he gather altogether ?

14. A grocer bought 166 lb. of butter at 18 ct. the lb. He sold

148 lb. of it at 23 ct. the lb., and the rest of it at 12 ct. the lb.

How much did he gain on the whole ?

15. What distance will a wheel 12 ft. 10 in. in circumference roll

in 999 revolutions ?

16. A sulky wheel 14 ft. 8 in. in circumference made 3600 revolu-

tions in an hour. What distance did the sulky go during the hour ?

17. A car wheel 9 ft. 2 in. in circumference is rolling at the rate

of 5 revolutions per second. How far does it go per hour ?

18. A boy walks 1 mi. 163 yd. to school each morning, and the

same distance home each afternoon on 211 days in each year for

5 years. How far does he thus walk during that time ?

19. If 9 mi. 168 rd. 2 yd; 1 ft. 3 in. be taken four times from a

certain quantity, there will still be 3 mi. 137 rd. 1 yd. 7 in. left.

Find the quantity.

£0. A farm of 97 A. 100 sq. rd. 20 sq. yd. is divided into four

fields. The first contains 9 A. 65 sq. rd. 15 sq. yd.; the second con-

tains three times as much as the first, and the third five times as

much as the first. How much does the fourth field contain ?

£1. A drover bought 27 sheep at $3.65 each, and 36 others at $4. 12

each. How much will he gain by selling them all at $4.37 each ?
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22. A merchant bought 24 pieces of cloth measuring 36 yd. each

at $18.72 the piece, and sold the whole at $1.07 the yard. How
much did he gain on the whole ?

23. How much coal oil is contained in 30 barrels, each containing

30 gals. Iqt. I pt.?

24. A woman sells a grocer 23 lb. of butter at 19 ct. the lb., 63 lb.

of cheese at 9 ct. the lb., and 13 doz. eggs at 14 ct. the doz. ; and
buys from him 3 lb. of tea at 55 ct. the lb., 12 lb. of sugar at 9 ct.

the lb. , 2 gal. molasses at 23 ct. the qt. , 8 lb. of currants at 8 ct.

the lb., 11 lb. of raisins at 13 ct. the lb., and 3 doz. oranges at 23 ct.

the doz. The difference between what the woman bought and what
she sold was paid in money. How much was it? Which had to

pay it—the woman or the grocer ?

25. The fore quarters of a lamb weighed 5 lb. 3 oz. each, and the

hind quarters 7 lb. 5 oz. each. How much did the lamb weigh ?

26. What is the capacity of a cistern that holds 127 pailfuls of

2 gal. 1 qt. each?

27. The average weight of 59 barrels of pork was 196 lb. 12 oz.

The full weight of each barrel should have been 200 lb. How much
did the 59 barrels lack of full weight ?

28. A man travels 97 mi. 100 rd. a day for 25 days. How far

must he travel the 26th day in order to have travelled 2500 miles

in all?

29. A room is 18 ft. 8 in. long and 13 ft. 5 in. wide. What is the

length round it ?

30. A box is 3 ft. 4 in. long and 2 ft. 3 in. wide. What length of

string would go five times round it ?

31. A farmer had 21 bags of wheat, each contahiing 2 bu. 18 lb.

How much had he in all ?

32. The furnaces of a certain steamer burn 3 cords 72 cu. ft. of

wood daily. How much wood will they burn in 95 days ?

33. A merchant paid $49 for 7 bbl. of cranberries, containing 2 bu.

3 pk. 1 qt. each, and retailed them at 10 ct. the pint. How much
did he gain on the whole ?

34. A watch gains 1 min. 7 sec. per day. How nnich will it gain

in a fortnight ?

35. What is the length of 144 rails, each 16 ft. 6 in. long?

36. In a certain voyage a steamer averaged 14 mi. 93 rd. 2 yd. per

hour for 9 ^ays. What was the distance run in that time ?
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VI. COMPOUND DIVISION.

Compound Division is the operation of finding the quotient

when the dividend, the divisor, or both of them, are compound num-

bers.

CASE I.—WHEN THE DIVISOR IS AN ABSTRACT NUMBER.

EXERCISE XII.

1. 6 lb. 12 oz. -^ 2. 1^. $73.26 -f 9.

^. 71b. 5 0Z.4-3.
'

13. $183^4:.

3. 15 T. 156 lb. -r4. U- 19 mi. 246 rd. 1 yd. ^6.

4. 19 T. 378 lb. 2 oz.-t-5. 15. 129 mi. 187 rd. 2 yd. -^7.

5. 28 gal. 2 qt. -r6. 16. 193 mi. 266 rd. 4 yd. ^9.

6. 31 gal. 2 qt. -r7. ^7. 49 mi. 118 rd. 6 in.-^5.

7. 745 bu. 3 pk. -^8. 18. 47 cu. yd. 11 cu. ft. -^3.

8. 426 bu. 3 pk. 6 qt. -r9. 19. 104 cu. yd. 5 cu. ft.-^9.

9. 29 da. 7 lir. 37 min. -^7. i20. 48 A. 7 sq. ch. 2464 sq. 1. -f8.

10. 42 hr. 56 min. 24 sec. -^9. 21. 10 A. 44 sq. rd. 12 sq. yd. -i-3.

11. 97° 37' 36" ^4. ;^^. 497 A. 89 sq. rd. 23 sq. yd. -r9.

23. Twelve boys gathered 1 1 bu. 2 qt. of nuts and divided them
equally among themselves. How much did each receive ?

24- If 11 men can mow 24 A. 32 sq". rd. of grass in a day, how
much can one man mow ?

25. From the half of 21 cu. yd. 21 cu. ft. take 2 cu. yd. 12 cu. ft.,

and divide the remainder into 12 equal parts.

26. If a stonemason lays 33 cu. yd. 3 cu. ft. of stone in 6 days,

how much does he lay per day ?

27. If 97 bushels of wheat be divided into six equal parts and

three of these given to A, two to B, and one to G, what quantity

will each get ?

28. If a farm of 100 acres be divided into 9 equal-sized fields,

what will be the area of each ?

29. A piece of land measuring 56 A. 127 sq. rd. is divided off into

33 equal allotments. What is the size of each ?

30. A farm of 100 acres is surveyed off as a village site. One-

eighth of the whole is laid out as streets, and the remainder is

divided into 160 lots of equal size. What is the size of each lot ?

31. Seven horses eat 13 bu. 3 pk. 1 qt. of oats in a week. What
quantity does each horse eat per week ?
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CASE II.—WHEN THE DIVISOR IS A CONCRETE NUMBER.

In this case the divisor and the dividend must be quantities

of the same kind ; the quotient will be an abstract number ex-

pressing how many times the dividend contains the divisor.

EXERCISE XIII.

1. 2 lb. 8 oz. -f 4 oz. 8, 15 lb. 10 oz. -M lb. 9 oz.

2. 10 lb. 8 oz. -f-12 oz. 4. 725 lb. 5 oz. -i-3 lb. 7 oz.

5. 137 T. 1189 lb. 4 oz.-^304 lb. 12 oz.

6. 15 da. 18 hr. -^ 9 hr. 7. 2 da. 2 hr. -t-50 min.

8. 6 da. 6 hr. 20 sec. -r 1 min. 5 sec.

9. 13 wk. 1 da. -f 3 hr. 50 min.

10. 12 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt.^1 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt.

11. 4851gal.-=-31gal. 2qt.

12. 119 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. 4- 1 pk. 1 qt.

13. 102,336 bu. 2 pk. 3 qt. 1 pt.-f-ll bu. 1 pk. 3 qt. 1 pt.

14. 8 yd. 2 in. -^ 2 ft. 5 in. 16. 3 mi. 100 rd. ^ 2 ft. 9 in.

15. 1 mi. -^ 2 ft. 6 in. 17. 25 mi. 100 yd. -r 2 yd. 1 ft. 6 in.

18. 999 mi. 99 rd. 9 in. -i- 10 mi. 76 rd. 1 in.

19. 13,900 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft. 127 sq. in. -f 116 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 41 sq. in.

50. 1254 A. 80 sq. rd. 15 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft. 36 sq. in.

-^ll A. 115 sq. rd. 27 sq. yd.

51. 64,447 A. 18 sq. rd. 29 sq. yd. 3 sq. ft. 34 sq. in.

-f 12 A. 133 sq. rd. 20 sq. yd. 5 sq. ft. 110 sq. in.

52. 1,764,578 cu. yd. 18 cu. ft. 1129 cu. in.

-i-19 cu. yd. 11 cu. ft. 119 cu. in.

23. $14.50^$2 90. 24. $11 10 ^$3. 70.

25. $1001 -f 13 cts.

26. How many yards of sateen at 15 cents the yard can be pur-

chased for $4.95?

27. How often can 77 sq. yd. be subtracted from 1 A. 120 sq. rd. ?

28. How many posts placed 7 ft. apart will be required to support

a fence round a field, the length of the fence being 64 rd. 5 yd.?

How many posts would have been required had the fence been

straight ?

29. How many sleepers laid 2 ft. 6 in. from centre to centre will

be required for a railway 56 mi. 100 rd. long ?
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SO. How many dress pieces each 15^ yds. long can be cut from a

piece of goods 403 yds. long ?

31. How long will 16 bu. 2 pk. of oats last a horse, giving him

3 feeds a day of 5 qt. 1 pt. each ?

32. How long will 131 T. 100 lb. of food last 960 men, allowing

them 1 lb. 4 oz. per day per man ?

33. How many bars of lead each weighing 13 lbs. 7 oz. will be

required to make up a weight of 20 T. 1428 lb. 2 oz.?

34. How many loads of coal weighing 1 T. 80 lb. each are there

in 13 car loads weighing 16 T. 1600 lb. each ?

35. How many barrels holding 1 bu. 3 pk. 6 qt. each will a farmer

require to pack 310 bushels of apples for market ?

36. How many cans holding 4 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt. each can be filled

out of 5 barrels containing 31 gal. 2 qt. each?

37. How long would a cannon ball travelling at the rate of 1320 ft.

per second take to pass from the earth to the moon, a distance of

2.38,828 miles?

38. How many chains of 66 ft. each would make 4 mi. 160 rd.?

39. How long would it take to walk 18 mi. at the rate of 108

steps of 2 ft. 8 in. each per minute ?

40. If the average speed of an express train be 27 mi. 110 rd. 4 yd.

per hour, how long will it take to travel 382 mi. 270 rd. 1 yd.?

41. How many portions of time each equal to 1 da. 14 hr. 57 min.

33 sec. are contained in 365 da. 5 hr. 48 min. 45 sec?

42. How many turns will a wheel 14 ft. 3 in. in circumference

make in rolling a distance of 11 mi. 1559 yd.?

43. How many pieces of ribbon each 5 yd. 9 in. long can be cut

from a ribbon 100 yd. long, and what lengtli will remain over ?

44- How many bottles each holding 1 qt. 1 pt. can be filled from

a barrel containing 31 gal. 2 qt.?

.45. A regiment in close column occupied 11 sq. rd. 26 sq. yd.

8 sq. ft. How many men were there in the regiment if each man
occupied 3 sq. ft. 52 sq. in.?

4G. How long will it take to plough 50 A. 100 sq. rd. at tlie rate

of 4 A. 35 sq. rd. per day ?

47. A farm of 265 A. was surveyed off into a village. Of this

area the streets required 27 A. 10 scj^. rd , and the rest was laid off

into lots of 128 sq. rd. 5 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 72 sq. in. each. How many
lots were there ?



CHAPTEE IV,

APPLICATIONS OP THE PRECEDING RULES.

I. VALUES.
The Value of anything is the amount of money for which

it will sell, or the quantity of any other commodity for which it

can be exchanged.

The Cost of anything is the amount of money paid for it, or

the amount of any other commodity given in exchange for it.

The Price of any quantity of a commodity is the amount of

money for which that quantity of the commodity is bought or

sold or offered for sale.

The Price-Rate is the price per unit, or per other standard

quantity, of the commodity.

The Price-Unit is the standard quantity of the commodity

on which the price-rate is based.

Ex. 1.—Find the price of 48 eggs @ 15 ct. the doz.

48 eggs = 4 doz. eggs.

Price of 1 doz. eggs= 15 ct.

Price of 4 doz. eggs= 4 (15 ct,)= 60 ct.

Note.—4 (15 ct.) is read " 4 times 15 ct."

Explanation.—Here the quantity bought is 48 egtrs, the price-unit is 1 doz. eggs,

and the price-rate is 15 ct. per doz. eggs. We first express the quantity bought, in

teniis of the price-unit; in this example 48 eggs in terms of 1 doz. eggs.

48 eggs = 4 (1 doz. eggs.)

We next substitute for the price-unit its price as given by the price-rate; in this

example we substitute 15 ct. for 1 doz. eggs.

Price of 4 (1 do/, eggs) .= 4 (If) ct.)

Lastly we evaluate the expression thus obtained ; in this example we multiply

15«<^-by4. 4(15ct.)=60ct.

60
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Ex. 2.—Find the cost of 12 lb. 4 oz. of nutmegs @ 7 ct. the oz.

12 lb. 4 oz. =12 (16 oz.)+ 4 oz.

= 196 oz.

Cost of 1 oz. =7 ct.

Cost of 196 oz. = 196 (7 ct.

)

= 1372 ct. =$13.72.

J5;^. 5.—Find the price of 72 marbles at eight for a cent.

72 marbles= 9 (8 marbles.

)

Price of 8 marbles= 1 ct.

Price of 9 (8 marbles)= 9 (1 ct. )= 9 ct.

EXERCISE XIV.
Find the price of

—

1. 8 lb. of beef @ 12 ct. the lb.

2. 17 yd. of calico @ 13 ct. the yd.

3. 6 pair of chiclcens @ 65 ct. the pair.

4. 27 doz. eggs @ 17 ct. the doz.

5. 19 doz. clothes-pins @ 7 ct. the doz.

6. Two fish, the one weighing 9 lb., the other weighing 12 lb.,

both @ 14 ct. the lb.

7. Three crocks of butter weighing 27 lb. , 25 lb. and 24 lb. respec-

tively, all @ 19 ct. the lb.

8. 4 pair of chickens @ 55 ct. the pair, 3 pair of ducks @ 75 ct.

the pair, 3 geese @ 65 ct. each, and 5 turkeys @ $1.05 each.

9. 7 lb. of black tea @ 65 ct. the lb., 4 lb. of coffee @ 35 ct. the lb.,

7 lb. loaf sugar @ 12 ct. the lb., 8 lb. crushed sugar @ 9 ct. the lb.,

8 lb. of cheese @ 14 ct. the lb., and 13 lb. of Carolina rice @ 9 ct.

the lb.

10. 3 doz. handkerchiefs @ 45 ct. each.

11. 2 doz. tins of tomatoes @ 9 ct. each.

12. 5 doz. tins of sweet corn @ 11 ct. each.

13. 3 gal, 2 qt. of molasses @ 18 ct. the qt.

14. 4 lb. 7 oz. of rhubarb @ 25 ct. the oz.

15. 3 lb. 1 1 oz. of iodide of potassium @ 55 ct. the oz.

16. 5 lb. 5 oz. of quinine @ $2.25 the oz.

17. Find the cost of gravelling 3 mi. 60 rd. of road @ $8.50 the rd.

18. Find the cost of 48 rods of fencing @ 75 ct, the yd.
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Find the value of

—

19. A steam-hammer weighing 189 T. @ 28 lb, to the dollar.

W. 60 packages of dried yeast @ 20 ct. the doz,

21. One million bricks @ $7.75 the M.

22. 587,000 ft. of lumber @ $15.75 the M.

23. 1380 lb. of wheat @ 87 ct. the bu.

24. 14701b. " @98ct. "

25. 6480 1b. " @$1.17 "

26. 1938 lb. of oats @ 37 ct.
"

27. 2346 1b. " @ 45 ct.
"

28. 9486 1b. " @ 39 ct.
"

29. 1872 lb. of barley @ 57 ct.
"

30. 2832 1b. " @63ct. "

31. 47,856 lb. '* @ 59 ct. "

32. 1620 lb. of peas @ 77 ct. *'

33. 2340 lb. " @ 09 ct.

34. 40,680 lb. *' @ 57 ct. "

35. 1512 lb. of rye @ 08 ct. "

5tf. 2464 1b. " @63ct. "

57. 2744 lb. of Indian corn @ 57 ct. the bu.

38. 51,4641b. " " @49ct. "

39. 630 lb. of bituminous coal @ 32 ct. the bu.

40. 1740 lb. of carrots at 17 ct. the bu.

41. 8 burners consuming 5 cubic feet of gas each per hour are used

at the rate of 5 hrs. a day for 310 days. Find the cost of the gas

burned @ $2.25 per 1000 cu. ft.

42. What will be the amount of a man's wages for 6 days of 9 hr.

each @ 18 ct. the hour?

43. How much will a man earn in three weeks @ $2.25 a day,

omitting Sundays ?

44' A man's wages are $2.25 a day of 10 hr. and .35 ct. an hour

for over-time. How much ought he to receive for 16 full days and

25 hr. over-time ?

45. A mechanic receives $2.70 a day of 10 hr. and 45 ct. an hour

for over-time. What were his wages for a week on which he worked

:

Monday, 11 hr.; Tuesday, 13 hr.; Wednesday, 10 hr.; Thursday,

12 hr.; Friday, 10 hr.; Saturday, 14 hr.?

4G. A man worked from 1st September to 19t]i October, both days

included, @ $1.90 a day, Sundays omitted. How much did he earn ?
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^7. A man receives $1.75 a day, omitting Sundays. What will

be the amount of his wages for February, 1888? (February, 1888,

commences on a Wednesday.)

IfS. Find the cost of hauling 37 T. 12 cwt. a distance of 19 miles

@ 3 ct. per cwt. per mile.

45. Find the expenses of 7 persons for a journey of 261 miles, the

railway fare being 3 ct. each per mile, and the other expenses

amounting to $2.50 each.

80. If 1,081,130 persons in Canada were to send by post 37 letters

each on an average during a year, find what the postage on these

would amount to per day, the postage averaging 3 ct. on each letter.

51. A merchant sells 13 yd. of calico @ 12 ct. the yd,, 19 yd. of

muslin @ 23 ct. the yd., and 17 yd. of flannel @ 48 ct. the yd., and

takes In exchange 38 bu. of potatoes @ 37 ct. the bu. and the balance

in cash. How much cash does he receive ?

52. A farmer sells to a grocer 19 doz. of eggs @ 18 ct. the doz.,

47 lb. of lard @ 13 ct. the lb., and 117 lb. of beef @ 8 ct. the lb.,

and takes in exchange 7 lb. of tea @ 55 ct. the lb., 9 lb. of coffee

@ 35 ct. the lb., a.set of dishes worth $7.50, and the balance in cash.

How much cash is due him ?

53. A woman sells to a grocer 15 doz. eggs @ 18 ct. the doz. and

35 lb. of butter @ 23 ct. the lb., and buys from him 9 lb. of tea

@ 55 ct. the lb., 15 lb. of sugar@ 7 ct. the lb., 5 bars of soap@ 25 ct.

the bar, 1 gal. of vinegar @ 16 ct. the qt., 4 lb. of raisins @ 12 ct.

the lb., 4 lb. of currants @ 7 ct. the lb., 2 oz. of cinnamon @ 3 ct.

the oz., and 8 oz. of allspice @ 3 ct. the oz. How much is still due

her? If she receives this sum in 5-cent pieces, how many ought she

to get ?

54. A woman sells a merchant 7 pair of chickens @ 5Q ct. the pair,

5 pair of ducks@ 73 ct. the pair, 4 geese@ 93 ct. each, and 3 turkeys

@ ^1.15 each, and buys from him 13 yd. of calico @ 15 ct. the yd.,

19 yd. of calico @ 17 ct. the yd., 17 yd. of flannel @ 45 ct. the yd.,

and 29 yd. of chintz @ 20 ct. the yd. How much is due the mer-

chant on this transaction ?

55. A farmer sells 2220 lb. of wheat @ 98 ct. the bu. and 2686 lb.

of oats @ 37 ct. the bu., and with the proceeds he buys 49 yd. of

carpet @ $1.15 the yard and 24 rolls of wall paper @ 37 ct. the roll.

How much has he left of the cash received for his sales ?

56. How many yards of cloth @ $1.55 the yd. can be bought for

$26.35?
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57. If 10 yd. of cloth cost $14.50, how many yards can be boughl

for $27. 55?

58. How many yards of cloth @ $1.35 the yd. can be bought for

30 bu. of wheat @ 90 ct. the bu.?

59. If 7 yd. of cloth cost $8.40, how many yards ought to be

received for 15 bu. of wheat @ 96 ct. the bu.?

60. If 7 bu. of oats are worth 3 bu. of wheat, how many bu, of oats

are worth 51 bu. of wheat?

61. If 13 bu. of barley are worth 9 bu. of wheat, how many bu. of

barley are worth 1620 lb. of wheat?

62. If 5 bu. of oats are worth 2 bu. of wheat, how many pounds of

wheat should be given for 1870 lb. of oats?

63. How many sheep at 3 for $13 can I buy for $117 ?

64. How many hogs at 7 for $48 can I buy with $700 and have $28

left?

65. If a man receive 9 lb. of tea in exchange for 45 lb. of cheese

@ 11 ct. the lb., what is the price of the tea per pound ?

66. A woman sold 27 lb. of butter @ 23 ct. the lb., and bought

13 lb. of sugar @ 7 ct. the lb. and 4 lb. of coffee @- 35 ct. the lb.

How many pounds of tea @ 65 ct. the lb. could she buy with what

was still left of the amount she got for her butter ?

67. A farmer gave 85 bu. of wheat, worth $1.18 the bu., for 10

sheep. How much apiece did the sheep cost him ?

68. A mechanic earns $60 a month, but his expenses are $45 a

month. How long will it take him to pay for a farm of 80 acres

worth $36 an acre ?

69. A newsboy buys 7 doz. newspapers @ 20 ct. the doz., and sells

them @ 3 ct. a paper. If he sell all but 5 papers, how much will he

gain?

70. An apple-woman bought 9 doz, apples @ 15 ct. the doz., and

sold 24 of the apples @ 2 for 3 ct. and the remainder @ 2 ct. an

apple. How many dozen apples @ 17 ct. the doz. can she buy with

the proceeds?
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II. BILLS AND ACCOUNTS.

A Bill of Parcels (called also a Bill of Goods) is a written

statement of goods sold and of payments, if any, received there-

for. The Bill should specify the quantities and prices of the

goods, the place and time of each transaction, the names of the

buyer and the seller, and any special terms agreed on by the

parties.

A Bill of Services is a similar statement of services ren-

dered or of labor performed.

A Bill is also called an Account.

A Statement ofAccount is a written statement of the total

sums due according to accounts already rendered.

The seller of the goods is called the Creditor.

The buyer of the goods is called the Debtor.

The statements of the items due to the party rendering the

account is called the Debit Side of the Account.

The statement of the items due or the moneys received by

the party rendering the account is called the Credit Side of

the Account.

The Balance of an account is the difference between its debit

and credit sides.

When a bill is paid it shoidd be receipted by writing at the

bottom of the bill the date of payment and the words "Received

payment," and under these words the creditor should sign his

name.

If a clerk or other employe have authority to sign for his

employer, he should write his employer's name and directly

beneath it his own name *)r initials, preceded by per or hj. (See

Example 3.) He may, instead of signing this way, write his

own name and directly beneath it his employer's name, preceded

by for.
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Ex. 1.—Specimen of a Bill of Parcels.

GuELPH, 13th Oct., 1885.

Mr. William Thompsori

Bouijht of Robert Brown.

1885

Sept. 12 lb. Butter . . @ 13 ct.

15 lb. Sugar '
. @ 9 ct.

5 lb. Tea @ 55 ct.

3 lb. Coffee @ 35 ct.

1 F. Haddie

$
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Ex. 3.—Specimen of Statement of Account receipted.

Brantford, 15th Oct., 18S5.

Messrs. Jones db Co.

Co Browrij Robinson (& Co., ^r.
Terms : 30 daj's.
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5. Benj. Bradshaw bought of John Westover on 7th Jan., 1886,

700 lb. Flour @ $2.75 the cwt., 400 lb. Oatmeal @ $2.25, 300 lb.

Cornmeal @ $2.25, and 200 lb. Buckwheat Flour @ $2.50. On
1st Feb., 1886, Benj. Bradshaw paid $25 on the above account.

6. William Atkinson bought of Messrs. Moore & Co., Ap. 8th,

1886, 100 ft. |-in. 3-ply Rubber Hose @ 20 ct. the ft., 2 pr. f in.

Couplings and fitting @ 50 ct. the pr., 1 Comp. Hose Pipe, $1.25;

Ap. 16th, 3 Step-Ladders @ $1.50 each. The above account was

paid in full on Apr. 16th.

7. Messrs. Hughes & Son sold to M. Stonehouse: Dec. 9th, 1885,

19 yd. Calico @ 17 ct., 17 yd. Linen @ 47 ci., 16 yd. Lining @ 9 ct.;

Dec. 21st, 8 yd. Flannel @ 48 ct., 23 yd. Braid @ 3 ct.; Dec. 26th,

7 pr. Stockings @ 25 ct. and 3 pr. Gloves @ 65 ct. Paid in full on

2nd Jan., 1886.

8. Peter Simpson bought of Jamieson Bros.: 14th Ap., 1885, 3 lb.

Bl. Tea @ 75 ct. and 13 lb. B. L. Sugar @ 11 ct.; Ap. 16th, 5 lb.

Gran. Sugar @ 9 ct.; Ap. 18th, 3 bars Soap @ 23 ct., 3 boxes Starch

@ 15 ct.; Ap. 21st, 1 Bath-brick @ 8 ct., 3 doz. Eggs @ 17 ct , and

4 lb. Butter @ 19 ct.; Ap. 23rd, 12 lb. Flour @ 3 ct., 1 box Soda

Biscuits @ 30 ct.; Ap. 25th, 4 lb. Currants @ 8 ct. and 7 lb. Raisins

@ 9 ct. On Ap. 21st the sum of $5 was paid on the above account,

and the balance was paid on 1st May.

9. Edward Lawson bought of Bruce, Playfair & Co.: Sth Jan.,

1886, 9 Diaries @ 57 ct., 3 boxes Elastic Bands @ 25 ct., 5 Rms.

F'scap @ $3.45; Jan. 13th, 3 qr. Blotting Paper @ 37 ct., 7 boxes

Pens @ 36 ct., 5 boxes Slate-pencils @ 17 ct.; Jan. 22nd, 16 doz.

6x9 Slates @ 95 ct.; Jan, 25th, 5 qt. Ink @ 37 ct., 5 qr. Wrapping

Paper @ 30 ct., 6 Col. Pencils @ 9 ct.; Feb. 3rd, 2 Rm. Acct. Cap

@ $6.00; 1 Rm. Letter Paper @ $4.50, 3 Pass-Books @ 5 ct.; Feb.

11th, 3 boxes Envelopes @ $1.25, Postage Stamps, $4. On this

account the sum of $15 was paid on Jan. 16th, and a further sum of

$25 was paid on Feb. 15th.

10. Simon Tomlinson bought ofH. Ward & Co. , of Guelph, in 1885:

July 4th, 5 doz. Hat and Coat Hooks @ 40 ct. , 3 Door Knobs @ 15 ct.,

and 3 Rack Pulleys @ 20 ct.; 7th, 25 lb. Cut Nails @ 4 ct., 3 pr.

Hinges @ 23 ct., and 2 Door Locks @ 30 ct.; 18th, 7 lb. Pressed

Nails @ 8 ct., 9 doz. Screws @ 6 ct. ; Aug. 1st, 3 Padlocks @ 25 ct.,

3 Hasps and Staples @ 15 ct.; 2 doz. Bolts @ 20 ct.; 20th, 5 lb.

S. L. Cord @ 90 ct. ; 5 yd. Brass Chain @ 33 ct. Aug. 29th, Account

paid in full.
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11. George Stevens owed Samuel Crear on 30th Nov. , 1885, as per

account rendered that day, the sum of $14.92; and during December,

1885, he bought of S. Crear as follows :~lst, 8 lb. Ro. Beef @ 12ct.;

3rd, 6 lb. Leg Lamb @ 11 ct.; 2 lb. Vn. Steak @ 14 ct., and 1 lb.

Suet @ 12 ct.; 8th, 12 lb. Ham @ 15 ct., 9 lb. Corned Beef @ 9 ct.;

10th, 2 lb. Steak @ 13 ct., 1 Beef Heart, 25 ct. ; 12th, 5 lb. Loin Yeal

@ 11 ct., 1 pr. Fowl, 70 ct., 1 lb. Suet @ 13 ct.; 16th, 11 lb. Hind

Qur. Lamb @ 13 ct., 10 lb. Ro. Beef @ 12 ct.; 18th, 2 Tongues @
45 ct., 7 lb. Shank @ 4 ct.; 2 lb. Lard @ 15 ct.; 22nd, 1 Goose,

80 ct., 1 Turkey, $3.50; 23rd, 1 Corned Tongue, 50 ct., 3 lb. Steak

@ 13 ct., and 1 lb. Suet @ 12 ct.; 28th, 11 lb. Ro. Beef @ 13 ct.;

30th, 6 lb. Leg Lamb @ 14 ct., 4 lb. Lard @ 15 ct. On this account

there was paid $15 on Dec. 3rd, and the balance in full on 31st Dec.

12. Mrs. G. Scott bought of Edwin Salter, Grocer, Belleville, dur-

ing Feb., 1886, as follows:— 1st Feb., 9 lb. Bl. Tea @ 70 ct., 5 lb.

Java Coffee @ 34 ct. , 9 lb. Sugar @ 1 1 ct. , 8 lb. Sugar @ 7 ct. ; 5th,

3 lb. Raisins @ 9 ct., 7 lb. Currants @ 6 ct., 3 lb. Figs @ 11 ct.; 8th,

4 Bars Soap @ 25 ct., 1 Box Starch, 15 ct.; 13th, 3 doz. Ale @ $1.15,

1 Tin Marmalade, $1..30; 17th, 1 Crock Butter, 23 lb., @ 19 ct.;

22nd, 2 lb. Japan Tea @ 60 ct., 3 lb. Cheese @ 15 ct.; 27th, 2 lb.

Arrowroot @ 25 ct., 2 doz. Bloaters @ 35 ct., 22 lb. Beef Ham @
16 ct. This account was made up on 1st March, 1886. On 5th

March credit was given on it for 3 doz. Ale @ $1.15, wrongly

charged on Feb. 13th, and the balance was then paid in full.

13. Messrs. Johnson & Williams, of Woodstock, bought of Messrs.

Kent, Lewis & Co. , of Toronto, on Feb. 7th, 2 doz. Jack-planes @
$11.50, 2 doz. Smoothing-planes @ $9.75, 3 doz. Socket Chisels @
$6.50, 4 doz. Chisels @ $4.25, 3 doz. Screw-drivers @ $4.75, 7 doz.

Gimlets @ 60 ct., 2 doz. Draw-knives @ $8.50, 3 doz. Claw Ham-
mers @ $5.75, 3 doz. Door Locks @ $4.25, 2 doz. Spring Locks @
$14.75, 4 doz. Padlocks @ $2.25, 5 doz. Cast-steel Shovels @ $11.50,

6 doz. Cast-steel Spades @ $10.75, 4 doz. Garden Rakes @ $5.50,

1 doz. Lawn Rakes at $4. 75. This bill was made out and rendered

on Feb. 7th, and was paid on March 9th and receipted by Thomas
Wilson on behalf of Messrs. Kent, Lewis & Co.

14. Messrs. Calvary & Co. , Berlin, purchased of Messrs. Stuart &
Co., Toronto, bills as follows:- -Jan. 9th, $27.35; Feb. 3rd, $47.80;

Mar. 16th, $19.48; Ap. 4th, $22.77. Draw up a statement of these

bills, dated Ap. 12th, and receipt it (Ap. 14th) on behalf of

Stuart & Co.
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III. AGGREGATES AND AVERAGES.

The Total or Aggregate of any number of quantities of the

same kind is simply their sum. Hence

—

To find the Total or Aggregate of any number of quantities of

the same hind^ add the quantities together.
Calculation.

Thus if a pupil receives 6 merit marks on Monday, 8 on 6 marks.

Tuesday, 8 on Wednesday, 7 on Thursday, and 6 on Friday,
|

the Total or Aggregate number of his marks for the five
>j

days will be 35 ; for, adding together the numbers received 6

on the several days, 6+8+8+7+6=35. 35

The Average or Mean of any number of quantities of the

same kind is that quantitity which, if put in j^lace of each of

the given quantities, will yield a sum the same as that of these

quantities. Hence

—

To find the Average or Mean of any number of quantities of the

same kind, divide the sum of the quantities by the number of them.

Ex. 1.—A pupil received 6 merit marks on Monday, 8 on

Tuesday, 8 on Wednesday, 7 on Thursday, and 6 on Friday.

What was the average number of marks he received per day?

The total nimiber of his marks for the five days

was 35. Dividing this total by 5, the number of

days he got marks on, gives 7 as the Average num-

ber he received per day ; that is, had he received

7 marks each day instead of the numbers he did

receive, he would, at the end of the five days, have

received exactly the same number as he actually

received.

Ex. 2.—A farmer sold 3 cows for $46 each and 5 cows for $52

each. What v/as the total price and what the average price each

of the 8 cows ?

3 cows @ $46 each are worth $138

5 " " 52 "• " " 260

8)8 cows, maW, are worth_$398 Total price..

1 cow, on an average, is worth $49.75 Average price.

The total price of the eight cows is $398; hence the average price per cow, got

by supposing the 8 cows to be all of equal value, is found by dividing the total price

by 8, and is $49.75.

ILCULATION.
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EXERCISE XVI.

Complete the following tabulated statements by filling in the

totals and, where they occur, the columns of differences.

1. Classification of pupils, Cities of Ontario, 1883.

CITT.

Belleville

Brantford
(iuelph
Hamilton
Kingston
London
Ottawa
St. Catharines.
8t. Thomas . . .

Toronto

Total

,

1024
782
727

3553
1216
1681

1753
810
1008
7466

Kl'meer of Pupils ix the

488
454
366
1613
672
1108
1367
489
523

4253

526
772
648

2055
841
1389
1550
569
359
3742

263
374
415
916
560
564
558
439
347
1940

14

104
240
51

402
87

16
120

*i9
4

849 ! 158

2. Statement of receipts of grain in car-loads.
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5. Statement of Canadian live stock, 1881.

PROVINCES.
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8. What is the mean of 3 and 7 ? Of 5 and 11 ? Of 7 and 25?

Of 10 and 20? Of and 100?

9. What is the mean of 2, 5 and 11 ? Of 3, 6 and 12? Of 5, 7

and 9 ? Of 0, 8 and 10 ? Of 2, 2 and 20 ?

10. What is the average of two weights of 3 lb. and 4 lb. respec-

tively? Of 9 lb. and 29 lb. respectively? Of 1 lb. and 10 lb.

respectively ?

11. What is the average of three lengths respectively of 4 ft.,

5 ft. and 7 ft.? Of 10 ft., 25 ft. and 50 ft.?

12. What is the average of four weights of 7 lb., 10 lb., 15 lb.

and 19 lb. respectively?

13. What is the average of four lengths of 5 ft., 10 ft., 20 ft. and
40 ft. respectively ?

14' Four vessels holding respectively 2 gal. 2 qt., 1 gal. 1 qt.,

3 gal. , and 2 gal. 3 qt. , are full of water. How large a vessel would

this water fill four times ?

15. What is the average of 4 loads of wheat of 36 bu, , 29 bu. 40 lb.,

33 bu. 30 lb. and 35 bu. 10 lb. respectively ?

16. Find the average of 0, 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100.

17. Find the average of the following scores at a rifle match: 81,

79,79,75, 72, 72, 68, and 66?

18. Find the average of the following scores at cricket : 49, 36, 54,

8, 0, 9, 17, 8, 4, 2, 0.

19. The aggregate weight of 8 oxen was 12^376 lb. What was

their average weight ?

Complete the following tabulated statements.

20. Statement of number of schools and of school population in

County of M.
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21. Statement of monthly school attendance.

SCHOOL.

A
B
C
D
K
F

I'otal . .

.

^
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S5. The monthly sales of a merchant were : January, $4378.46;

February, $3753.69; March, $5685.75; April, $4293.38. Find the

average sales per month for the four montlis. If the same average

rate had continued throughout the year, what would have been the

total amount of his sales that year ?

26. If a man spend $142.31 in 19 weeks, how much does he spend

on an average per week ? At that rate how much would he spend

in a year (52 wk. 1 da.) ?

j?7. Eight boys weigh respectively 109 lb., 105 lb., 103 lb., 97 lb.,

HI lb., 88 lb., 106 lb., and 102 lb. What is their average weight?

28. If a dozen of eggs weigh 1 lb. 8 oz. , what will be the average

weight of an egg ?

29. A man walked 7 miles one day, 9 miles the second day, 8 miles

the third day, and 10 miles the fourth day. What was the total

distance he walked and the average distance per day ?

30. John is 12 years old, his sister is 10, his eldest brother is 15,

and his youngest brother is 7. What is the aggregate and what the

average of their ages ?

31. A grocer bought a tub of butter weighing 34 lb. @ 18 ct.

the lb., a second tub weighing 42 lb. @ 19 ct., a third tub weighing

48 lb. @ 21 ct., and a fourth tub weighing 31 lb. @ 22 ct. What
was the total weight and price of the four tubs, and what the average

price per pound ?

32. In a Third Class there were five boys whose respective heights

were 4 ft. 8 in., 4 ft. 10 in., 4 ft. 7 in., 4 ft. 6 in., and 4 ft. 9 in.

What was the aggregate of their heights and what their average

height?

33. A man worked 10 hours on Monday, 8 on Tuesday, 9 on Wed-
nesday, 7 on Thursday, 9 on Friday, and 8 on Saturday. What was

the total and what the daily average time he worked during the

week ?

34' A man earns $1365 a year. How much is that on an average

a week, taking 52 wk. = 1 yr,?

35. An express company carries 30,553 T. 604 lb. of merchandise

in the course of a year. What is the average weight per week?
(Take 52 \\eeks for a year.

)

36. Smith's wages are $1.60 a day; Brown's are $1.75; Jones',

$2.10; Robinson's, $2.40; and Thomson's, $2.25. What is the

aggregate and what the average of their daily wages ?

37. If 19 hams weigh 276 lb. 11 oz. , what is their average v/eight?
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38. If a man's salary be $1250, how much may he spend on an

average per day, and how much per week, to the nearest cent, so as

not to run into debt? (Reckon 52 weeks to the year, also 365 days

to the year.

)

39. The total weight of 17 cheese was 929 lb. 11 oz. What was

their average weight ?

40. If a grocer use 95 reams of wrapping paper in a year, how
much will he use daily on an average, counting 304 business days to

the year ?

41. A man walked 373 yd. 1 ft. in 480 steps. What was the

average length of his steps ?

42. A man dug 67 rd. 1 ft. 6 in. of drain in 27 days. What length

did he dig on an average per day ?

43. A man walked 500 miles in 24 days. How far did he walk on

an average per day ?

44' A traveller left New York by the Pacific Express at 10 o'clock

on Tuesday morning, and arrived at San Francisco at 11 o'clock,

New York time, on the following Monday morning, having travelled

a distance of 3364 miles. At what average rate per hour did he

travel ?

45. If 11 men have to mow 24 A. 32 sq. rd. of grass in 11 hrs.,

how much must each man mow on an average per hour ?

46. A farmer drew 17 cords 99 cu. ft. of cordwood in 13 loads.

What was the average quantity per load ?

47. A wall containing 412 cu. yd. of stone was built in 6 weeks.

What was the average amount built per day (6 working days to the

week)?

48. Five men took turns to keep watch over a house for 13 da.

19 hr. If each man kept watch thirty times, what was the average

length of each watch ?

49. The following summary is taken from a book of cash sales :

—

Amount.

Aug. 7, sold 310 @ $1.09 each

8,
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50. A man has a salary of $850 a year ; for the first 7 months of a

certain year he spent an average of $85 a month. How much can he

spend a month for the remamder of the year and not live beyond

his salary ?

51. A grocer mixes together 40 lb. of tea @ 45 ct. the lb., 48 lb.

@ 47 ct., and 64 lb. @ 53 ct. What is the price per lb. of the mixture?

52. A mixture was made of three grades of barley, viz. , 8 bu. @
59 ct., 15 bu. @ 58 ct., and 28 bu. @ 65 ct. What ia the value per

bushel of the mixture ?

53. A stationer bought 72 reams of paper @ $3.60 the ream and

48 reams @ $6.60 the ream. Find the cost of the whole, and the

average price per quire and per sheet.

54' A grocer mixed 106 lb. of tea costing 38 ct. the lb., 75 lb.

costing 42 ct. the lb., and 94 lb. costing 45 ct., and sold the mixture

at 60 ct. the pound. What was his gain on the whole ?

55. A grocer mixed 19 lb. of coffee costing 28 ct. the lb. and 26 lb.

costing 23 ct. the lb. with 10 lb. of chicory costing 8 ct. the lb. At
what price the lb. must he sell the mixture to gain $5.50 on the

whole ?

56. Find the total value and the value per gal. of a mixture of

17 gal. of vinegar @ 60 ct., 27 gal. of vinegar @ 40 ct., and 6 gal. of

water.

57. How much water must be added to a mixture of 16 qt. of

vinegar•© 13 ct. and 10 qt. at 10 ct., that the whole mixture may
be worth 11 ct. the qt.?

58. A barrel of vinegar containing 25 gal. was bought for $9.

How much water had to be added to allow the mixture to be sold

without loss @ 25 ct. the gal.?

59. A barrel of vinegar containing 80 gal. cost $10. How much
water must be added that $2.96 may be gained on the whole by sell-

ing the mixture @ 36 ct. the gal.?

60. The mean height of six mountains is 10,357 feet. Find the

aggregates of their heights. What must be the height of a seventh

mountain if the mean height of the seven is 10,643 ft.?

67. In 400 civil years there are 303 years of 365 days each, and

97 years of 366 days each. Find the average length, to the nearest

second, of the 400 civil years.

62. In a certain school there is one teacher at a salary of $850 per

annum, two at salaries of 400 each, and two at salaries of C jOO each.

Find the average salary of the five teachers.
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63. A man bought two cows for $35 each ; he sold one of them for

$4:3 and the otKer for $32. How much did he gain on the first cow ?

How much did he lose on the second ? How much did he gain on

the two together ? What was his average gain per cow ?

64. A man sold two horses, gaining $32 on one of them and losing

$15 on the other. How much did he gain on the two together?

What was his average gain ?

65. A butcher sold three sheep; on the first he gained $1.25, on

the second he lost 63 ct., and on the third he gained 60 ct. How
much did he gain on the three, and what was his average gain per

sheep?

66. A man paid 40 ct. a day for his board. On Monday he earned

$2.00, on Tuesday he earned $1.50, on Wednesday he earned $3.30,

on Thursday, which was a holiday, he earned nothing. How much
did he earn during the four days over and above his board. How
much did he thus clear per day, including Thursday ?

67. A merchant gained $2336 in his first year of business, $1875

in his second year, $619 in his third year, lost $987 in his fourth

year, lost $1178 in his fifth year, gained $293 in his sixth year, and

gained $1361 in his seventh year. Find his average gain for the

seven years.

6S. A merchant bought 5 barrels of j^ork. Three of them weighed

inore than 200 lb. each by 1 lb. 8 oz., 3 lb. 4 oz., and 5 lb. 12 oz. re-

spectively, and two weighed less than 200 lb. by 2 lb. 4 oz. and 3 lb.

4 oz. respectively. What was the total weight of the 5 barrels, and

what their average weight?

69. At six successive tides the highest point reached by the water

was 1 ft. 2 in. below, 9 in. below, 1 ft. 1 in. above, 2 ft. 4 in. above,

1 ft. 3 in. below, and 1 ft. 3 in. above high-water mark respectively.

What was the average above high-water mark for these six tides?

70. In the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India a standard

length was measured ten times; two of the measurements made the

standard too long by 6 units each time, two made it too short by 50

each time, three made it too short by 2 each time, and three made it

too long by 58 each time. By how much was the standard too long

according to the average of the ten measurements?
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IV. SHARING.

Mx. i.—Share 12 apples between James and John so that

James may have 2 more than John.

Give James the 2 apples which he is to have more than John. There will then

be 10 apples left. Share these equally between James and John, which will give

5 apples to each. But James has two apples already, so he will have 7 apples in all.

Form of Calculation.

James.
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Ex, 3.—A man jumped 27 ft. in three successive jumps. The
lust jump was 2 ft. shorter than the third, but 1 ft. longer than

the second. Find the length of each.

Form of Calculation.

1st.

1ft.
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6. Divide $5 between two men, giving the first 50 ct. more than

the second.

7. A span of horses weighed 2640 lb. ; one of them weighed 176 lb.

more than the other. How much did each weigh ?

8. Divide $10,000 between Smith and Robinson, giving Smith

$1000 more than Robinson.

9. Divide $7770 between a college and a hospital, giving $2000

more to the college than to the hospital.

10. A merchant gained $7955 in two years. He gained $1143

more during the second year than during the first. How much did

he gain each year ?

11. A horse and cutter were worth $276, the horse being worth

$150 more than the cutter. How much was each worth ?

12. A merchant invested $7945 in dry goods and groceries, the

groceries costing $800 more than the dry goods. How much did he

invest in each ?

13. Two men together earned $19, of which sum one earned $4

more than the other. How much did each earn ?

14- Two parcels of tea together weigh 8 lb. , one being 1 lb. 4 oz.

heavier than the other. How much does each weigh ?

15. Two men divided 31 gal. 2 qt. of coal oil between them, one

taking 4 gal. more than the other. How much did each take ?

16. Two men together chopped 27 cords of wood; one of them
chopped 7 cords 48 cu. ft. more than the other. How much did

each chop ?

17. Two boys were 100 yd. apart. They walked straight towards

each other, and when they met one had walked 5 yd. more than the

other. How far did each walk ?

18. Divide 25 ct. among Thomas, Alfred and Edith, giving Edith

4 ct. more than either Thomas or Alfred.

ID. Divide 48 apples among Harry, Annie and Jennie, giving

Annie and Jennie each 3 nuore than Harry.

20. Three boys were to share a dollar among them. The first was
to get 10 ct. more than the second, and the second was to get 15 ct.

more than the third. How much was each to get ?

21. Three hogs weighed exactly 320 lb. The first weighed 14 lb.

less than the second, and the second weighed 16 lb. less than the

third. What was the weight of each?

22. Three horses were sold for $420. The first brought$21 less than

the second, but $15 more than the third. What was the price of each?
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23. A piece of cloth 44 yd. long was cut into three pieces; the

first was 10 yd. shorter than the second, but 2 yd. longer than the

third. What was the length of each ?

24- Three milk-cans contained altogether 40 qt, of milk ; the first

contained 3 qt. more than the second, but 4 qt. less than the third.

How much did each contain ?

25. The total weight of three boxes of honey was 24 lb. ; the

second weighed 2 lb. 6 oz. more than the first, but only 10 oz. more

than the third. Find the weight of each.

26. A farm of 200 A, was to be divided off among two brothers

and a sister; the sister was to receive 50 A. less than the elder

brother, who was to receive 20 A. more than the younger brother.

What was the share of each ?

27. The total weight of four crocks of butter was 122 lb. ; the first

weighed 4 lb. less than the second, but 9 lb. more than the third,

which weighed 5 lb. less than the fourth. What was the weight of

each?

28. Divide 25 apples between a boy and girl, giving the girl

3 apples for every 2 given to the boy.

20. Divide 63 ct. between Harry and Willie so that Willie may
get 4 ct. for every 3 given to Harry.

30. Divide 24 ct. between John and James, giving John twice as

much as James.

31. Divide a dollar between Agnes and Bella so that Agnes may
get thrice as much as Bella.

32. Distribute $44 among three men so that the second may get

three times and the third four times as much as the first.

33. I have cent and five-cent pieces, an equal number of each,

amounting to 24 ct. in all. How many pieces of each kind have I ?

34. Willie had 75 ct. in five-cent and ten-cent pieces, an equal

number of each kind. How many has he of each kind ?

35. Edgar has $2.80 in five-cent, ten-cent and twenty-five-cent

pieces, an equal number of each. How many has he of each kind ?

36. Four presses strike off at the same rate fifty-cent, twenty-five-

cent, ten-cent and five-cent pieces, and the total value of the money

coined in 9 hours is $9922.50. How many coins does each press

strike off per hour ?

37. A mixture of green and black teas is made, 3 oz. of green to

every 5 oz. of black. How much of each kind will there be in 2 lb.

of the mixture ?
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38. A mixture of three different grades of sugar is made by putting

3 lb. of the first grade and 4 lb. of the second to every 6 lb. of the

third. How many pounds of each grade are there in 208 lb. of the

mixture ?

39. A business in which there are five partners produces $2090

profit; of this profit the senior partner is to receive 5 shares, the

second partner 3 shares, and each of the other three partners one

share. What sum is the senior partner to receive ?

40. An examiner wishes to distribute a total of 100 marks among
three questions so that the second question shall get 8 marks and

the third 10 marks for every 7 marks given to the first. How many
marks must he assign to each question ?

41. The sum of $135 was paid as a week's wages to an equal

number of men, women and boys. The men received $1.25, the

women 75 ct. , and the boys 50 ct. each per day. How many were

there of each class ?

42. The weekly wages at a mill amounted to $583. 20. In the mill

there were seven times as many women and twice as many men as

there were boys. A man's wages were $1.90 per day, a woman's

90 ct. per day, and a boy's 70 ct. per day. How many women were

there in the mill ?

43. Divide 36 apples among 3 boys and 2 girls so that each girl

may receive 3 apples more than each boy.

44. William had $2.05 in twenty -five-cent and ten-cent pieces,

there being three more ten-cent pieces than twenty-five-cent pieces.

How many ten-cent pieces were there ?

45. Jennie has a dollar in five-cent and ten-cent pieces, the number

of ten-cent pieces being less by 2 than the number of five-cent pieces.

How many five-cent pieces has she ?

46. A roll of bank notes, worth in all $36, consisted of five-dollar

and two-dollar bills only, there being 4 more of the latter than of

the former. How many bills were there of each denomination ?

47. A box contains $5.50 in five-cent, ten-cent and twenty-five-

cent pieces, there being 7 more five-cent and 3 more twenty-five-cent

pieces than there are ten-cent pieces. How many coins of each

denomination are there ?

4s. Messrs. Smith and Grant agree to divide their travelling

expenses so that Smith shall pay at tlie rate of $7 to every $5 Grant

pays. Now, Smith has paid out $53 and Grant has paid out $19.

How much has Cirant to pay to Smith to settle the account?
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V. MEASUREMENTS.

A Rectangle is a flat figure enclosed by four straight lines

and having all its angles equal to one another.

Examples.—A page of a book, the face of a postal card, each

of the faces of a common brick.

A Square is a rectangle that has all its sides equal.

Examples.—A chess-board and the checks marked on it.

A Rectangular or Quadkate Solid or Quad is a solid

enclosed by six rectangles.

Examples.—A brick, a common packing-case, a plank.

A Cube is a quad whose six faces are stjuares.

Examples.—Dice.

The dimensions of a surface are its lemjth and its breadth.

The dimensions of a solid are its lengthy its breadth^ and its

thickness.

In writing down the dimensions of surfaces and of solids, the

sign X is used to denote the word by, an accent (') ^^ denote

the word feet, and two accents (") to denote the word inches.

Thus the dimensions of a rectangle 3 ft. long and 2 ft. wide

would be denoted by 3'x2', read "three feet by two feet."

If a plank were 12 ft. long, 8 in. wide and 2 in. thick, its dimen-

sions would be denoted by 12'x8"x2", read "twelve feet by

eight inches by two inches."

Exercise.—Measure to the nearest inch and express ^n accent

notation the dimensions of

—

1. One face of your slate. fi. The blackboard.

2. A page of this book. 6. A brick.

S. A page of your copy-book. 7. Any box.

4- The top of your desk. S. A gallon measure.
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LINEAR MEASUREMENTS.

The Perimeter of any surface-figure is the sum or total

length of the lines which bound the figure.

EXERCISE XVIII.

Draw rectangles of the following dimensions and measure their

perimeters :

—

1. 3"x2". S. 3"x3". 5. I'x6". 7. 1' x 1'. 9. 2'6"xl'6".

;?. 3"x4". 4. 5"x4". 6. 1' x 1". 8. I'3"x3". 10. 3' x 3'.

11. The floor of a room is a rectangle 15' x 12'. What is its

perimeter ?

1>2. A rectangular room is 22 ft. long by 14 ft. wide. What is

the perimeter of the ceiling ?

13. The ceiling of a room is a rectangle 16' x 13'. What is the

length around the walls ?

14. A rectangular room whose dimensions are 22' x 14' has two
doors with frames 3' 10" wide each and three windows with frames

4' 3" wide each. Find the length round the room less the total

width of the door-frames and the window-frames.

15. A rectangular room 28' x 15' has two doors with frames 3' 8"

wide, and six windows with frames 3' 10" wide. Find the length

round the room less half the total width of the door-frames, and

the window-frames.

16. Find the cost of fencing a rectangular field 40 rd. x 60 rd. at

$1.40 per rod.

17. Find the cost of fencing a rectangular building-lot of 4 rd.

frontage by 8 rd. in depth at a cost of 45 ct. per yard for the front

fence and 15 ct. per yard for the sides and the rear.

IS. Find the cost of fencing a rectangular corner-lot 66' x 132', the

street fence costing 55 ct. the yd. and the line fences 25 ct. the yd.,

but only half of the cost of the latter to be charged to the lot.

19. How many rails 11 ft. long would be required to enclose a

rectangular field 30 rd. x 48 rd. with a straight fence 6 rails high ?

20. Find the cost of the wire at 6 ct. per 5 yd. for a barbed-wire

fence five wires high to enclose a rectangular field 36 rd. x 45 rd.

21. Find the lengths of the perimeters of the several faces of a

brick 8" x 4" x 2". Find the total length of the edges of the brick.
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Carpeting is made of various widths and is sold by the yard of

length. The more common widths are 27 in. and 36 in.

In determining the number of yards of carpeting required for

a room, first decide whether the strips shall run lengthwise of the

room or across it, and then find the number of strips needed. TJie

length of a strip multiplied by the number of strips will give the

total length of carpeting required. In determining the length of

the strips, allowance m,ust he made for waste in matching* the

patterns.

Example.—How many yards of carpeting 27 in, wide will be

required for a rectangular room 20 ft. by 13 ft. , if the strips run

lengthwise and 5 in. per strip be allowed for matching ?

13 ft. =156 in.

156 in. -T-27 in. =5 times and 21 in. remaining over.

Hence 5 strips would leave uncovered a strip of floor 21 in.

wide. To cover this another strip of the carpeting, making
G in all, will be required. This sixth strip will be too wide by

27 in. —21 in. =6 in. ; a strip of the carpet 6 in. wide will there-

fore have to be turned under.

The room is 20 ft. long, arid 5 in. must be added to this for

matching, making the length per strip 20 ft. 5 in.

The 6 strips will therefore require

20 ft. 5 in. X 6= 122 ft. Gin.

= 41 yd. all but G in.

There will therefore be Jf-1 yd. of carpeting required.

Had 7 in. instead of 5 in. per strip been required for mattihing, the length per

strip would have been 20 ft. 7 in., and the lengih of the 6 strips would have been

20 ft. 7 in. xG = 123 ft. 6 in. = 41 yd. G in.

But 6 in. can be spared off the last strip, so that only 41 yd. would be required.

EXERCISE XIX.

1. How many strips ol carpeting 30 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular floor 22' x 15', if tlie strips run lengthwise of the room ?

2. How many strips of carpeting 27 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular floor 24' x 13' 3", if the strips run lengthwise of the

room ? What width will have to be turned under ?
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S, How many strips of carpeting 33 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular room 23' 9" x 18' 9", if the strips run across the room ?

How many strips will be required if they run lengthwise of the

room ? How much will need to be turned under in each case ?

Jf. How many yards of carpeting 40 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular room 22' 8" x 15' 10", if the strips run lengthwise of

the room and 9 in. per strip be wasted in matching ?

5. How many yards of carpeting 27 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular room 17' 6"x 14' 5", if the strips run across the room

and 11 in. per strip be wasted in matching?

6". How many yards of carpeting 33 in. wide will be required for

a rectangular room 16' 3"x 10', if the strips run lengthwise of the

room and 4 in. per strip be wasted in matching ? How many yards

would be required if the strips ran crosswise of the room and 6 in.

per strip were wasted in matching ?

7. Which way must the strips of carpeting a yard wide run to

carpet with the fewest possible number of yards a rectangular room
20' 9" X 17' 9", if there be no waste in matching in either case?

8. Find the cost of the carpet for a rectangular room 22' 8" x 13' 4",

if the carpeting be 27 in. wide and cost $1.75 the yard, and 9 in. per

strip be trasted in matching, the strips running lengthwise of the

room.

9. What will be the cost of the carpeting a yard wide, at $1.35

per yd., for a rectangular room 25' 4" x 14' 8", the strips being laid

lengthwise of the room and 8 in. per strip being wasted in matching ?

What would be the cost if the strips were laid across the room and

4 in. per strip were wasted in matching ?

10. Find the cost of carpeting a rectangular room 28' 10"x 17' 8",

if the strips, 27 in. wide, run lengthwise of the room and 9 in. per

strip be wasted in matching, the carpeting costing $2. 10 per yd. and
10 ct. per yd. for making and laying.

11. How many yards of stair-carpet will be required for a straight

stair of 20 steps 11 in. wide, with 7 in. rise, allowing 1 yd. for extra

at top ?

12. Find the cost of the stair-carpet at $1.15 the yd. for a flight

of stairs of 24 steps 13 in. wide, with 7 in. rise, allowing 1 yd. extra

at top and 2 yd. 2 ft. at the turn of the stairs?

13. How many yards of matting 48 in. wide, and laid lengthwise,

will be required for a hall 48 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, no turning

under or cutting lengthwise being allowed, nor matching required?
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Canadian wall-paper is made in rolls 8 yd. long and in double-

rolls 16 yd. long, the width in both cases being 21 in.

In determining the number of rolls required to paper a room
of ordinary height, fiiid the number of strips 21 in. wide required

to go round the room, leaving out the full width of the doors and
the windoivs; a double-roll, or two single rolls, will be required for

every b strips.

Example.—How many rolls of wall-paper will be required to

cover the walls of a rectangular room 22' x 14' which has two

doors and three windows, the door-frames being 3' 10" wide each

and the window-frames 4' 3" wide each ?

The perimeter of the room is (22' + 14') x 2 = 72'

The width of the 2 doors is 3' 10" x 2= 7' 8"

The width of the 3 windows is 4' 3" x 3= 12' 9"

The total width of doors and windows is 20' 5"

Deducting the 20' 5" from the perimeter 51' 7"

51' 7"^21"= 619"-^21"= 29 times and 10" remaining over.

Hence 29 strips would not be enough by a strip of 10"; there

will therefore be 30 strips needed.
^

30 strips= 6 (5 strips)= 6 double-rolls= 12 single-rolla.

EXERCISE XX.

1. How many rolls of wall-j)aper will be required for a room
18' 6" X 15' 4", making deduction for 1 door and 2 windows each

4' wide and 1 door 3' 8" wide ?

2. How many rolls of wall-paper will be required for a room of

ordinary height 23' 4" x 14' 5", with 2 doors and 3 windows each

4' wide ?

3. Find the cost of the wall-paper at 75 ct. per roll for a room
21' 8*' X 13' 6", with 2 doors each 3' 9" and 3 windows each 4' 2" wide.

4. Find the cost of the wall-paper at 45 ct. the roll and bordering

at 10 ct. the yard for a room 27' 9" x 17' 3", allowing for 2 doors each

4' 2" wide and 4 windows each 3' 10" wide. (The allowance for doors

and windows is made on the paper, but not on the bordering.)

o. If a roll give only tivo strips, and 9 strips be deducted for doors

and windows, find the cost of papering a room 23' 6" x 14' with paper

at 65 ct. per roll and bordering at 7 ct. per yd., hanging the paper

costing 15 ct. per roll.
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AREAS OF RECTANGLES.

The Area of any surface-figure is the measure of the

surface enclosed by the lines which bound the figure.

The numerical value of the area expresses how many times

some chosen surface-figure, called the unit of area, is contained

in the measured figure.

The unit of area generally selected is a square whose side

IS SOIVIE STATED UNIT OF LENGTH.

Square brackets [] enclosing the dimensions of a surface-

figure denote that the figure is a rectangle. A number written

immediately outside the brackets denotes that number of rec-

tangles of the dimensions noted within the brackets. Thus

[4"x3"] denotes a rectangle 4 in. long by 3 in. wide; [1' x 1']

denotes a square 1 ft. long by 1 ft. wide—that is, a square foot

;

6 [3' X 2'] denotes 6 rectangles each 3 ft. by 2 ft. ; 4 x 5 [4" x 4"]

denotes 4 times 5 squares 4 in, by 4 in.—that is, 20 squares each

4 inches square.

EXERCISE XXI.

Read the following and draw the figures denoted:

—

1. [3"

2. [1"

3. [3"

Read—
m [2 yd. X 1yd.] ii. [13 mi. x 22 yd.] i^. [12 mi. 880 yd. x 99 ft.]

Express the following in bracket notation :

—

13. A rectangle 8 in. long by 5 in. wide.

14. A rectangle 1 ft. long by 3 in. wide.

15. Three rectangles 7 in. by 4 in.

16. A rectangle 4 ft. 3 iu. long by 2 ft. wide.

17. A rectangle 2 ft. 6 in. long by 1 ft. 9 in. wide.

18. A rectangle 25 yd. long by 5 yd. wide.

10. A rectangle 20 mi. long by 100 ft. wide.

20. A square inch. 24- Six square inches.

21. A square foot. 25. Six inches square.

22. A square yard. 26. Three square feet.

23. A square rod. 27. Three feet square.

2"].
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Example.—Let the figure ABGD be a rect-

angle whose length AB is 4 units and breadth

AD is 3 units. Mark off AB into 4 parts, Ae,

e/, fg, gB, each one unit long. Through e, /
and g draw the straight lines eh, fk, gl, dividing

ABCD into the four rectangles AehD, efhh, fglk,

gBCl. Each of these rectangles will be 1 unit wide by 3 units

long. Hence
1 [4 units X 3 units] = 4 [1 unit x 3 units.]

Mark off AD into 3 parts Am, mn, nD, each one unit long,

and through m and n draw straight lines, dividing each of the

rectangles AehD, efkh, fglk, gBCl into squares. Each of these

rectangles will make 3 squares, and the 4 rectangles together

will make 4x3 squares. Hence

1 [4 units X 3 units]

=4 [1 unit X 3 units]

=4 X 3 [1 unit X 1 unit ]

= 12 sq. units.

EXERCISE XXII.

Prove the following statements by drawing the figures and express

the final results in Square Measure :

—

1. [3"x2"]= 3[l"x2"]= 3x 2[l"xl"].

2, [5"x3"]= 5[l"x3"]= 5x 3[l"xr].

S. [6"x4"]= 6[rx4"]= 6x 4[rxl"].

4. [2'x2']= 2[l'x2']= 2x 2[rxl'].

5. [I'x l']=12[l"x l'] = 12xI2[l"xl"].

6. [1 yd. x 1 yd.] = 3 [1' x 1 yd.] = 3 x 2 [1' x 1'].

7. What are the dimensions in inches of a square foot? How
many square inches are there in a square foot?

8. What are the dimensions in inches of a square yard ? How
many square inches are there in a square yard ?

0. What are the dimensions in yards of a square mile? How
many square yards are there in a square mile?

10. What are the dimensions in inches of 10 ft. square? How
many square inches are there in 10 ft. square? How many square

inches are there in 10 sq. ft.?
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From the preceding examples we may obtain the following

rule for determining the area of a rectangle whose dimensions

are given :

—

Express the length and the breadth of the rectangle in imits of

the same denominatimi; then the product of the number of units

in the length by the number of units in the breadth \mll be the

NUMBER of square units of that denomhiatimi in tlie area.

Hence, also, if the number of square units in the area of a

rectangle be divided by the number of linear units of the same

denomination in either side, the quotient nnll be the number of

linear units of the same denoTnination in the other side.

EXERCISE XXIII.

I. How many square inches are there in a rectangular sheet of

paper 17" x 13"?

£. How many square feet are there in the surface of a rectangular

table 5' X 3'?

3. How many square feet are there in the floor of a rectangular

room 18' X 15'?

4. Find the area of a blackboard [24' x 4'].

5. How many square inches are there in the surface of a chess-

board 14 inches square ?

6. How many square yards of oilcloth would it take to cover the

floor of a rectangular room 21' x 18' ?

^ 7. How many square feet of wall would a roll of wall-paper 8 yd.

by 21 in. cover, deducting nothing for waste?

V 8. How many square rods are there in a village lot [132' x 66'] ?

How many lots of this size would be equal in area to an acre ?

Find the area in acres, etc. , of rectangular fields of the following

dimensions:

—

9. 25 rd. X 16 rd. 13. 40 rd. square. 17. 77 yd. x 33 yd.

10. 34 rd. x 20 rd. I4. 23 ch. x 10 ch. IS. 120 yd. square.

II. 18rd. xl2rd. 15. 15 ch. x 12 ch. 19. 130 ft. x 78 ft.

12. 70 rd. X 44 rd. IG. 35 ch. square. £0. 165 ft. square.

51. 24 rd. 2 yd. x 10 rd. ^4. 15 ch. 73 In. x 12 ch. 25 In.

52. 36 rd. x 73 yd. 25. 13 ch. 75 In. x 10 ch. 25 In.

53. 40 rd. 3 yd. x 10 rd. 2 ft. S6. 12 ch. 50 In. square.

6
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Find the area in sq. yd., etc., of rectangles of the following

dimensions :

—

21. 12' 3" X 9'. SO. 15' 7" X 12'. S3. 16 yd. x 33".

2S. 18' X 13' G". St.. 9' 9" square. 3/^. 27 yd. x 27".

^9. 24' 8" X 15' 4". 5;?. 3 yd. 2 ft. square. ^.7. 18 yd. 1' 6" x 40".

36. How many acres are required for a railway 100 miles long by

99 ft. wide ?

37. How many square inches are there in the outside surface of a

crayon box [7" x 4" x 3"] ?

38. Find the number of square inches in the surface of a brick

[8" X 4" X 2"].

30. How many square feet are there in the outside face of a tight-

board fence 6 ft. high round a rectangular lot 132' x 06' ?

J^O. Find the total area of the walls of a room [18' x 13' x 10'].

Jfl. Find the total area of the walls and ceiling of a room

[16' 6" X 12' 6" X 10' 6"].

J^2. How many sq. yd. are there in a roll of English wall-paper

12 yd. x2r'?

JfS. The lid of a box is 6" wide and its area is 54 sq. in. How
long is it ?

J^Ij.. A rectangular room is 18' long and its floor contains 234 sq. ft.

How wide is the room ?

J^-j. The top of a table is a rectangle 30" wide and its area is

10 s(i. ft. What is its length ?

Jf.(]. How many yards of carpet 27 in. wide will cover 30 sq. yd.?

jp. How many yards of carpet 30 in. wide will cover 40 sq. yd.?

4S. The area of the floor of a rectangular room is 246 sq. ft. 96 scj. in.

and the width of the room is 13' 4". Find the length of the room.

J^d. A rectangular piece of land containing 40 sq. rd. is 99 ft. wide.

Find its length.

50. A square foot of paper is cut into rectangular pieces 3" x 2".

How many pieces are there ?

51. How many pupils would a rectangular school-room 36' x 22' G"

accommodate, allowing 10 sq. ft. of floor per pupil ?

52. Thirteen hundred and fifty men stood on a rectangular space

20 yd. by 10 yd. How many square inches on an average did each

man occupy ?

53. A lot 99 ft. deep is sold at the rate of $35 per foot of frontage.

What rate is that per acre ?
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The unit or standard of measurement of painting, paving,

plastering, ceiling and wainscotting is the square yard. In

estimating the amount of any of these kinds of work

—

Measure the total area within the boundary lines of the work,

including all openings; from this gross area deduct half the area

of all doors, windows and other openings, and take as the net area

the WHOLE NUMBER of square yards nearest to the remainder.

Example.—A rectangular room is 24' x 13' 4" x 9' 10". The
skirting-board is 10" high ; there are two doors 7' 4" x 4' each

and three windows 6' 6" x 4' each. Find the cost of plastering

the walls and ceiling at 22 ct. the square yard.

The perimeter of the room is

(24' + 13'4")x2 = 74'8"

Tlie height of the walls above the skirting is

9' 10" -10"- 9'

The total wall area is [74' 8" x 9'] = 672 sq. ft.

The area of the ceiling is [24' x 13' 4"] = 320 sq. ft.

The gross area is G72 sq. ft. + 320 sq. ft. =992 sq. ft.

The height of the doors above the skirting-board is

7'4"-10"= G'G",

which is the same as the height of the windows.

The area of 2 doors and 3 windows is

5 [6' 6" x 4'] = 26 sq. ft. x 5= 130 sq.

Half of this is 130 sq. ft.

The net area is 992 sq. ft. — 65 sq.

At 22 ct. per sq. yd. , 103 sq. yd. will cost

22 ct. X 103= 122.66.

Laths are put up in bundles of 100 pieces each 4 ft, long. A
bundle is estimated to cover 5 sq. yd. In estimating the number
of bundles of laths deduct the whole area of all openings.

Example.—In the preceding example deduct 130 sq. ft., the

area of the openings, from 992 sq. ft., the total area of walls

and ceiling; there remains a net area of 862 q. ft. =96 sq. yd.

nearhj. 96 sq. yd. -^5 sq. yd. =19 times and 1 sq. yd. over.

Neglecting the 1 scj. yd., there v/ill therefore be 19 bundles of

laths required.
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The unit of measurement of roofing and flooring is a Square
of 100 sq. ft.

Shingles are estimated to average 4 in. wide, so that a shingle

laid 4 in. to the weather should cover 16 sq. in., and 9 shingles

should cover 16 sq. in. x 9= 144 sq. in. = 1 sq. ft. At this rate

900 shingles would cover a Square ; but to allow for waste and

imperfections, it is usual to reckon 1000 shingles to the Square.

Shingles are put up in bunches of 250 each, so that 4 bunches

contain 1000 shingles, and to cover a roof 4 bunches will be

required per 100 sq. ft. , or one bunch for every 25 sq. ft. Hence
to estimate the number of shingles required for any roof

—

From the total area of the roof deduct the area of all openings in

it and divide the remainder by 25; the whole number nearest to th&

quotient will be the number of bunches required.

EXERCISE XXIV.

Find the cost at 22 ct. per sq. yd. of plastering as follows :

—

I. Walls and ceiling of room 27' x 18' x 10' ; two doors 7' x 4' and

four windows 6' x 4'.

3. Walls only of room 16' x 14' 3" x 10'; two doors T x 3' 10", two

windows 6' x 4', skirting-board 1'.

3. Walls and ceiling of room 18' x 15' 6" x 10' 4"; two doors 7' 4" x 4',

two windows 6' x 3' 10", one mantel-piece 5' x 3' 6", and skirting-

board 10".

4. Walls of room 16' x 15' x 9' 9"; 1 door 7' x 4', 3 windows 6'6" x 4'2",

and skirting-board 11".

5. Ceiling only of a room 22' x 13' 6".

6-10. Find the number of bundles of laths required for each of

the above-mentioned rooms.

II. Find the cost at 15 ct. per sq. yd. of painting both sides of a

close board fence 6' high around a rectangular building-lot 133' x 66',

adding $2.50 for painting the posts and the rails.

12. How much would it cost to paint the walls of a cottage-roofed

house 27' X 24' x 12' at 15 ct. per sq. yd.?

13. How much will it cost at 20 ct. per sq. yd. to paint the walls

of a house 29'x22', with side-walls 15' high and gable-peaks rising

9' above the sidc-v.alls, counting the two gable-peaks equcil to one

Cull wall of equal height?
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llf. How many squares of shingling are there in a roof [50' x 20'] ?

15. How many squares are there in a roof in the form of two rect-

angles each 30' x 16' 8"?

16. How many bunches of shingles will be required to cover a roof

[16' X 12' 6"]?

17. How many bunches of shingles will be required for a roof

2 [28' X 15'] ?

18. How many bricks 8" x 4" x 2" laid flatwise will be needed to

pave a rectangular courtyard 48' x 30' ?

19. How many bricks 8" x 4" x 2" laid on edge will pave a rect-

angular yard 40' x 25' ?

20. How many sods [2' x 18"] will be required to sod a piece of

ground [36' x 27'] ?

21. A tinsmith used 1200 sheets of tin to cover a roof, each sheet

covering [12" x 9"]. What was the area of the roof ?

22. The floor of a hall is [75' x 40']. How many squares of flooring

are there in it ?

23. How many slates at 3 to the square foot will be required to

cover 17 squares of roof? •

2If: What will be the cost of ceiling a school-room 37' 6" x 24' at

30 ct. the sq. yd. ?

25. How much will it cost at $1.10 the sq. yd. to pave a street

87 rd. long by 50 ft. wide ?

26. How many panes 16" x 9" would there be in a box of glass con-

taining 50 sq. ft. ?

21. How many panes 30" x 15" would there be in such a box ?

28. How many boxes of 50 sq. ft. each would be required to glaze

20 windows, each requiring 6' 8" x 3' of glass ?

29. A stone-cutter dressed the tops, fronts and ends of three stone

steps each 5' x 12" x 6", and of a fourth step 5' x 2' 6" x 6". How much
did the work cost at 18 ct. per sq. ft.?

30. What would it cost at 25 ct. the sq. yd. to gravel a walk
3' wide around a grass plot 24 ft. square ?

31. How much would it cost at 22 ct. per square yard to paint

the walls of a rectangular room 27' x 13' 6"xir, deducting two
doors 7' X 4' and three windows 5' 10" x 4' ?

32. What would it cost to paint the ceiling of the same room at

30 ct. per sq. yd., reckoning full price for a part of a yard ?

33. A certain roof contains 9 squares of shingling. How much
.would it cost to paint it at 18 ct. the square yard ?
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VOLUMES OF QUADS.

The Volume of any solid or space-figure is the measure

of the space enclosed by the surfaces which bound the figure.

The numerical value of the volume expresses how many times

some chosen volume, called the unit of volume, is contained in

the measured figure.

The unit of volume generally selected is a cube whose
EDGE IS SOME STATED UNIT OF LENGTH.

Square brackets enclosing the dimensions of a solid denote

that the solid is a quad or brick-shaped. A number written im-

mediately outside the brackets denotes that number of quads of

the dimensions noted within the brackets. Thus [6"x4"x3"]

denotes a quad 6 in. long, 4 in. wide and 3 in. thick ; 4 [1' x 1' x 1']

denotes 4 cubes 1 ft. long on each edge—that is, 4 cu. ft.

Let the figure ABODEF represent a quad whose length AB
is 6 units, breadth BG is 4 units, and height CD is 5 units.

Mark off AB into 6 parts, BO into

4 parts, and CD into 5 parts, each

part equal to a unit of length, and

through the points of division

draw planes cutting the quad into

cubes. AlongAB there are 6 units,

hence there will be 6 slices like

BODghk Along BG there are 4

units ; hence in the slice BODghk
there will be 4 columns like

Blmnhh, and as this column is 5 units high there will be 5 cubes

in it. Hence in the whole quad there will be G slices, each con-

taining 4 columns of 5 cubes, or C x 4 x 5 cubes = 120 cubes in all.

Hence
1 [6 units X 4 units x 5 units]

= G [1 unit X 4 units x 5 units]

= G X 4 [1 unit X 1 unit x 5 units]

= G X 5 X 4 [1 unit x 1 unit x 1 unit
]

= 120 cubic units.

/
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EXERCISE XXV
Read the following :

—

1. [1" X 1" X 1"]. 3. [4" X 3" X 2"]. 5. 3 [8" x 4" x 2"].

2. [3"x2"x2"]. J^. 5[3"x3"x3"]. G. 6[2"x6"x2"].

Express the following in bracket notation :

—

7. A quad 8 in. long, 3 in. wide and 2 in* thick,

8. A quad 4 ft. long, 9 in. wide and 4 in. thick.

9. A quad 16 ft. long by 10 in. wide by 3 in. thick.

10. Five quads 12 ft. long by 6 in. wide by 3 in. thick.

11. 4786 quads 8 in. long, 4 in. wide and 2 in. thick.

12. A cubic inch. IJf. A cubic foot.

13. 24 cubic inches. 15. 20 cu. yd.

16. A four-inch cube—that is, a cube of which each edge is 4 in.

long.

11. Seven 2 ft. cubes.

Prove the following statements by cutting the solids and express

the final results in cubic measure :

—

18. [3" X 2''' X 2"]= 3 [1" X 2" X 2"] = 3 X 2 [1" x 1" x 2"]

= 3x2x2[l"xl"xl"].
19. [4" X 3" X 2"]= 4 [1" X 3" X 2"]= 4 X 3 [1" x 1" x 2"]

=4x3x2 [l"xl"xl"].

20. [6" X 4" X 3"] = 6 [1" X 4" x 3"] = 6 x 4 [1" x I" x 3"]

=6x4x3 [rxl"xl"].

21. What are the dimensions in inches of a cubic foot ? Express

by the bracket notation a cubic foot in inch dimensions. Reduce

the cubic foot thus expressed to cubic inches, following the process

denoted in problem 20, and explaining each step in the manner of

the example on the preceding page.

22. What are the dimensions in feet of a cubic yasd ? Express

by the bracket notation a cubic yard in foot dimensions. Reduce in

the manner of last example the cubic yard thus denoted to cubic feet.

23. What are the dimensions in inches of a cubic yard ? Express

by the bracket notation a cubic yard in inch dimensions. Reduce

to cubic inches the cubic yard thus expressed, explaining each step.

2If: What are the dimensions in yards of a cubic mile? Express

by the bracket notation a cubic mile in yard dimensions. Reduce

to cubic yards the cubic mile thus expressed, explaining each step.
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From examples such as 18, 19 and 20 of the preceding exercise

we may obtain the following rule for determining the volume of

a quad whose dimensions are given :

—

Express the length, the breadth and the thickness of the quad in

units of the same denomination; the continued product of the

NUMBER of units in the length, the number of units in the breadth,

and the number of units in the thickness will give the number o/

cubic units of that denomination in the volume.

Hence, also, if the number of cubic units in the volume of a

quid be divided by the product of the numbers of linear units in

any tivo dimensions, the quotient will be the number of linear units

in tlie third dimension.

The unit of measurement of excavations and embankments is

the cubic yard. A cubic yard of earth is called a load.

Hewn timber is generally measured by the cubic foot. Lum-
ber of an inch or more of thickness is measured by the board-
foot, which is [V X 1' X 1"], 12 board-feet making a cubic foot.

Lumber less than an inch thick is reckoned as if it were an inch

thick.

Bricklaying is estimated by the thousand bricks, determined

either by actual count or else by reckoning 23 bricks laid in mortar

to the cubic foot. Masonry is generally measured by the cubic

yard, but sometimes by the perch. A perch of masonry is not a

fixed measure, but differs in different places.

In measuring the materials in walls, deductions must be made
for doors, windows and all other openings.

A gallon of pure water weighs 10 lb.

A cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. and contains 25 quarts.

A ton of anthracite or hard coal measures 33 cu. ft. A ton of

bituminous or soft coal measures J^ cu. ft.

EXERCISE XXVI.

1. How many cubic inches are there in a brick 8" x 4" x 2"?

S. How many cu. ft. are there in a rectangular box 4' x 3' x 2' ?

3. How many cu. ft. are there in a rectangular bin 8' x 5' x 4'?

4. How many cu. ft. are contained in a pile of cordwood 8' x 4' x 4'?

5. How many bricks 8
" x 4" x 2" would measure a cubic foot ?
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Find the volumes of quadrate solids of the following dimensions:

—

6. 6' X 3' X 4". 8. 7' X 3' X 1' 4". 10. 5' x 4' 4" x 3' 3".

7. 2' X 6" X 4". 9. 4' X 2' 6" x 1' 6". 11. 12' 3" x 3' 4" x 2'.

13. Find the cubic contents of a stick of square timber

24' X 15" X 15".

13. How many cu. yd. are there in a rectangular excavation for a

cellar 24' x 18' x 5' ?

14- How many cu. yd. are there in a rectangular embankment
198' X 12' x 10'?

15. How many cords are there in a pile of cordwood 64 ft. long

by 6 ft. high ?

16. How many cords are there in a rectangular pile of stones

48 ft. by 12 ft. by 3ft.?

17. How many tons of hard coal will a rectangular bin 9' long,

5' 6" wide and 4' deep hold ?

18. How many tons of soft coal can be put into a rectangular bin

7 ft. long, 4 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep ?

19. A rectangular cistern is 6' x 4' x 4'. What will be the weight

of the water in it when the cistern is full ? How many gallons will

the cistern hold ?

20. A rectangular bin 8' x 6' x 4' is full of wheat. How many
bushels of wheat by measure are there in the bin, and how much
would the whole weigh at 61 lb. to the measured bushel ?

21. How many bricks will be required to build a wall 124 ft. long,

33 ft. high and 8 in. thick?

22. How many bricks will be required for the walls of a house

40 ft. long, 27 ft. front and 15 ft. high, deducting 2 doors 7' 6" x 4'

and 8 windows 5' x 4', the walls to be 8" thick ?

23. How many cubic yards of masonry are there in the founda-

tions of a house 39' x 27', the stonework to be 6' high by 18" thick?

24' How many cu, yd. of stone are there in a rectangular pile

15' X 12' X C ? ,

25. How many cu. yd. of masonry are there in a breakwater

[1500' X 15' X 18']?

26. How many cubic feet of air are there in a rectangular room
18'xl3'4"xl0'6"?

27. How many feet of lumber will be required to plauk a rect-

angular playground 166' x 66' with plank 2 in. thick ?

28. How many feet of 3-in. plank will be required for 2 mi. 40 rd.

of sidewalk 7' 6" wide ?
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53. What will be the cost of making a rectangular cutting

GO' 9" X 16' 8" X 8' @ 66 ct. the cu. yd.?

o4- How many cubic yards of earth must be removed to grade

down 80 sq. rd. of ground 2 ft. 3 in.?

55. How many cu. yd, of gravel will one acre of a gravel bed

averaging 12 ft. thick yield ?

56. How many cu. yd. of gravel will be required for 3 mi. of road,

the gravel to be laid 9 ft. wide and averaging 8 in. deep ?

57. What length of road will 80 sq. rd. of a gravel bed averaging

8 ft. thick grade, the gravel on the road to be laid 1 1 ft. wide and

9 in. deep ?

68. In excavating a rectangular cellar 36 ft. long by 6 ft. deep,

200 cu. yd. of earth were removed. What was the width of the

cellar ?

59. In excavating a rectangular cellar 24' 6" long by 18' 4" wide,

the contractor removed 103 cu. yd. 26 cu. ft. 504 cu. in. of earth.

What was the average depth of the cellar ?

60. What length of wall 6 ft. high by 2 ft. thick will 9 cords of

stone build ?

61. What must be the length of a pile of cordwood 6 ft. high to

contain 9 cords ?

62. What must be the height of the ceiling of a rectangular room

30 ft. long by 24 ft. wide to contain 8040 cu. ft. of air ?

63. What must be the height of a pile of cordwood 72 ft. long to

contain 12 cords 72 cu. ft?

64. The body of a cart is 3' 9'' long by 3' 4" wide, inside measure.

To what depth will 25 cu. ft. of earth fill it ?

65. What length of 2-in. plank 18 in. wide will contain 48 board

feet?

66. What length of 3 in. plank 10" wide will contain 40 board

feet?

67. What is the width of a 2-in. plank 16 ft. long which contains

40 board feet ?

6S. What must be the length of a piece of squared timber 12" x 11"

to contain 22 cu. ft.?

60. What must be the length of a rectangular bin 4 ft. wide by

5 ft. 4 in. deep to hold 150 bushels ?

70. What must be the width of a rectangular bin 8 ft. long by

4 ft. 6 in. deep to contain 6 T. of hard coal ?



CHAPTEE Y,

FACTORS, MEASURES AND MULTIPLES.

I. INTEGRAL FACTORS.

The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, are called Integers, Integral
Numbers or Whole Numbers. They are classified into Even
Numbers and Odd Numbers.

An Even Number is an integer which is exactly divisible

by 2. Examples.—&, 10, 18.

An Odd Number is an integer which is not exactly divisible

by 2. Examples. —5, 9, 21.

EXERCISE XXVII.

1. Name all the even numbers less than 20.

2. Add 100 to each of the even numbers you have just named and
prove that the resulting sums are all even.

3. Name all the odd numbers between 20 and 40.

4. Add 100 to each of the odd numbers you have just named and
prove that the resulting sums are all odd.

5. Write down all the even numbers between 125 and 135.

6. Subtract 99 from each of these and prove that the remainders

are all odd.

7. Write down all the odd numbers between 144 and 154.

8. Subtract 99 from each of these and prove that the remainders

are all even.

9. Write down all the even numbers between 1001 and 1011, and

divide each of them by 2. Which of the quotients are even and

which are odd ?

10. Divide 1056 by 2, divide the quotient by 2, divide the second

quotient by 2, and thus continue dividing till you come to an odd

number as quotient. This done, how many divisions by 2 have you

made ?

92
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The Integral Factors of a number are any integers other

than one and the number itself whose product is equal to the

number.

Thus 3 and 5 are integral factors of 15, for 3 x 5 = 15. In like

manner 6 and 10 are integral factors of 60, for 6x10=60; so

also 12 and 5 are integral factors of 60, for 12 x 5 = 60 ; 2, 3, 5

and 11 are integral factors of 330, for 2x3x5x11 = 330.

If a number is the product of a pair of factors, each of these

is called the cofactor of the other with respect to their product.

Thus in 4 x 5 = 20, 4 is the cofactor of 5 and 5 is the cofactor

of 4, with respect to 20.

EXERCISE XXVIII.

Resolve the following numbers each into a pair of integral factors

:

1. 6. 3. 14. 5. 25. 7. 55. 9. 51.

2. 9. 4. 21. 6. 39. 8. 49. 10. 133.

Resolve each of the following numbers into three integral factors

:

11. 12. 13. 28. 15. 50. 17. 52. 19. 170.

12. 18. U. 70. 16. 165. 18. 105. 20. 1001.

Resolve the following numbers into factor and cofactor, each in

as many ways as possible :

—

21. 12. 22. 18. 23. 30. 24. 60. 25. 420.
»

Write down all the numbers less than 53 of which

—

26. 3 is a factor. 28. 7 is a factor. 30. 15 is a factor.

27. 5 is a factor. 29. 12 is a factor. 31. Both 4 and 5 are factors.

Find the least and the greatest integral factor of

—

32. 24. 33. 847. 34. 725. 35. 1313. 36. 3333.

Two integers are prime to each other if they have no
integral factor in common—that is, if no integral factor of the

one is an integral factor of the other.

Thus 21 is prime to 16, for the only integral factors of 21 are

3 and 7, and neither of these is found among the integral factors

of 16. But 21 is not prime to 12, for 21 = 3 x 7 and 12= 3 x 4

;

hence 3 is a common factor of 21 and 12.
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A Prime Number or Prime is an integer that has no in-

tegral factors ; it is, therefore, prime to all integers less than

itself.

A Composite Number is an integer that can be resolved

into two or more integral factors.

Thus, of the numbers less than ten, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 are primes,

but 4, 6, 8 and 9 are composite ; for 4= 2 x 2, 6= 2 x 3, 8= 2 x 4,

and 9= 3x3.

EXERCISE XXIX.

Which of the following numbers are prime and which are com-

posite:

—

1. 6. 3. 11. 5. 35. 7. 59. 9. 91.

2. 5. 4' 27. 6. 39. 8. 63. 10. 61.

11. Write down all the prime numbers less than 50.

12. Which of these primes are not found in the common multipli-

cation table extending to 10 x 10 ? Why ?

13. Write in a column all the composite numbers between 31 and

61, and opposite each number write its smallest integral factor and

the cofactor of such integral factor.

14. Which of these composite numbers are not found in the com-

mon multiplication table extending to 10 x 10 ? Why ?

15. Which would not be found in the multiplication table extended

to 20x20? Why? 16. To 30x30? Why?

Which of the following pairs of numbers are prime to each other,

and which have a common factor ?

17. 24 and 35. 18. 40 and 66. 19. 91 and 98. 20. 231 and 260.

A Primie Factor is a factor which is a prime number.

To resolve a composite number into its prime factors—that is,

to find the prime numbers, each repeated as often as necessary,

whose product is equal to the given number

—

Divide the given number by any prime factor.

If the quotient be composite, divide it in like m.anner, and so

continue until a prime quotient is obtained.

The several divisors and the last quotient put into the form, of a

continued product will express the resolution of the given number

into its prime factors.
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In trying for a prime factor, it is best to try the prime numbers

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, etc., in order, beginning with, the smallest, being

particularly careful to divide by each as often as possible before

passing on to the next larger.

Example.—Resolve 1260 into its prime factors.

2 )1260

2 )630

3)315

3 )105

5 )35

7

Therefore 1260= 2 x 2x3x3x5x7.

EXERCISE XXX.

Resolve into prime factors —

1. 15. 4- 108. 7. 128.

2. 12. 5. 112. 8. 324.

3. 36. 6. 90. 9. 252.

Resolve the following numbers into pairs of integral factors prime

to one another in each case :

—

16. 24. 17. 45. 18. 60. 19. 144. SO. 240.

SI. Find all the integers less than 16 and prime to it,

SS. Find all the integers less than 36 and prime to it.

S3.. Find all the integers less than 48 and prime to it.

54. If the number of integers less than 16 and prime to it be mul-

tiplied by the number of integers less than 3 and prime to it, prove

that the product will be equal to the number of integers less than

48 (= 16 X 3) and prime to it.

55. Prove that if the number of integers less than 9 and prime to

it be multiplied by the number of integers less than 5 and prime to

it, the product will be equal to the number of integers less than

45 ( = 9 X 5) and prime to it.

£6. Prove that if 6 be added to the product of the first five digits

7 will be a factor of the sum.

S7. Prove that if 10 be added to tlie product of the nine digits 11

will be a factor of the sum.

10.
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II. MEASURES.
One number is a Measure of another number if it is con-

tained in that other an exact number of times.

Thus 4 is contained 5 times in 20, without remainder; there-

fore 4 is a measure of 20. But 4 is not a measure of 23, for on
dividing 23 by 4 there is a remainder, 3. The reason for calling

4 a measure of 20 but not a measure of 23 is this : With a rod

4 ft. long with no division marks upon it, you could measure off

a length of 20 ft. , but not a length of 23 ft. Similarly, using

only a 4-lb. weight you could weigh out 20 lb. of a commodity,

but not 23 lb.; with a 4-pt. measure you could measure out

20 pt. , but not 23 pt. ; with nothing but four-dollar bills you
could count out a sum of $20, but not a sum of $23.

A Common Measure of two or more numbers is a number
which measures each of them.

Thus 6 is a common measure of 24 and 30, $5 is a common
measure of $25 and $40, and 1 ft. is the only integral common
measure of the three lengths, 6 ft. , 10 ft. arid 15 ft.

The Greatest Common Measure of two or more numbers

is the GREATEST number that measures each of them. The
words Greatest Common Measure are usually denoted by their

initial letters, G. C. M.
Thus all the integral common measures of 36 and 60 are

1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12, and of these 12 is the greatest ; the G. C. M.
of 36 and 60 is therefore 12.

If two numbers have no common measure whatever, they are

Incommensurable with respect to each other.

Thus 4 ft. and 6 lb. are necessarily incommensurable, as like-

wise are 5 pt. and 10 min. , for they express quantities differing

from each other in kind; but it can be proved that the lengths

of the side and the diagonal of a square, although both are lengths

and tJierefore quantities of the same kind, cannot be expressed by

numbers commensurable with respect to one another. Nor is

the area of a circle commensurable with the area of a square

whose side is equal to the diameter of the circle, although both

quantities are areas.
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TO FIND THE G. C. M. OF TWO OR MORE NUMBERS.

First Mi^thod.—Example.—Find the G. C. M. of 630, 1155

and 1575.

1st step.—Arrange the given numbers in a horizontal line,

*^"^~
630 1155 1575

2nd step.—Resolve 630, the first of the given numbers, into

its prime factors, thus

—

630 1155 1575

315

105

35

3rd step.—Use the prime factors of 630 as successive trial-

factors of the other numbers, 1155 and 1575, cancelling those

trial-factors that fail as actual factors in proper succession of

either 1155 or 1575, thus—

-

Here 2, the smallest prime factor of 630, is not a

factor of either 1155 or 1575 ; therefore cancel 2 and
bring 1155 and 1575 down to the first line of quo-

tients. The next trial-factor is 3. It is a factor of

both 1155 and 1575 ; therefore divide each of these

numbers by 3 and write their quotients, 385 and 525,

immediately beneath them in the second line of

quotients. The next trial-divisor is the second 3.

It is not a factor of 385 ; therefore cancel this 3 and

bring down 385 to the next line of quotients. The cancelled 3 is, however, a

factor of 525 ; so divide 525 by 3 and write the quotient, 175, in the third line of

quotients. {This last division need not have been made; the 525 might have been

brought dotmi undivided.) The next trial-factor is 5. It is a factor of both 385

and 175 ; therefore divide both of these numbers by it and write their quotients,

77 and 35, immediately beneath them. The last trial-factor is 7, which is a factor

of both 77 and 35 ; therefore divide both of these numbers by it.

Jfth step.—Collect the imcancelled factors and form their pro-

^^^^~~ 3x5x7 = 105.

Besult.~10b is the G. C. M. of 630, 1155 and 1575

?
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From the preceding example we may see that this method of

finding the G. C. M. of two or more like integral numbers may-

be stated as follows :

—

Arrange the given numbers in a horizontal line.

Resolve one of the given numbers into its prime factors.

Use these prime factors as successive trial-factors of the other

given numbers^ cancelling those trial-factors that do not measure, in-

proper SUCCESSION, every one of. the given numbers.

The product of the uncancelled factors and the common unit of

THE GIVEN NUMBERS will be the G. G. M. required.

If the given numbers are prime to each other, their G. C. M.

is their common unit.

If the given numbers are unlike, they must, if possible, be

reduced to equivalent like numbers. If such reduction is not

possible, the numbers are incommensurable.

EXERCISE XXXI.

Write down all the integral measures of

—

1. 6. £ 12. 3. 20. 4- 30. S. 84.

6. Write all the integral measures of 24 in one line, all those of

36 in a second line, and in a third line all the measures common to

the first two lines. Prove that the third line consists of all the

measures of the greatest number in it—that is, of the G. C. M. of

24 and 36?

Form similar tables for

—

7. 36 and 48. 9. 108 and 144.

S. 45 and 60. 10. 84, 126 and 210.

EXERCISE XXXII,

Find the G. C. M. of—

1. 48 and 50. 6. 440, 770, and 1210.

S. 60 " 75. 7. 360, 1008, " 1232.

3. 45 " 72. 8. 980, 1380, " 1960.

4. 120 " 150. 9. 1386, 2268, *' 3150.

5. 210 " 350. 10. 1820, 6370, 8099, and 10101.
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The preceding method of finding the G. C. M. of two or more

numbers requires one of them to be resolved into its prime

factors ; it is, therefore, applicable only when one at least of the

given numbers can be so resolved. If all the given numbers are

difficult of resolution into their prime factors, the following

method of finding the G. C. M. may be adopted :

—

Second Method.—This method depends upon the fact that in

every case of division in which there is a remainder, the G. G. M. of

Bemainder and Divisor is also the G. G. M. of Divisor and Dividend.

Ex. i.—Find the G. C. M. of 374 and 2295.

1st «tep.—Divide 2295, the greater of the given numbers, by 374, the less.

374)2295(6
2244

51

The remainder is 51, and therefore the G. C. M. of 51 and
374 is also the G. C. M. of 374 and 2295.

find sfej?.—Divide 374, the divisor, by 51, the remainder.

51)374(7 The remainder is 17, and therefore the G. C. M. of 17 and

?^ 51 is also the G. C. M, of 51 and 374, and consequently the

17 G. C. M. of 374 and 2295.

Srd ««ep.—Divide 51, the second divisor, by 17, the second remainder.

17)51(3 There is no remainder, and therefore 17 is the G. C. M. of

^ 17 and 51, and consequently of 374 and 2295.

The steps of the calculation

may be collected thus—
374)2295(6

2244

51)374(7
357

G. C. M. = 17)51(3
51

But a better arrangement is obtained by placing the divisor

on the right of the dividend and the quotient above the divisor,

thus

—

Ist step. 2nd step. Srd step.

I
6

2295
2244

374 374
357

51 17

51
I

17

Collecting these steps, the work will appear thus

G. C. M.
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Ex. ^.—Find the G. C. M. of 180826 and 724615

M arrangement.

180826)724615(4
723304

1311) 180826as:
1311

4972

10396
9177

1219)1311(1
1219

92)1219(13
92^

299
276

G. C. M. -^23)92(4
92

2nd arrangement.
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EXERCISE XXXIII.

J'ind the G. C. M. of—

1. Ill and mill. 11. 12341 and 30401.

2. 279 ft. and 217 ft. 12. 38683 and 80497.

3. 836 lb. and 926 lb. 13. 40693 and 92999.

4. 6993 gr. and 8991 gr. U. 4934493 and 7381830.

5. 1001 bu. and 2001 bu. 15. 10336608 and 12226272.

6. 6307 gal. and 10812 gal. 16. 68, 102 and 153.

7. 634 yd. and 634 rd. 17. 1628, 2882 and 4543.

8. 12341 ft. and 1394 rd. 18. 5040, 7770, 9912 and 10773.

9. 10011 and 146969. 19. $3.33, $37 and $8.51.

10. 14003 and 10013. 20. 1 mi., 1 rd. and 1 yd.

SI. 4 sq. ft., 3 sq. yd., 2 sq. rd. and 1 A.

22. A keg holding 100 lb. of water and a cask holding 25 gal.

23. Divide the numbers given in problem 9 above by their G. C. M.

,

and prove that the quotients are prime to each other. Same for

problems 10, 11 and 12.

24> In problem 9 above divide all the remainders by the G. C. M.
of the given numbers. Same for problems 10, 11 and 12.

25. In problem 16 divide the given numbers by their G. C M.,

and prove that there is no common integral factor of all three

quotients. Prove also that the G. C. M. of the first and second

quotients is prime to the G. C. M. of the second and third quotients.

26. In problem 18 divide the given numbers by their G. C. M.,

and by resolving the resulting quotients into their prime factors

prove that there is no common integral factor of all four quotients.

Prove also that the G. C. M. of the first and fourth quotients is

prime to the G. C. M. of the second and third quotients.

EXERCISE XXXIV.

1. What is the length of the longest chain that will exactly

measure the length and the width of a piece of land 168 rd. long

by 104 rd. wide ?

2, A merchant tailor used three pieces of cloth containing 35 yd.,

105 yd. and 75 yd. respectively in making suits, using the same

number of yards for each suit and the greatest number possible

without leaving remnants. How many yards per suit did he use,

and how many suits did he make ?
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3. Three planks measuring respectively 12 ft., 16 ft. and 20 ft. in

length were cut into the longest possible pieces of equal length.

What was the length of each piece ?

4. A man had two rolls of bank bills, all of the same denomina-

tion, one roll worth $140 and the other roll worth $275. What was

the denomination of the bills if they were of the highest denomina-

tion possible ?

5. A farmer had 18 turkeys, 36 geese, 54 ducks and 66 pullets,

which he wished to send to market in coops, each coop to contain

the same number of fowl, and all those together in any coop to be

of the same kind. What was the greatest number he could put into

a coop, fulfilling these conditions, and what was the fewest number

of coops required ?

6. A farmer drew to market 1200 bu. of wheat, 864 bu. of barley

and 1786 bu. of oats, each kind by itself, in bags of the greatest

possible number of bushels. How many bushels did he put into

each bag ? How many bags of each kind of grain did he draw to

market ?

7. Two vats contain respectively 7875 and 16,128 gallons. Find

the barrel of greatest capacity that will completely empty each vat.

8. A gardener bought three rectangular lots of ground—the first

72' X 144', the second 99' x 128', the third 126' x 96'—and divided

them into rectangular beds all of the same length and all of the

same breadth. What was the greatest possible size per bed ?

9. Two distances of 901 and 1037 miles respectively are portioned

off into daily journeys of equal lengths. Find the smallest number

of journeys into which these distances can be portioned off.

10. A farmer drew to market in loads all of equal weighty 385 bu.

of barley, 270 bu. of rye and 196 bu. of wheat, drawing each kind of

grain by itself and making as few loads as possible. How many
loads of each kind of grain did he draw, and what was the weight

of each load ?

11. What is the greatest length of the rails (all to be of the same

length) that can be used, without cutting, to enclose with a post

and rail fence a farm 3588 ft. by 2880 ft. ? How many rails will be

required if the fence be 5 rails high ?

12. A man noticed that he had made an exact number of steps,

all of the same length, when he had walked 20 ft. 3 in., 27 ft.,

33 ft. 9 in. and 49 ft. 6 in. What was the length of his steps if

they were more than 20 in. long each ?
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IS. A fruit-grower put up in boxes all of the same size and keep-

ing each kind of fruit by itself, 15 bu. of plums, 16 bu. 7 gal. of

peaches, 5 bu. 5 gal. of apricots and 7 bu. 6 gal. all but one pint of

nectarines. Find the fewest number of boxes he could possibly

have used.

llf. A rectangular courtyard 6 yd. 2 ft. 7 in. by 5 yd. 2 ft. 5 in. is

to be paved with square tiles. Find the largest possible size of the

tiles and the number of such tiles that will be required.

15. What is the least number which, taken from ten thousand,

leaves a remainder of which 121 is a factor?

16. What are the least numbers which, taken from 1000 and 10000

respectively, leave remainders of which 7 is a factor ?

17. Find the greatest number that will divide 25 and 38, leaving

the remainders 1 and 2 respectively. What other number would,

on dividing by it, leave these remainders ?

18. Find the greatest number that will divide 599 and 986, leaving

the remainders 4 and 6 respectively ?

19. Find the greatest and also the least number that will divide

1144, 2146 and 3148, leaving the remainders 19, 21 and 23 respec-

tively ? Is there any integer other than these two that may be used

as divisor?

20. Prove that there is no number which will divide 567, 644 and

945, leaving 7, 14 and 21 respectively as final remainders.

21. On attempting to divide 61 marbles equally among a number
of boys, 5 marbles were left over. Had there been 81 marbles,

there would have been only 4 over. How many boys were there ?

22. A chest of tea weighing 70 lb. was made up into packages of

equal weight. On attempting to make up a 97-lb. chest into pack-

ages of the same weight as the former packages, 2 lb. were left over.

What was the weight of one of the packages ?

23. A merchant who had two chests of tea containing respectively

76 lb. and 67 lb. made them up into packages all of the same weight.

In making up the packages he noticed that the larger chest gave

him 10 lb. over, although the two chests together gave an exact

number of packages. Find the weight of each package.

24. A grocer made up two bags of oatmeal containing 70 lb. and

74 lb. respectively into packages all of the same weight. In making

up the packages he found he had 6 lb. over from the seventy-pound

bag, but nothing over from the two bags together. Find the weight

of a package and the number of pounds over from the heavier bag.
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III. MULTIPLES.

in.
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10. Of what two integers is 24 a common multiple ?

11. Of what two, 30? 12. 48? 13. 60? U. 100?

15. 8 X 12 is a common multiple of 8 and 12. Find all the integers

of which 8 X 12 is a multiple, and form a table of those which are

common multiples of 8 and 12.

16. What is the L. C. M. of 8 and 12 ?

17. 120 is a common multiple of 10 and 12. Find all the integers

of which 120 is a multiple, and form a table of those which are com-

mon multiples of 10 and 12,

18. Find from the answer to question 17 the L. C. M. of 10 and 12.

19. Find the L. C. M. of 8 and 10, and form a table of its first five

multiples.

20. Resolve 12 and also 21 into factors prime to each other, and

find the L. C. M. of all the factors taken as separate numbers.

Prove by actual division that the common multiple thus found is a

common multiple of 12 and 21.

On comparing the definitions of measure and multiple it is

evident that if one of two numbers be a measure of the
other, the second will be a multiple of the first, and

therefore that a multiple of any number is also a multiple of

every measure of that number. From this it follows that a

common multiple of two or more numbers must contain every

factor contained in any one of the numbers, but a factor occur-

ring in any one of the numbers need not he repeated on account oj

occurring in a second number. It also follows that only commen-
surable quantities can have a common multiple.

Thus 12 in. is a measure of 60 in., and 60 in. is a multiple of

12 in. , and consequently of every measure of 12 in. , namely, of

1 in. , 2 in. , 3 in. , 4 in. and 6 in.

Also, 60 in. is a common multiple of 12 in. and 20 in. , henoe all

the factors of 12 in. , and also all those of 20 in. , must be factors

of 60 in. ; but factors of 12 in. which also occur in 20 in. need
not be repeated, on account of occurring in both 12 in. and 20 in.

12in.=lm. x2x2x3.
20 in. =1 in. x2x2x6.
60in.=l in. X 2x2x3x5.
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TO FIND THE L. C. M. OF TWO OR MORE NUMBERS.

First Metkob.—Example i.—Find the L. C. M. of 9, 24, 27

and 36.

1st step.—Strike out the 9, which is a measure of 36, and

arrange the remaining numbers in a horizontal line, thus

—

24 27 36

2nd step.—Resolve 24, one of the given numbers, into its

prime factors, thus

—

24 27 36

3rd step.—Use the prime factors of 24 as successive trial-factors

of the other numbers, 27 and 36, dividing by each trial-factor

whenever possible, and bringing down to the line of quotients

every number not exactly divisible by the factor then on trial,

thus

—

2
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Example ^.—Find the L. C. M. of 16, 18, 24, 36, 42, 48, 70,

75 and 150.

Cancel 16 and 24, which are measures of 48, and 18, which is a

measure of 36. Arrange the remaining numbers in a horizontal

line; resolve 36, the first of them, into its prime factors, and

use these as trial-factors of the other numbers, thus

—

2

2

3

3

36
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The above method of finding the L, C. M. of two or more
numbers requires all but one of them to be resolved into their

prime factors ; it is therefore applicable only when such resolu-

tion can be easily effected. If two or more of the given numbers

are difficult of resolution, the following method of finding the

L. C. M. may be adopted :

—

Second Method.—To find the L. G. M. of tv)o commensurable

numbers^ divide one (ff them by their G. G. M. and multiply the

other by the quotient; the product will be the L. G. M. required.

Should there be more than two numbers, find the L. C. M. of

two of them ; then of this common multiple and another of the

numbers; then of this second common multiple and a fourth

number ; and so continue throughout the given numbers. The
last common multiple found will be the L. C. M. required.

If the given numbers are unlike or compound, they must be

reduced to equivalent like numbers.

EXERCISE XXXVII.

Find the L. C. M. of—

1. 217 and 279. S. 6061 and 7337.

^. 1921 and 1469. 6. 30401 and 12341.

3. 6993 and 10989. 7. 2318, 3111 and 3553.

4. 5724 and 7733. S. 5040, 7770, 9912, 10773.

9. 7 ft. 6 in. and 4 ft. 6 in. 13. 3 rd. 2 yd. and 1 ft.

10. 7 lb. 7 oz. and 17 lb. U- 31 gal. 2 qt. and 6 gal.

11. 5 rd. and 2 yd. 15. 1 sq. 1. and 1 sq. ft.

12. 5 sq. rd. and 25 sq. yd. 16. 910 gr. and 3 lb.

17. What is the least number which, as cofactor of 24, will yield

a multiple of 30 as product ?

18. What is the least number by which 204 must be multiplied to

yield a multiple of 650 ?

19. The multiplicand is 4095 ; the product is a multiple of 3906.

Find the least multiplier.

20. Find the least multiplier which, with 8645 as multiplicand,

will yield as product a number which is a multiple of both 1001 and

1045.
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EXERCISE XXXVIIL

1. What is the shortest length that can be measured with slate-

pencils 5 in. long, or with pen-holders 6 in. long, or with lead-pencils

7 in. long ? How many of each laid end to end would measure this

length ?

2. What is the shortest distance that can be measured by any one

of three poles—the first 4 ft. long, the second 6 ft. long, and the

third 7 ft. 6 in. long ?

3. What is the least number of men that can be arranged in com-

panies of 25 men, 50 men, 75 men, 125 men, 200 men, or 300 men?

4. What is the least number of yards in a piece of cloth which

can be cut into dress-lengths of 12 yd., or 15 yd., or 20 yd., without

remnants ?

5. What is the smallest sum of money that can be counted out in

5-ct., in 10-ct., or in 25-ct. pieces?

6. What is the smallest sum of money that can be paid all in

$4 bills, in $5 bills, or in §10 bills ?

7. What is the smallest sum of money with which a farmer can

buy sheep @ $4.50 each, or pigs @ $7.50 each, or cows (5) $45 each,

or horses @ $135 each, and have nothing over in every case? How
many animals would such a sum buy ?

8. What is the least weight of grain that would make an exact

number of bushels of oats, or barley, or wheat ?

9. What is the least quantity of milk that can be exactly measured

by any one of three measures holding 3 pt., 3 qt. and 1 gal. 1 qt.

respectively ?

10. What is the least capacity of a tank that will hold an exact

number of barrels of 25 gal., or of 30 gal, or of 31 gal. 2 qt., or of

35 gal., or of 40 gal., or of 42 gal. each respectively?

11. Five bells commence tolling; the first tolls every second, the

second every 2 seconds, the third every 3 seconds, the fourth every

4 seconds, and the fifth every 5 seconds. How long will it be at

least between their tolling together once and their tolling together

again ?

12. A can hoe a row of corn in 10 min. , ^ in 12 min. , C in 15 min.

,

and -D in 18 min. If they all start together, how many hours will it

be till they all finish a row at the same moment ? How many rows

will each have then hoed ?
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13. A can build 14 rods of fence per day, B 21 rods, C 18 rods,

and D 20 rods. What is the least number of rods of fence that

would furnish an integral number of days' work to any one of the

four ? Prove that this length of fence would also furnish an integral

number of days' work to A and B working together, but not to G
and D working together.

i^. What is the smallest sum which I can completely expend

either on cherries @ 12 ct. the box or on raspberries @ 10 ct. the

quart ?

15. What is the smallest sum with which I can buy plums@ 40 ct.

the gal., or peaches @ $1.25 the basket, or oranges @ 30 ct. the doz.,

and have no money left ? What quantity of each kind of fruit could

I buy for this sum ?

16. A dealer expended equal sums on eggs @ 20 ct. the doz.,

cheese @ 15 ct. the lb., and butter at 24 ct. the lb. What was the

least sum he could have expended on each ? What quantity of each

commodity would these sums purchase ?

n. Find the smallest integral number of pounds of sugar @ 9 ct.

the lb. that can be exchanged without either loss or gain for an

integral number of pounds of cheese @ 12 ct. the lb.

18. Find the smallest integral number of pounds of coflFee@ 35 ct.

the lb. that can be exchanged without either loss or gain for an

integral number of pounds of tea @ 65 ct. the lb.

Id. Find the smallest number of turkeys @ $1.50 each that can

be exchanged without either loss or gain for an even number of

chickens @ 55 ct. the pair.

20. A market-woman found that whether she counted her eggs

by 4, by 6, or by 10 at a time, she had an exact number of counts.

Find the least number of doz. she could have had.

21. A market-woman found that whether she counted her eggs

by 6 or by 8 at a time she had an exact number of counts. Show

that she must have had an even number of dozens.

22. What is the capacity of the smallest cistern that can be filled

in an exact number of minutes by either of two pipes, the first of

which runs 35 gal. per minute and the second 42 gal. per minute ?

How long would each take to fill a cistern of that capacity ?

23. What is the capacity of the smallest cistern that can be filled

in an exact number of minutes by any one of three pipes, the first of

which runs 30 gal., the second 40 gal., and the third 45 gaL each per

minute?
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24' What is the capacity of the smallest cistern that can be filled

in an exact number of minutes by either or both of two pipes, the

first of which runs 36 gal. and the second 45 gal. per minute ?

25. What is the capacity of the smallest tank that can be filled in

an exact number of seconds by any one, any two or all three of three

pipes, the first of which runs 25 gal. per second, the second 35 gal.

,

and the third 30 gal. per second ? How long would all three pipes

take to fill the tank ?

26. Two boys start to run together in the same direction round a

circle; the first goes round it every 4 min. and t/ie second every

6 min. In how many minutes will they be once more at the starting

post together ? How many rounds will each boy have then made ?

27. Three boys start together to walk in the same direction round

a circle; the first goes round every 12 min., the second every 15 min.,

and the third every 20 min. In how many minutes will they be all

together again at the starting post? How many rounds will the

first boy have gained on the second, and how many on the third ?

28. Three men start together to walk in the same direction on an

oval track 880 yd. around; the first makes a circuit every 6 min.,

the second every 8 min., and the third every 10 min. How long

must they walk before they will all be together again at the starting

post ? How many miles will each then have walked ?

29. Three horses are trotting in the same direction round a course

of 5280 yd. ; the first trots at the rate of 440 yd. per min., the second

a,t the rate of 352 yd. , and the third at the rate of 264 yd. How
long will it be between their once coming all together and their

coming all together again at the same place ? How many rounds

will each horse have trotted in that time ?

30. In question 29, had the length of the course been 1760 yd.,

what would have been the answers ?

31. Two pipes can fill a certain cistern, the one in 10 min. and
the other in 15 min. If each pipe can raise the water in the cistern

an exact number of inches per minute, what is the least depth the

cistern can have? If both pipes were running together, in what
time would they fill a cistern of the depth just found ?

32. A farmer could hoe a certain field of com in 21 hr., his hired

man could hoe it in 24 hr., and the farmer's son could hoe it in

28 hr. If each always hoes an integral number of rows per hour,

what is the least number of rows there can be in the field ? In what
time could they hoe the com were all three to work together ?
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3. The first of three men could cut a certain pile of cordwood in

10 days, the second could cut it in 15 days, and the third in 12 days,

all working 9 hr. per day. If each can cut an exact number of cords

per day, what is the least number of cords there can be in the pile ?

In what time could they cut it if all three were to work together ?

In what time could the first and second cut it without the aid of the

third ? In what time could the third and second cut it without the

aid of the first ?

34. Two cog-wheels containing 20 and 45 cogs respectively are

working together. After how many revolutions of the smaller

wheel will two cogs which once touch, touch a second time?

35. The circumference of the front wheel of a carriage is 10 ft.

6 in.; that of the hind wheel is 14 ft. A certain spoke in each

wheel is pointing straight downwards at starting. How far will

the carriage travel before the same two spokes will again point

straight downwards at the same moment?

36. Find the least number which, divided by 3 or by 4, leaves in

each case the remainder 2.

37. Find the least number which, divided by 6, by 8 or by 10,

leaves in each case the remainder 5.

38. Find the three smallest numbers that, on division by 77, or by

99, or by 192, leaves in each case the remainder 46.

39. A market-woman who has an exact number of dozens of eggs

finds that if she counts them by 8, or by 10, or by 20, there are

always 4 eggs left. What is the least number of dozens she can

have?

40. On counting out the marbles in a bag by 20 at a time, or by

^4, or by 30, there are always 15 marbles left ; but on counting them

out by 25 at a time there are none left. What is the least number

of marbles there can be in the bag ?

41. 480 grains is called a Troy ounce. Find the least number of

ounces (Troy) that will weigh an exact number of pounds (Avoir-

dupois).

42. A solar year is 365 da. 5 hr. 48 min. 46 sec. ; a lunar month is

29 da. 12 hr. 44 min. 3 sec. Show that 19 yr. is very nearly 235

lunar months, and that 1021 yr. is still nearer to an integral number

of lunar months. Find the least number of solar years that are

equal to an integral number of lunar months.
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FRACTIONS.

I. NOTATION AND NUMERATION.

If any quantity be divided into two equal parts, each part is

called a half of the quantity ; if into three equal parts, a third

of it ; if into four, a quarter or fourth of it ; if into five, a fifth

of it; if into six, a sixth of it ; and so on. These parts—a half,

a third, a quai*ter, a fifth, etc.—are called Fractional Parts of

the quantity.

EXERCISE XXXIX.

1. Draw a line 4 in, long and divide it into 2 equal parts. What
part of the whole line is each of these parts ?

2. Subdivide each part into 2 equal parts. Into how many equal

parts is the line now divided ? What part of the whole line is each

of them ?

3. Draw a line 3 in. long and divide it into 3 equal parts. What
part of tlie whole line is each of these parts ?

4. Subdivide each of the 3 parts into 2 equal parts. Into how
many equal parts is the line now divided ? What part of the whole

line is each of them ?

5. Draw a line 5 in. long and divide it into 5 equal parts. What
part of the whole line is each of these parts ?

C. Subdivide each of the 5 parts into 2 equal parts. Into how
many equal parts is the line now divided ? What part of tlie whole

lipe is one of these parts ? 3 of them ? 7 of tliem ?

7. Draw a line 6 in. long and divide it into 3 equal jiarts. What
part of the whole line is each of these parts ?

8. Subdivide the 3 parts, each into 4 equal parts. Into how
many equal parts is the line now divided ? What part of the whole

line is one of them ? 5 of them ? 11 of them ?

8 113
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9. How many halves of a slate-pencil are equal to the whole of it ?

10. How many thirds ? 1^. How many tenths ?

11. How many quarters ? 13. How many twelfths ?

14. Take a string the length of your slate and double it at the

middle; double it again, and yet a third time. What part of the

length of your slate is the length of the thrice-folded string? What
part would three folds of the string be were they unfolded ?

15. If a string be cut into 9 equal parts, what part of the whole

string is one of the 9 parts ? 2 of them ? 4 of them ? 7 of them ?

What is the name of one of the parts of any quantity divided

into

—

16. 4 equal parts ? 18. 10 equal parts ?

17. 5 equal parts? 19. 19 equal parts?

20. How many halves of anything are equal to the whole of it ?

£1.. How many quarters ? S3. How many tenths ?

22. How many eighths ? £4- How many hundredths ?

When anything is divided into 12 equal parts, what is the name

of-
25. Three parts ? 27. Four parts ? 29. Five parts ?

26. One part ? 28. Ten parts ? 30. Twelve parts ?

What is meant by

—

31. Three-quarters of an apple ? 33. Three-eighths of a yard ?

32. Two-thirds of a slate-pencil ? 34- Seven-tenths of a dollar ?

35. In 2 apples how many halves of an apple are there? How
many quarters ? How many thirds ?

36. Three oranges would yield how many quarters of an orange ?

How many eighths ?

37. How many tenths of a dollar would be equal to $5 ?

38. How many twelfths of a foot are there in 7 ft.? What is the

common name for the twelfth of a foot ?

39. Which is larger, one-half of an apple or one-third of it?

Why?
40. Which is longer, a third of a yard or a quarter of a yar^l?

Why?
41. Which is heavier, an eighth of a pound or a sixteenth of a

pound ? Why ?

42. Which is the most, three-fifths of a bushel of wheat or three-

quarters of a bushel of wheat ? Why ?
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4^. Two boys carry a pailful of water, each boy carrying the same

Weight as the other. What part of the weight does each boy carry ?

Jfli-. A man spent 3 days on a certain journey, travelling exactly

equal distances each day. What part of the journey did he travel

per day ?

J^. A man and a boy did a certain piece of work, the man doing

four times as much as the boy. W^hat part of the work did each do ?

JfG. An apple is cut into thirds and one of the thirds is given

away. How many are left ?

47. If I exchange two dollars for quarters of a dollar, how many
quarters should I receive? I pay out 3 of these quarters. How
many have I left?

45. A man owns two-fifths of an acre of land. How much land

must he buy to have a whole acre ?

Ifd. A man worked five-sevenths of a week and was idle the rest

of the week. What part of the week was he idle ? What is one-

seventh of a week called ?

50. There is just room for two boys to sit on one- third of a certain

bench. How many boys of the same size would the whole bench

seat?

A unit is any standard used in counting or in meas-
uring.

In 3-quarters of a pound the unit is " a quarter of a pound."

But "a quarter of a pound" is, as its name declares, a frac-

tional part of the unit "a pound." Hence the unit in 3-quar-

ters of a pound is itself named as the fractional part of another

unit.

In 7-eighths of an inch the unit is "an eighth of an inch,"

but this, as its name declares, is a fractional part of the unit

"an inch." Hence the unit in 7-eighths of an inch is named as

the fractional part of another unit.

A unit which is named as a fractional part of another unit is

called a Fractional Unit, and the unit of which it is a part is

called its Prime Unit.

Thus in the preceding example a quarter of a pound and an
eighth of an inch are the fractional units; a pound and an inch

are the prime units.
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EXERCISE XL.

What is the Fractional Unit and what its Prime Unit in

—

1. 3-quarters of an oz.? G. 5-eighths of a cupful?

2. 4-fifths of an in.? 7. 4-ninths of a load ?

3. 7-eighthsof abu.? 8. 7-twelfths?

4. 3-elevenths of a rd.? 9. Half an hour?

5. 2-thirds of a yd.? 10. 9 quarters of a year ?

11. How many fractional units are there in each of the numbers
in the preceding ten questions ?

12. How many of the fractional units of the numbers in each of

these ten questions would be required to make one of the corres-

ponding prime units?

13. What is the prime unit and what the fractional unit in Ques-

tion 14, Exercise LI.

A Fractional Number or Fraction is a Number whose
unit is fractional, A Fractional Number therefore expresses

one or more equal parts of some prime imit.

To completely express a fraction both the number and the

size of the fractional units must be stated. Hence to express a

fraction in numerals requires two numbers—one called the

Numerator, the other the Denominator.

Tl:te Numerator (that is, the numbek-teller) expresses the

number of fractional units in the fraction.

The Denominator (that is, the name-givek) denotes the

size of the fractional units by expressing how many of them are

contained in the prime unit.

The Numerator and Denominator together are called the

Terms of the fraction. They are written, the Numerator a

little above the Denominator, with a short line between them,

, , , - , . . ... Numerator.
SO that a fraction is written

5,„^„,i„^tor.

Thus the fraction Jive-eighths, which has five for its numerator

and eight for its denominator, is written f .

A fraction expressed in figures is read by first reading its

numerat(;r, and then its denominator with the termination of the
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corresponding ordinal number, except in the case of fractions with

2 or 4 as denominator, which are read as halves or quarters, as the

case may be.

Ex. 1.—f is read three-quarters. The 4 expresses that the

prime unit—here simply the abstract number 1—is divided into

four equal parts or quarters; it thus denotes the size of the

parts. The 3 expresses that the fraction consists of three of

these quarters.

Ex. 2.—^ ft. is read five-twelfths of a foot. The 12 expresses

that the prime unit, a foot, is divided into twelve equal parts or

twelfths ; it therefore denotes the length of the fractional unit.

The 6 expresses that the fraction consists oijite of these twelfths.

EXERCISE XLI.

Read and analyze in the manner of Examples 1 and 2 above

—

7. if A. 10. if sq. ft.

8. $tVV. 11. tV
9. I cu. yd. 12. ^\.

17. Thirteen thirty-seconds.

18. Ninety-one hundredths.

19. Eighteen quarter-hours.

20. Seven-sixtieths of an hour.

27. f cu. yd. in cu. ft.

28. -H sq. ft. in sq. in.

29. f cord in cord ft.

30. l-J yd. in ft. and in.

31. 18 quarter-hr. in hr. and min.

32. -/^ hr. in min.

33. Show that y%- gal. is a pint and a half.

34> A boy has to walk one mile. When he has walked -?- of the

mile, how many yards has he still to walk ?

35. A girl has to knit 900 stitches. When she has done |§ of her

task, how many stitches will she still have to knit?

1.
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II. REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS.

On the basis of value fractions are divided into Proper
Fractions and Improper Fractions.

A Proper Fraction is a fraction whose value is less than 1 or

than a Prime Unit. Its numerator must therefore be less than

its denominator, for the fraction must not contain as many of

the fractional units or parts as its Prime Unit does.

Examples.—|, j*q in., W lb., are Proper Fractions.

An Improper Fraction is a fraction whose value is not less than

1 or than a Prime Unit. Its numerator must therefore be equal

to its denominator or greater than it, for the fraction must con-

tain at least as many of the fractional units or parts as its Prime

Unit does. An Improper Fraction is therefore equal either to

an integer or to a number consisting of an integer and a fraction.

Examples.—f, \% in., ff lb., are Improper Fractions.

A number consisting of an integer and a fraction is called a

Mixed Number.

Examples.—1|, 4|yd., 6j^ hr., are Mixed Numbers. These

are read: One and a half, four yards and three-quarters, six

hours and three-tenths.

Reduction of Whole Numbers and of Mixed Numbers to

Equivalent Improper Fractions.

EXERCISE XLII.

1. How many halves of an apple are there in 3 apples? How
many in 4 apples ? In 6 apples ? In 10 apples ?

2. How many quarters of a lb. are there in 3 lb.? In 5 lb.? lii

12 lb.?

3. How many thirds of an in. are there in 2 in.? In 8 in.? In

12 in.?

4. How many halves of an apple are there in 2^ apples ? In 3^

apples ? In 5^ apples ?

5. How many quarters of a dollar are there in $2| ? In $5^ ?

6. How many eighths of an incli are there in 3| in.? In 7§ in.?
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Example.—Reduce 17^ to eighths.
Explanation.

1 = 8-eighths,

j.g
CafcwZatton.

therefore 17 = 17 (8-eighths)

8 =136-eighths,

141 eighths= H^. therefore 17§=136-eighths and 5-eighths

= 141-eighths= i|i.

To reduce a whole number to an equivalent improper fraction

with given denominator,

Multiply the ivJiole number by the given deiiominator ; tvrite the

product as numerator of the required fraction, and under it ivrite

the given denominator.

To reduce a mixed number to an equivalent improper fraction

with denominator the same as the denominator of the fractional

part of the mixed number,

Multiply ths integral part of the mixed number by the denomi-

nator of the fractional party and add the numerator to the pro-

duct; write the sum as numerator of the required improper frac-

tion, and under it write the denominator.

EXERCISE XLIII.

Reduce to improper fractions

—

1.
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Reduction of Improper Fractions to Mixed Numbers.

Example.—Reduce J^ in. to inches.

13= 3 (4) and lover,

therefore 13 qu. in. =3 (4 qu. in.) and 1 qu. in. over

= 3 in. and j in. =3^ in.

EXERCISE XLIV.

1. How many whole inches are there in 5 halves of an inch ? In

8 halves? In 11 halves? In 21 halves?

2. How many quarts are there in f qt.? In V q*-- I^^ ¥- <!*•?

In -V- qt.?

3. How many whole yards are there in 12 thirds of a yard ? In

^^ yd.? In Y- yd.? What is the common name for J yd. ? Answer

the preceding questions, substituting this common name for "third

of a yard.

"

4. How many feet are there in I ft.? Infft.? In^^ft.? In fHt.?

5. How many pounds are there in JjT- lb.? In ^ lb.? In ^'i lb.?

6. How many dollars are there in $-V- ? Inlf^ In^V? In^ft?
What coin is $i? $tV? li? $2*0?

How many wholes in

—

7. 17-halves? 9. 13-thirds?

S. 29-quarters? 10. 23-eighths?

To reduce an improper fraction to an equivalent mixed

number,

Divide the numerator by the denominator; the quotient will he

the integral paii, of the mixed number; the renuiinder will be the

numerator, and tlie denominator of the given fractimi mill be the

dewyminator of its fractimud part.

Should there he no remainder^ the quotient will be the n^lwle

number equivalent to the given improper fraction.

Example.—Reduce V" ^^ a mixed number.

Calculation. Explanation.

9 )77 V-= 'J"7-ninths

8y =¥-• ^^ (0-ninths) and 5-nintlis

= 8 and 5-ninths = Bjj

.
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EXERCISE XLV.

Reduce to whole or to mixed numbers

—

1.
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3. Draw a line 5 in. long and divide it into 5 equal parts. Sub-

divide each part into 2 equal parts and show from the divided line

that

\-\^1-2l. 2_?i^_?_ ^
.
33x26 44x28

5~5x2~10' 5~5x2~rd' 1~'bx2~\0' 5~5^'2~'l0"

4. Show by cutting an apple or other object that

l_l_x2_2 2_2x2_4
3~3l<'2~6' 3~3x^~6'

5. Show by folding a strip of paper that

l_lx4_4 2_2x4_8
3~3xl~12' 3~3xl~i2'

^ is equal to how many

—

6. Eighths? 7. Twelfths? 8. Sixteenths? 0. Twenty-fourths?

How many twentieths are equal to

—

10. It 11. it 12. It 13. -A?

How many twenty-fourths are equal to

—

u- r
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From the problems in the preceding exercise we see that

Multiplying the numerator of a fraction multiplies the number

of parts making up the fraction ; while multiplying the denomi-

nator subdivides the parts, for it multiplies the number of them

required to make one whole.

Hence midtiphjing both terms of a fraction by ^, or S, or 4, or

any other number, does not change the value of the fraction, but is

merely equivalent to subdividing each part making up the fraction

into 2, or 3, or 4, or other number of equal parts.

Example.—Reduce f to an equivalent fraction, with 35 as

denominator.

To do so find the cofactor v/hose product with 5 is 35, and

multiply both the numerator and the denominator by it.

5)35 3_3_><^_21

7 5~5~x7~35*

EXERCISE XLVII.

Insert the numerators in

—

^. 1-= ^. 4' t\= -^- 6. M= TTT.

Insert the denominators in

—

7. 1= ^^. 9. |f=a^. 11. |f=JJiii.

8. i= -^^. 10. U= ^^. 12. Ifzriliii.

EXERCISE XLVIII.

1. Draw a line 1 in. long and divide it into 4 equal parts. What
is each part called ? Group these parts into sets of 2 parts each.

How many such groups are there in the line ? What part of the

line is each group ? Show from the divided line that

2. 2-^2. I.
_ in. = m. = - m.
4 4^2 2

2. Draw a line .3 in. long and divide it into 12 equal parts. Group
these parts into sets of 3 each. Show from the divided line that

3_3-f3_l 66^32 9_9-f3_3
r2~12^"3~4' r2~12T3~4' i2~12T3"4*
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3. Show by cutting an apple or other object that

4. Show by folding a strip of paper that

4_4-^4_l_ 8_8-=-4_2
12~r2"-Ht~3' r2~r2T4~3'

5. Show by grouping the five-cent pieces in a dollar that

1^5_15-r5_3 16_16^4_4^ 10 10^101
20~2U^'5~4' 26~204l~5' 20^20^To""2'

f ^ is equal to how many-

6. Twelfths? 7. Ninths? 8. Sixths? 0. Thirds?

How many twelfths are equal to

—

10. K-? 11' li? 12- m 13. II? u- It?

Reduce

—

15. XT to halves. 17. ^f to sevenths.

16. -jV to thirds. 18. If to eighths.

ID. In — how many fractional parts are there ? How many of

15 — 5 3
these parts would make up one whole ? In —-— or - how many^ ^

20-f5 4
^

fractional parts are there? Hoav many of these fractional parts

would make up one whole ? What is the effect on the number of

15 . 15 — 5
fractional parts of changing -- into ^— ? What is the effect on

20 20 -r 5

their size ?

14 . 14-f7
'20. If — be changed into —-'-— , what has been done to the four-

35 35-^7
14

teen fractional parts making up the -^ ? How many of the new

fractional parts would make up one whole ?

From the problems in the preceding exercise we see that

Dividing the numerator of a fraction divides the iininber of

parts making up the fraction ; while dividing tlie denominator

groups the parts, for it divides the number of them required to

make up one whole.
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Hence dividing both terms of a fraction by ^, or 3, or ^, or any

other number, does not change the value of the fraction, but is

merely equivalent to grouping the parts making up the fraction

into sets of 2, or 3, or 4^ or other number, each as the case may be.

Example.—Reduce |^ to an equivalent fraction, with 8 as

denominator.

To do so find the divisor which, with 48 as dividend, will give

8 as quotient.

8)48 4242^67
6 48~48^6~8'

EXERCISE XT.TX.

Insert the numerators in

—

Insert the denominators in

—

S. t'-^-^. 10. m=^^' 12. i^fl=ii.

The problems in the last four exercises are examples of the

Fundamental Principle of Fractions, namely:—
The value op a fraction is not changed if its terms be

BOTH multiplied OR BOTH DIVIDED BY THE SAME NUMBER.

A fraction is reduced to lower terms if a common factor be

divided out of both numerator and denominator.

A fraction is expressed in Lowest Terms if its terms are

integral and prime to each other. Hence

To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms,

Divide both terms by their G. C. M,

EXERCISE L.

Reduce to equivalent fractions expressed in lowest terms

—

1. if 5. M- 9. mi 13. W^l 17. Ul.
^. M- 6- Av 10. ifif. u. nn- 18. tVAv.
3. H. 7. Hi 11- \m- 15. \m. 19. i-i^%%\.

4' U' 8. ^\\\. 12. \\^. 16. UU- 20. ^^%K
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Reduction to Common Denominators.

If two or more fractions have the same denominator, it is

called the Common Denominator of the fractions.

Thus I, f and ^ have a common denominator, 5.

To reduce fractions having different denominators to equiva-

lent fractions having a common denominator, a denominator

must be found which is a multiple of each of the denominators

of the given fractions. This denominator will therefore be a

common multiple of the given denominators. If the L. C. M.

of them be taken, and it is generally the best to take, the given

fractions will be reduced to equivalent fractions with Least

Common Denominator, provided the given fractions were

expressed in their lowest terms or reduced to them before

using. Hence

To reduce fractions with different denominators to

equivalent fractions with least common denominator,

Reduce the given fractions to lowest terms; jind the L. C. M. of

the denominators ; divide it by the denomninator of the first frac-

tion, and multiply both terms of this fraction by the quotient; do

likewise with all the other fractions.

Example.—Reduce |, f and ^^ to equivalent fractions with

least common denominator.

L. C. M. of denominators 4, 8 and 12 is 24.

3 3x6 18
24^4 = 6 j=j-,-g=2,-;

5 5x3 15
2''-«= « 8=8x3=24'

24^12 = 2 IJ-^^J-i.
12 12x2 24

To determine which of two fractions is the greater they must

be reduced to the same fractional unit, and the fraction con-

taining the greater number of such units will be the greater.

Reduction to the same fractional unit is effected by reducing

the given fractions to a common denominator.
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EXERCISE LI.

By what numbers must the terms be multiplied to reduce

—

1. |to6ths? 4- I and tV to 60ths ?

3. § to 9ths? 5. f , i?j and -i^ to 120ths ?

3. i to 48ths? 6. f, I, t\, \\, if and |i to 9009ths?

What is the least common denominator to which can be reduced

—

7. i and ^ ? 9. A and tV ? H- t\, A and ^i ?

8. i and i ? iO. If and ^ ? i;^. ||, if and f^ ?

What is the fractional unit of lowest denomination to which can

be reduced

—

13. I in., H in., || in. and if in.?

14. If hr.,Hhr. and^hr.?
15. I oz.

, x*V oz.
, if oz. and i| oz. ?

Reduce to equivalent fractions with least common denominator

—

16. f and |. 18. h §, |. SO. i |, f , |.

i7. rV andA ^9. -|, |, A. ;^i. f , i, f , ^t, H-
^/ 3 3 3 3

Which is greater

—

S6. tV or M ? ^<?. -- or —i- ?

24 24 + 6

17 17-6,— or
24 24-6

27. II or If ? 29. I] or il-? ?

Find the greatest and the least of

—

SO^V^t'-.'^-t ^^. ¥,3g,3f
25 25 + 5 25-5

31.1,'ltl^'lzl 33.5,%,^^5l ,25 25 + 5 25-5 ^ *

5^. Of ^, ff and If, which is intermediate in value ?

35. Find a fraction intermediate in value to § in. and f in. with

24 as denominator.

36. Find a fraction intermediate in value to ^i hr. and ^V l^r.

with denominator 60.

57. Arrange in order of magnitude^

h h h h h h h h h h h h f

.
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III. ADDITION OF FRACTIONS.

Edcample.—Find the sum of §, ^ and f

.

Take three slips of paper, equal to one another in length and in breadth, and

cut them across, each into 8 equal pieces or eighths. Take 3 of the eighths of the

first slip, 7 of those of the second slip, and 5 of those of the third slip, and put

them all together. There will be 3+7+5 = 15 pieces or eighths, enough to make

up one whole slip and leave 7 pieces over. Written in symbols, all this is

8'^8'^8~
8 ~ 8" 8"

If two or more fractions to be added together have a common
denominator, add the numerators together for the liumerator of

the sum, attd take the common denom,inator for its denominator.

EXERCISE LII.

Show by cutting slips of paper or pieces of twine that

—

• 4'^4~~4 ~4~ 4~ 2'

1 3 7_ijf^+7_ll. 3
8"^8'''8'"

8 ~ 8
~ 8'

13 5 2_1+Jjf^5 +2_11_ 5
* e'^e'^e'^e" ~6 ~

6
~ 6'

Find the value of

—

5. i + h + l 8. n+2^ + 3f 11. 3^ir +H +n + n.
6. i + l+f 9. 3i+v- + i. 12. iV^+AV+fU+e^.

Find the sum of

—

13. 6 pair, 3 pair and 2 pair, or 6(2), 3(2) and 2(2).

i^. 6doz., 3doz. and2doz., or 6(12), 3(12) and2(12).

15. 6 score, 3 score and 2 score, or 6(20), 3(20) and 2(20).

16. 6 hundred, 3 hundred and 2 hundred, or 6(100), 3(100) and 2(100).

17. 6 halves, 3 halves and 2 halves, or |, | and |.

18. 6 quarters, 3 quarters and 2 quarters, or |, | and |.

19. 6-eighths, 3-eighths and 2-eighths, or |, f and |.

^0. 6-fiftlis, 3-fifths and 2-fifths, or %, | and §.

^1. G-thirty-fifths, 3-thirty-fifths and 2-thirty-fifths, or ^\, ^\ and 3-5.
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Ex. 1.—Add together | and |.

Take two slips of paper equal to each other in length and in width. Cut the

first slip across into 4 equal pieces or quarters, and the second slip into 6 equal

pieces or sixths. Take 3 of the pieces of the first slip and 5 of those of the second

slip. You will now have 8 pieces, but the}' are neither all quarters nor all sixths;

in fact, since they are not all of the same size, they cannot be called 8 fractional

parts of any one denomination.

But quarters and sixths can both be reduced to twelfths (see 3 3^4 9
Exercise LI.)—the quarters by dividing each into 3 equal parts, 4~4x3 ^12
and the sixths by dividing each into 2 equal parts. Reducing the

quarters and the sixths in this way, the 3 quarters give 3x3=9- 5_^^_?^
twelfths, and the 5 sixths give 5 X 2 = 10-twelfths. There are now 6 6x2 12

9+10=19 pieces all of the same length, namely, one-twelfth the

length of a slip—that is, there are }§ of a slip. Written in symbols, all this is—

^ 5-?.^? 5x29 + 1019 7

4"^6~4x3"^6x^"~~r2~~12~ 12'

Ex. ^.—Find the value of 9^ + 2f + 6i| + 1/5.

L. C. M. of denominators 3, 8, 12 and 15 is 120.

120^ 3 8 12 15 Given Denominators.

40 15 10 8 Quotients.

2 5 11 7 Given Numerators.

2 5 11 7 80 + 75 + 110 + 56 321 81 27

3"^8"''l2"'"l5" 120 ~120~ i20~ 40

9 + 2 + 6 + l + 2f^ = 20f^.

To find the sum of two or more fractions,

JReduce the fractions, if lucessary, to a common denominator,

add the residting numerators together for the numerator of the

sum, and take the common denominator for its denominator.

Reduce the sum to its lowest terms, and if it be an improper

fraction, reduce it to a mixed number.

If there be mixed numbers among the addends, add the frac-

tional parts along with any fractional addends, and to the sum

add the integral parts of the mixed number.

If there be improper fractions among the addends, reduce

them to mixed numbers.
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EXERCISE LIII.

Show by dividing lines drawn on your slate, or by cutting slips

of paper or pieces of twine, that

—

1 l_lx2 1_2+1_3

3 - - ?_?.^ 5^_? 2^>^_9 + 10 + 8_27_ 3_ 1

4"^6"^3~4x3'^6^^^3"^"" 12 ~~ "12""^ 12 ""^4'

* ^3 4x32x63x4 12 12

Add together

—

5. I and |. 6. § and f. 7. i, § and %. 8. J, f and ^.

Find the sum of

—

9. 1§, 2| and 3^. 11. if, fi and 3A.
10. 3i, 5J and 2xV l^- 3^i, 4 and A.

Find the value of

—

13. i + J + i + i + i 17. /^ + /^ + ^5^+ f.

1-^. i + § + l + l + f. /5. tt + ff + if+ if.

^i. $ii + $3| + $44 + $7A + ^17U.
<?^. If mi. + 3tV mi. + 2§ mi. + Q{\ mi.

^J. J J-
A. + ^ A. + -g-^ A. + -g-jj-j A. + y-g- A.

;^^. f bu. + ^x bu. + 7^ bu. 4-U bu. + ^-^ bu.

^5. A man bought at different times four lots containing respec-

tively f A., I A., J A. and § A. How much land did he buy alto-

gether ?

26. The difference in weight between two boxes of tea is 17H 1^.,

and the lighter box weighs 49x'V lb. What is the weight of the

heavier ?

27. The first of four measures holds 2^ qt., the second holds If

qt. more than the first, the third holds § qt. more than the second,

and the fourth holds ^ qt. more than the first and the second to-

gether. How much do all four hold ?
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IV. SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS.

If the minuend and the subtrahend have a common denomi-

nator, and the numerator of the subtrahend be not greater than

that of the minuend, the question is one of simple subtraction.

EXERCISE LIV.

From take Writlen in symbols.

1. 7 pair 3 pair; 7(2) -3(2).

2. 7 dozen 3 dozen; 7(12) -3(12).

^. 7 score 3 score; 7(20) -3(20).

Jt. 7 hundred 3 hundred ; 7(100) -3(100).

5. 7-quarters 3-quarters; 1 - f

•

6. 7-eighths 3-eighths; I - l-

7. 7-tenths 3-tenths; tV-tV
8. 7-twelfths 3-twelfths; ^2-^-

Find the value of

—

^' TTS XT' ^^' TTTTT TUTS- ^'^' 'TTTT57T "TtrTTTT'

If) X1- — J^ 19 .4 _ 31 // 07 4 7 3 Q 89

What proper fractions added to the following will in each case

give an integral sum ?

15. I 18. li. 21. m. 24. 93^W.
16. f. 19. iH. ^^. n%h 25. \\\\\\.

17. |. 20. tVV. 23. 4^%\. 26. 909fff.

Principle.—Adding the same number to both minuend and
subtrahend does not change the difference or remainder.

To find the difference between two fractions,

Add to both minuend and subtrahend the jJrojJer fraction rohose

sum with the subtrahend is integral; then subtract the now integral

subtrahend from the integral part of the minuend.

Ex. i.—From S^ take 1-/^.

1-j 5 + -j-'q = 2 This line to be completed first.
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Ex. J?.—Find the value of 1^s-2^.

L. C. M. of 16 and 36 is 144.

7

—

\. — = 7 -—
16 36 144

^31 5 „

V6+ F6=
='

16 36 144

EXERCISE LV.

Find the value of-

1.
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V. MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS.

Multiplication is the operation by which we find in terms of a

proposed unit the value of a number whose unit is itself a number

expressed in terms of the proposed unit.

Example.—How much is 7 times | ?

7 times 3 quarters= (7 times 3) quarters= 21 quarters,

or, writing the denomination quarters in symbols,

3 7 times 3 21
7 times - = -. =

. .

4 4 4

Using multiplied by for times, this becomes

3 quarters multiplied by 7=(3 multiplied by 7) quarters= 21 quarters,

3 ^ 3x7 21
or, in symbols, - x 7 =—-.— = -r*

4 4 4

EXERCISE LVI.

Find the value of

—

1. 3 times | in. 5. % multiplied by 12. 9. ^ x 22.

2. 5 times f lb. 6. /^ multiplied by 14. 10. H x 22.

3. 3 times $tV- 7. ix multiplied by 28. 11, yVV x 60.

4. 7times$fV. 8. H multiplied by 24. 12. HfxSl.

Ex. i.—Find the value of J of | in.

Here we are required to find the value of \ of three things, these being each u

quarter of an inch. i . 3_i

.

hence, inserting the unit namely, a quarter of an inch.

, $of|in.=iin,

Ex. ^,-~Find ^ of | in.

13. 1 3x5. 3 . 3 .- of - in. =- of -—- in. =-—= in. =7— m,
5 4 54x6 4x5 20

EXERCISE LVII,

Find the valae of

—

i. ^ off yd. 3. ^offwk. S, ioffgaji.

2. I of ^ in. 4, I of I it. 6. ^ of % bu.,
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Example. —Find the value of ^ of -^ rd.

Analysis. - of — rd. = - of rd. = rd.;
9 11 9 11x9 11x9

therefore - of - rd.
^iTxl

^^-
^'^iTx-^ "^'^gl

^'^

Calculation. - of - rd.=-— rd. =- rd.

Note.—Abstract factors may be multiplied in any order. We might therefore

have written

7,4 7x4 28

Should any factor occur in both numerator and de-

nominator, it may be divided out of both terms with-

out afifecting the value of the result, the effect being

merely to reduce the result to lower terms. This is called

Cancelling the Factor. Thus,
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A fraction of a number—whether integral, mixed .or frac-

tional—is called a Compound Fraction.

Examples.—| of 5, f of Ij, f of f.

A Compound Fraction is therefore a Fraction whose Prime

Unit is itself a number.

Now, the operation by which we find the value of a number
whose unit is itself a number is called multiplication. Hence

saying "| multiplied by f
" is merely another way of saying

"f ^^ 5-" ^^^ following are other examples of different ways

of expressing one and the same statement. [In these examples

1(2) is to be read one-pair and 4(12) read four-dozen
,
just as ^ is

read one-half and ^^ is read four-twelfths.]

1. Seven of four-dozen each

= 7 times 4(12)= 4(12) multiplied by 7= 4(12) x 7 = 28(12).

2. Three of five-sixths each

= 3 times f= | multiplied by 3= f x 3= -^g^-.

3. Three-dozen pairs

= 3(12)(2)= 1(2) multiplied by 3(12)= 1(2) x 3(12)= 3(24).

4. Two-dozen of five-pairs each

= 2(12) of 5(2) = 5(2) multiplied by 2(12)

= 5(2) x 2(12)= 10(24)

5. Two-thirds of four-fifths

- 1 of t
= f multiplied by | = | x f= /,.

EXERCISE LIX.

Express the following products as compound fractions and find

the value of each:

—

1. § ft. X i. 3. 4: pt. X |. 5. tV ft. X If.

2. 3 in. x |. 4. 3| lb. x f

.

g. 1| gal. x 1^.

Express the following compound fractions as products and find

the value of each :

—

7. i of i hr. 9. n of ^ oz. 11. ^^ of 3^.

8. I of 2^ lb. 10. 3|of2§. 13. 3^of3fV
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To simplify a compound fraction, or to find the
product of factors one or more of which are fractions

or mixed numbers,

If any of tlie fractions are mixed numbers^ reduce these to equiva-

lent improper fractions, and write integral factors in the form of

fractions with 1 as denominator.

The product of the numerators of the factors will he the numerator

of their product.

The product of their denominators will be the denomiTiator of their

product.

Factors common to both a numerator and a denominator

should be cancelled.

EXERCISE LX.

Find the value of-

i' Mx^xf^. 6. S^ofSloffl-x^V
^. f xHxl^. 7. 4^of2f ofSJx^i.
^' T? X T^ X

-J
X ^f

.

8. rsXTS-Xyfx^X ^^ X 14'

^. |of8|x|oflA. 9. 3Jof7x4iof^V
S. Mxli^ofS^xllif. 10. |of 17xAof63xx\V

Jl. Find the sum of | of f and % of f

.

12. Find the product of | + § and | - §.

13. Find the nearest integer to the product of 3| and 12|.

14- How far could a man walk in 2^ hr. at the rate of 3| mHes
an hour ?

Find the price, to the nearest cent, of

—

15. 3J dozen eggs @ 17 ct. the doz.

16. 4^ lb. tea @ 65 ct. the lb.

17. 3| lb. sugar @ 8^ ct. the lb.

18. 17| yd. of calico at 11| ct. the yard.

19. 4J doz. tins of tomatoes @ $1.00 the doz.

£0. 37^ bu. oats @ 37^ ct. tlie bu., and 45^ bu. wheat @ 85| ct.

the bu.

21. Find the weight of the water in a cistern containing 75fV gal.

22. A man sold \7'i gross of boxes of matches, gaining 3§ ct. per

doz. boxes. How much did he gain on the whole ?

23. Bronze consists of 1 part of tin to 4^ parts of copper. What
weight of copper must be added to 1653^ lb. of tin to make bronze?
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VI. DIVISION OF FRACTIONS.

The Reciprocal of any given number is the number whose

product with the given number is one. Thus 2 x | = 1 ; therefore

\ is the reciprocal of 2, and 2 is the reciprocal of ^. | x | = 1

;

therefore f is the reciprocal of f, and | is the reciprocal of |.

3^ X ^Q = 1 ; therefore -^^ is the reciprocal of 3|- or Jg^-, and ^^- or 3^

the recix^rocal of j*^.
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Ex. ^.-l^V-^i^-.

f? 11= 1

3 2

Proof.-^ X 6T%= i X ff= tt = 1^.

From the preceding examples we may see that to divide by
a fraction we may

Multiply the dividend by the reciprocal of the divisor.

EXERCISE LXII.

Find the value of—
1.
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The division of 6 by 3 may be expressed either by 6^3 or

by f ; the division of 8 by 12 may be expressed either by 8 -f 12

o^ ^y !%• I^ lik® manner the division of 2i by 3| may be

expressed either by 2^-^3| or by -^, read 2^ divided hy 3|.

Such a fraction as —3 is called a complex fraction.

A Complex Fraction is a fraction one or both of whose terms

contains a fraction.

Since a complex fraction merely denotes the division of its

numerator by its denominator,

The value of a complex fraction is the product of its numerator hy

the reciprocal of its denominator.

Ex. 1.—Reduce - to a simple fraction

—

that is, find its value.

Ex.

|=HI=ixi=i-
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VII. DENOMINATE FRACTIONS.

EXERCISE LXIV.

1. How many ounces are there in 3| lb.?

ft.

2. Reduce i T. to pounds.
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34. What fraction of a pound is 4 oz.?

35. Express 37 oz. in pounds.

36. How much of 1 yd. is 6 in.?

31. Reduce 2 ft. 5 in. to the fraction of a yard.

38. What fraction of a mile is 3 rd. 1 yd.?

39^. Express 1127 rd. 2 ft. 3 in. in miles.

Ji-O. What fraction of an acre is 1239 sq. rd. 13 sq. yd.?

Jj-l. How much of a dollar is 1\ ct.?

Jj.2. What fraction of a dollar is 1 1 ct. ?

Express in bush .Is

—

43. 1115 1b. of wheat. 47. 1640 lb. of buckwheat.

J^J^. 1616 lb. of barley. J^8. 1840 lb. of peas.

Ji5. 1966 lb. of oats. 49. 1480 lb. of timothy seed.

46. 1477 lb, of Indian com. 50. 1370 lb. of red clover seed.

Divide

—

51. 3| lb. by 4J oz. 53. 300 sq. yd. by H A.

52. 4 mi. 480 yd. by \\ mi. 54. f yd. by -^^ mi.

Find the quotient of

—

55. I Ib.-^t oz. 56. t oz. -rf lb. 51. 22" 27|'^90^

58. Divide f of 4t:\ A. by £- of 25 sq. rd.

59. Divide f of 3 gal. 1| qt. by t% of 2 bu. 3 pk.

60. What fraction of 1 cwt. is 37^ lb.?

61. What fraction of 9^ A. is 1628 sq. yd.?

62. What fraction of 6| mi. is 375 yd.?

63. Reduce 17 da. 3 hr. to the fraction of 365J da.?

64' Express 2763 lb. of wheat as a fraction of 63 bu.?

65. Express -^ of 13 mi. 3 rd. as a fraction of 20 mi.

66. ^ of 31 1 gal. of water is what fraction of | cu. yd. of water?

61. What fraction of 5 T. is *]\ bu. of soft coal ?

68. The profits of a certain business are divided into 104 equal

parts, and I receive 19^ of these parts. What fraction of the profits

do I receive ?

69. How many twelfths of an inch are there in 2f ft.?

10. How often is the third of an inch contained in yV of -^^ mi,?

11. How many, lengths of 3| yd. each are there in 44| yd., and

what fraction of a length would there be over ?

12. How many kegs, each holding 3 1*5 gal., could be filled from

two barrels, one containing 27§ gal. and the other 30^^ gal.?
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73. How many bottles, each holding | qt., would 9| bbl. of vinegar
fill, reckoning 31^ gal. to the full bbl., and what fraction of a bottle-

ful would there be over ?

Express as the fraction of a year (365 da.)

—

74' From noon of 3rd April, 1886, to noon of 24th Aug., 1886.

75. From noon of 17th May, 1886, to noon of 5th Dec, 1886.

76. From noon of 19th Dec, 1884, to noon of 14th Dec, 1885.

77. From noon of 23rd Oct., 1887, to noon of 12th May, 1888.

78. A farmer sold 234 bu. of his wheat crop and kept for his own
use the 78 bushels remaining. What fraction of his wheat crop did

he sell ?

79. A man who had $42 spent $2.10 of that sum. What fraction

of his money did he spend ? What fraction of it had he remaining?

80. A man bought a horse for $80 and sold him for $96. What
fraction of the cost of the horse did he gain ?

81. Smith bought a horse for $120 and sold him to Jones for $150.

Jones next sold the horse to Brown for $120. What fraction of the

cost of the horse to him did Smith gain ? What fraction of the cost

of the horse to him did Jones lose ?

83. A certain mine yields 113 lb. 5 oz. of metal from eviery 7i\ T.

of ore. What fraction of the ore is the metal extracted ? What
weight of metal ought 274 T. 1120 lb. to yield ?

83. If 7i A. yield 101^ bu. of wheat, how many bushels would

15 A. 1760 sq. yd. yield at the same rate ?

84- Armstrong has $7.66 and Brown has $12. Armstrong gives

J of his money to Brown, and then $2.10 more. What fraction of

his (Armstrong's) money did Armstrong give in all to Brown ? After

Brown had received the money, what fraction of what he then had

had he received from Armstrong ?

85. Allan has $10.20; Barnes has $24.50. Allan lends Barnes

$1.10 more than a third of his (Allan's) money. Next day Barnes,

who has meanwhile spent $1.50, repays Allan. What fraction of

his (Barnes') money has he to give Allan to repay him ?

86. A cistern can be filled by a pipe in 15 hr. How much of the

cistern could be filled in 3 hr.? In 3| hr.? In 4 hr. 20 min.?

87. When the tap is open, f of a cistern is filled in 4^ hr.? At
that rate how long would it take to fill the cistern? How long

would it take to fill 4 of the cistern ? What fraction of the cistern

would be filled in 3J hr.?
,
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S8. From the end of a plank 14 ft. 7^ in. long 2^ of ^\ of the

whole is cut away. What length remains ?

89. Three persons received respectively a fifth, a sixth and an

eighth of $14.40. What sum remained ? What fraction was it of

the whole ?

90. I owe $15.75 to Fraser, $2.99^ more than half as much to

May, and to Graham $2.99^ less than half as much again as I owe

to May. How much less than $50 do I owe to Fraser, May and

Graham together ? What fraction of $99 would it require to pay

the whole of these debts ?

91. A school-room is half as long again as it is wide. What frac-

tion of the perimeter is the width ?

92. A man had to walk 10 miles. He walked J of the way, rested

one hour, and then walked 2 mi. 720 yd. What fraction of his

journey had he still to walk ?

93. A man made a journey of 100 miles. He rode 7 mi. 340 yd.

,

travelled by rail | of the remainder of the way, and made all but

1250 yd. of what still remained of his trip by steamboat. What
fraction of his trip was made by steamboat ?

94. In constructing a sewer 104,650 bricks were supplied, and out

of this number 96,600 were used and the rest rejected. What frac-

tion of the whole did the rejected bricks form ?

95. B is older than A by | of ^'s age, which is 54 yr. Find 5's

age and express the difference between the ages of A and ^ as a

fraction of B^s, age.

96. What is the difference between eleven times three-quarters of

^ of 3| mi. and three times four-elevenths of 7680 rd.?

97. How many steps, each having a 5| in. riser, would be required

for a staircase reaching a perpendicular height of 12 ft.? What
height would have to be distributed to make the exact 12 ft.?

98. A geographical mile is the ^V of ttItt part of the earth's cir-

cumference. The equatorial circumference is 1,31,483,200 ft. How
many common or statute miles are equal to 60 geographical miles on

the equator ?

99. A knot or nautical mile contains 1000 fathoms of 6 ft. each.

How many statute miles are equal to 60 knots ?

100. The area of Greece is yt- of that of Britain. Spain has 2J
times the area Britain has. What fraction of the area of Spain is

the area of Greece ?
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VIII. APPLICATIONS OF THE PRECEDING
RULES.

EXERCISE LXV.

Example.—Find the price of 7 lb. 5 oz. of cheese @ 13 ct.

the lb.

The price-unit is 1 lb., hence the 5 oz. in the 7 lb. 5 oz. must
be expressed as a fraction of a pound.

71b. 5oz.=7i5olb.

7f6 lb. @ 13 ct. for 1 lb. =7i% (13 ct.)= 955J^ ct.

Aits. 95 ct.

In commercial transactions reckon to the nearest cent; half a

cent to be considered a whole ce^it.

Find the value of

—

1. 4 lb. 9 oz. of butter @ 19 ct. the lb.

2. 8 lb. 7 oz.' of mutton @ 11 ct. the lb.

3. 5^ qt. of molasses @ $1.15 the gal.

4. Two hams, one weighing 14 lb. 6 oz. and the other weighing

17 lb. 12 oz., both @ 16| ct. the lb.

6. 1430 lb. of wheat @ 93 ct. the bu.

6. 1887 lb. of oats @ 43^ ct. "

7. 1795 lb. of wheat @ 891 ct.

8. 1896 lb. of barley @ 631 ct.

9. 1678 lb. of hay @ $23.40 the T.

Make out bills for the following-stated transactions, supplying

dates and names of places where necessary:

—

10. Thos. Jones bought of E. B. Browne 3| lb. of Butter @ 21 ct.

the lb., 2^ doz. Eggs @ 15 ct. the doz,, \ lb. Japan Tea @ 45 ct. the

lb , 5| lb. Sugar @ 9 ct., ^ lb. Peel @ 33 ct., 4| lb. Cheese @ 15^ ct.

11. Messrs. Mason & Wright sold to James Chamberlain, on May
1st, 1886, 240 lb. of Flour @ |3.10 the cwt.; May 6th, 137^ lb. of

Oatmeal @ $2..35; May 11th, 366 lb. of Cornmeal @ $2.30; May
18th, 245 lb. of Buckwheat Flour @ $2.45; May 2Sth, 330 lb. of

Flour @ $3.05. On 1st June, 1886, Mr. Chamberlain paid $20 on

tliis account to Timothy Webster, book-keeper for Messrs. Mason &
Wright. (Make out receipt for the payment.)
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12. William Simpson bought of Alfred Spencer GJ lb. Veal @ Vl\

ct. the lb., 1| lb. Lard @ 17 ct., 1^ lb. Bacon @ 15 ct., 7^ lb. Corned

Beef @ 9 ct., 6^ lb. Lamb @ 11^ ct., 3| lb. Steak @ 12^ ct., I6| lb.

Roasting Beef @ 14 ct.

13. Henry Mitchell sold to John Young, on April 12th, 15^ yd.

Print @ 11^ ct.. Ill yd. gnk @ $2.25, 7^ yd. Lining @ 12ic.; April

17th, 9i yd. Tweed @ 97 ct.; 4| yd. Cloaking @ 12.871, 1^ yd.

Plush @ $2.12^, 1\ doz. Buttons @ 18 ct.; 9 Spools @ 50 ct. the doz.

Paid in full to Henry Mitchell on April 30th.

Uf. On 1st September, 1886, Messrs. Bowes Bros, rendered an

account to Egbert Henderson for the sum of $39.84. During the

month the following items were added to the account : Sept. 4th,

m yd. Calico @ 15 ct., 11| yd. Lining @ 74 ct. ; 8th, 15| yd. Flannel

@ 62| ct. ; 13th, 19 yd. Linen @ 37^ ct. ; 21st, 4 pr. Gloves @ 85 ct.,

9 pr. Stockings @ 37^ ct., 7 pr. Socks % 56 ct. ; 28th, 17i yd. Tweed

@ $1.37^ 7| yd. Lining @ 23 ct.; 30th, § doz. Handkerchiefs @
$3.50. On September 30th the sum of $45 was paid on this account.

15. Adams bought 17 T. 640 lb. of soft coal @ $5 the ton and sold

it @ 25 ct. per bu. Wilkinson bought an equal weight @ 17^ ct.

per bu. and sold it @ $7.40 the ton. Which gained most and by

how much ?

16. Find the value of 1672 sq. yd. @ $135 per acre.

n. A man paid $100 for 1870 sq. yd. of land. How much was

that per acre ?

18. A man is to receive wages at the rate of $9.50 per week of 7

days. What will be the amount of his wages from 1st May to 1st

December, both inclusive ?

19. If 7^ of 3 shares in a company be worth $26.25, find the value

of 15 shares.

20. Find the duty @ 2| ct. the lb. net on 15 casks, each weighing

780 lb. gross, deducting /^ of the gross weight as tare.

21. Wheat is quoted on Monday @ 91| ct., on Tuesday @ 91§ ct.,

on Wednesday @ 91^ ct., on Thursday @ 91^ ct., on Friday @ 91^

ct., on Saturday @ 89| ct. What was the average price for the

week?

22. On four successive days the barometer stood at 29tV i^., on

the fifth day at 2>^-x\^ in., the following day at SO^VV "^-j ^^^ on

the seventh day at 31 in. What was the weekly average?

23. A man took 7501 steps in walking 3^ mi. What was the

average length of his step ?

10
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24-. A man whose steps average 2| ft. in length walked 9 mi. in

2J hr. How many steps did he make on an average per minute ?

25. In emptying a cistern a tap discharged an average of 24| gal.

per min. for the first 6J min., an average of 19| gal. per min. for

the next 5\ min., an average of 13| gal. per min. for the next 3^
min., and a total of 29| gal. in the next 7^ min., at the end of which

time the cistern was empty. How many gal. did the cistern at first

contain, and what was the average rate of discharge per min. for the

whole time ?

26. I bought 50 yd. of calico, part at 13 ct. the yd. and the

remainder at 18 ct. the yd., and paid $7.62 for the whole. How
many yards did I buy at each price ?

27. How much tea costing 54 ct. the lb. must be mixed vnth 18 lb.

costing 45 ct. the lb. in order that if the whole be sold at 60 ct. the

lb. there may be a gain of \ of the cost of the whole ?

28. On four consecutive days a train arrived at a certain station

15 min., 10 min. 30 sec, 11 min. 47 sec, and 13 min. 23 sec, respect-

ively, past 10 a.m. If the train was on an average 3J min. late on

those four days, at what time was it due at that station ?

29. A Grand Trunk train left Montreal at 11.55 p.m. on Tuesday

and arrived in Chicago at 7.25 a.m. on the following Thursday,

having travelled a distance of 831 miles. Find the average speed of

the train, Chicago time being one hour later than Montreal time.

If 5 hr. 10 min. were lost in stoppages, find the average speed of

running of the train.

30. Starting at 8.20 a.m., I find I have walked 4J mi. by .9.30 a.m.

I then slacken my pace and walk 7^ mi. farther by 12.05 p.m.

What was the average rate in miles per hour at which I walked at

first, and what the rate afterwards ?

31. Divide 7^ lb. of tea into two parcels one of which shall be

If lb. heavier than the other ?

32. Divide a string 5\ yd. long into three pieces such that the

first shall be 1 J yd. shorter than the second, but | yd. longer than

the third.

33. Divide 3 yd. of tape into three parts so that the first shall be

^ of the length of the second, and the second \^ of the length of the

third.

34. Divide 100 A. among -4, J5, (7 and D in such proportion that

A shall have 2§ times as much land as B, and C shall have 1 g times

OS much as B, and D shall have ^ as much as, A, B and C together.
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35. At an election one candidate polled 39 votes more than f of

the number polled for the other, the total number of votes cast being

1247. Find the number of votes cast for each candidate.

36. Divide $79 among 8 men and 10 boys, giving each man $2.07|

more than three-quarters of the amount given to each boy.

37. Divide *l\\ bu. of wheat between A and B so that if A give

^^ of his share to B they shall have equal quantities.

38. A man who had three sons, aged respectively 18, 12 and 10

years, left his estate to be divided among them in proportion to

their ages. What fraction of the estate is each to receive ?

39. Annie is 12 yr. 4 m, and James is 15 yr. 5 m. old. Divide $9

between them so that Annie shall receive 50 ct. more than she would

receive were the money divided in proportion to their ages.

Jf.0. A and B, who were 22^ mi. apart, commenced at the same

moment to walk towards each other, A walking ly^- mi. per hour

faster than B. They met in 3 hr. 18 min. What were their respect-

ive rates of walking ?

Ii-l. Three townships have to raise among them the sum of $7450,

ea/ch township to raise a part of this amount in proportion to its

assessment. If the assessments are $1,745,680, $2,385,000 and

$4,763,540 respectively, find to the nearest cent the amount to be

raised by each township.
42. Find the cost of the stair-carpet @ $1.35 the yd. for a flight

of 23 steps of 11| in. run and 6^ in. riser, allowing 1^ yd. extra at

top and 2| yd. extra for a turn in the stairs. (Reckon to nearest

eighth of a yard.

)

J^. A map is drawn to the scale of 36 mi. to the inch. Find the

total length of a railroad whose several parts measure on the map
3| in., 4g in., 2J in., l^^:^ in., and 1 j^ in. respectively.

The length of the circumference of

a circle is very nearly 3} times tlie

length of its diameter.

44- Find the length of the circumfer-

ence of a circle 3 ft. 4 in. in diameter.

45. Find the length of the diameter of

a circle 7 ft. in circumference.

46. Find the difference in length be-

tween the inner and the outer edge of

a circular race-track 24 ft. wide enclosing a circle of 50 yd. radius.
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J!^7. Assuming that the earth every 365 da. 6 hr. 9 min. 9 sec.

describes around the sun a circle of 92,890,000 miles radius, find

the average speed per hour of the earth in this path round the sun.

JfS. How many revolutions per min. does a wheel 5' 6^" in diameter

make if it is travelling at the rate of 27^ mi. per hour ?

Jfd. A locomotive wheel 4' 4|" in diameter, making an average of

767 revolutions per 5 min., travels for 4 hr. 10 min. How far does

it go in that time ?

50. The front and hind wheels of a waggon being 3 ft. 8 in. and

4 ft. 2 in. respectively in diameter, how many revolutions will a

front wheel make more than a hind wheel for every mile travelled ?

61. The lengths of the diameters of the front and the hind wheels

of a carriage being 3 ft. 4 in. and 4 ft. respectively, how far will the

carriage have to travel before the front wheel will have made 100

revolutions more than the hind wheel ?

52. Of two rectangles of the same area, one is 7' 6^" long by 6' 3^"

wide, and the other is 10^" wide. Find its length.

53. Find the area of a rectangle whose perimeter is 250 yd., and

whose length exceeds its breadth by 25| yd.

5J!f. Find the distance travelled in ploughing 6| A. of land, the

furrow averaging 9 in. wide.

55. How long would it take to plough 7 A. 96 sq. rd., the horses

travelling 1\ mi. per hr. and the furrow averaging 9^ in. wide ?

56. A field [62 rd. 2 yd. x 41 rd. 4 yd.] yielded 310 bu. of wheat.

How many bushels was that per acre ?

51. The scale of a certain map is 40 mi. to the inch. Find the

area represented by a rectangle on the map 2f in. long by 1^^ in.

wide.

58. Find the number of sq. yd. in the total surface of a rectangu-

lar block of stone 7' 3^" x 2' 8" x 6i".

5^/ie area of a circle is very iiearly

3f times the area of tlie square de-

scribed on the radius of the circle.

59. Find the area of a circle of 2i in.

radius.

60. Find the area of a circle of h in.

in diameter.

/'
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61. A cent is an inch and a penny is xV ^^- in diameter. If a cent

lie wholly on top of a penny, find the area of the upper surface of

the penny remaining uncovered.

62. A cube of cheese 3| in. on the edge was cut into cubes § in.

on the edge. How many of these were there ?

63. How many cubic feet of plaster would be required to plaster

a rectangular ceiling 18' 8" by 14' 4", the plaster to be § in. thick ?

64. If from one end of a stick of square timber 21' x 17^" x 13J"

there be cut ojQf 7^ cu. ft., find the length of the stick remaining.

Find the value of

—

65. 29,650 ft. of lumber @ $16.75 per M.

66. 1,270 boards 15' x 13" x 1|" @ $18.50 per M.
67. 12,375 planks 12' x 9"x 2i" @ $17.75 "

68. 1,750 scantlings 16' x 7" x 3^" @ $23.75 *'

69. 12,750 boards 16' x 5"x f" @ $31.50 "

70. A pile of cordwood 5^' x 26|' @ $3.75 the cord.

71. A pile of bricks 12 bricks long by 20 wide by 25 high meas-

ured 8 ft. 2 in. by 6 ft. 11 in. by 5 ft. 6 in. Find the volume and

the dimensions of an average-sized brick.

72. How many tons of earth must be removed to add 15" to the

depth of a canal 7 mi. 425 yd. long and averaging 25 ft. wide, if a

cubic yard of earth weigh 2956 lb. ?

73. Find the weight of the sleepers for 37^ mi. of railway if the

sleepers average 7 ft. 9 in. long, 10" broad and 8" thick, and are laid

2 ft. 3 in. from centre to centre, and weigh 32| lb. per cu. ft.

74- Find the average thickness of a slate 8" x 10" which weighs

25 oz., if a cubic foot of slate weigh 180 lb.

75. How many gallons of water will pass under a bridge every 10

min. , if the stream be 28' 8" wide, average 3' 6" deep, and flow at

the rate of 3| mi. per hour ?

76. Into a rectangular cistern whose floor measures 6' 4^" by 4' 9|"

water is flowing at the rate of 500 gal. per hour. How long will it

take to fill the cistern to a depth of 3' 10|" ?

77. Find the cost @ $18.65 the M. of the lumber for a board fence

five boards high to enclose a rectangular field 65 rd. x 36 rd., the

lumber to be inch stuff 7 in. wide.

78. A lidless rectangular box, whose outside measurements are

4' 3^" long X 2' 7|" wide x 2' deep, is made of wood 1^" thick. Find

its content in cubic feet.
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The number of cubic units in the volume of a right cylin-

der is equal to the product of the number of square units

in its {circular) base and the number of corresponding linear

units in the length of the cyliTider.

79. Find the content of a cylindrical measure 8 in. deep by 10^ in.

diameter.

80. Find the content in gallons of a cylindrical measure 10^ in.

deep by 8 in. diameter, taking 25 pt. to the cu. ft.

81. A boy spent f of his money and then had $1.20 left. How
much had he at first ?

82. A , working on piece-work, can do only y^ as much work as B,

and so earns 55 ct. per day less than B. How much does each earn

per week ?

83. A man sold J of his farm and then f of the remainder. How
much of his farm did he sell ? If he received $1210 from both sales,

at that rate what was the value of his farm ?

84. A man paid | of his money to B, J of it to G, and f of the

remainder to D, and had 15 ct. left. How much had he at first?

85. A , B and C have to do a certain piece of work. A does y'r

and then goes away ; B does f of the remainder, and then C finishes

it. What fraction of the work is done by C? If $16.50 be paid for

the whole work, how much should each receive ?

86. By selling a house for $3990 I lost | of its cost. For what

amount should I have sold it to gain J of its cost ?

87. If f of 2 lb. of sugar cost as much as 2^ lb. of rice, and if

3J lb. of rice cost 15 ct., what is the price of sugar per pound ?

88. A can walk 4 mi. while B walks 5 mi., and B can walk 6 mi.

while C walks 5 mi. Compare A 's rate of walking with Cs rate.

89. How far will a train travel in 1 hr. 35 min. at the rate of

9t^ mi. in 14J min.?

90. A watch is set right at 10.25 p.m., and it gains 3J sec. every

hour. At what o'clock will it have gained exactly | of an hour, and

what time will the watch then indicate ?

91. A boat's crew can row at the rate of 9| mi. an hour in still

water. At what rate could they row, 1st up, 2nd down, a stream

running at the rate of 2f mi. an hour ?

93. An oarsman rowed 3^ mi. down stream in 20 min., and back

again up stream in 36 min. Find his rate per hour each way, his

rate in still water, and the rate of the stream.
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93. A train 44 yd. in length is running at the rate of 24 mi. per

hour. How long will it take in passing a man—1st, if he stand still

while the train passes ; 2nd, if he walk at the rate of 3 mi. per hour

in the direction the train is moving; 3rd, if he walk at the rate of

3 mi. per hour in the opposite direction ?

94. A cistern which holds 200 gal. can be filled by two taps, of

which one supplies 1V5 gal- per sec, the other If qt. per sec. If

the first tap be turned on for 10 min. and afterwards both run

together, in what length of time from the moment of opening the

second tap will the cistern be filled ?

95. If 5 men or 16 boys can do a certain piece of work in 11 hr.,

in what time could 3 men and 48 boys do the same work ?

96. Two men who are 12| mi. apart start at the same moment to

to travel towards each other, one walking at the rate of 3^ mi. per

hr., the other driving at the rate of 10^ mi. per hr. How long after

starting will it be till they meet, and how far will the first man have

walked ?

97. A can do a certain piece of work in 12 da., and B can do it in

15 da. How much of the work can each do per day ? How much

can both together do in a day ? How long would it take the two,

working together, to do the work ?

98. A can do a piece of work in 10 da. ; B can do it in 12 da. A
works at it alone for 4| da., and is then joined by B. In how many

days will the two, working together, finish the job ?

99. A and B start at the same moment to run in the. same direc-

tion round a circular track, A making 8 rounds to i?'s 5. Where

will A overtake B the first time ? the second time ? the third time ?

How many rounds will each have made on each occasion ?

100. The hour and the minute hands of a clock are together at 12

o'clock. At what times will they be together again? At what

times will they point in opposite directions? At what times will

they be 15 min. apart?

101. At what times will the minute-hand be half as many minute-

spaces ahead of the hour-hand as the hour-hand marks hours ?

102. There are three vessels

—

A of 1 gal., 5 of 2 gal. and (7 of 5

gal. capacity. A is empty, B is full of water, and G is full of

vinegar. A is filled from B^ B is replenished from C, and A is then

emptied into C. This is done three times, the water and vinegar

being thoroughly mingled at every mixture. How much water is

there then inC?



CHAPTEE VII

DECIMALS.

I. NOTATION AND NUMERATION.
In the ordinary or Arabic notation a figure standing imme-

diately to the right of another denotes so many units each ten

times less than the unit of that other. Thus in 325 the unit of

the 3 is a hundred ; that of the 2 is ten, which is a tenth of a

hundred; and that of the 5 is one, which is a tenth of ten. By
continuing this system beyond the ones, a figure immediately to

the right of the ones would denote tenths; the next figure to the

right would denote tenths of tenths, or hundredths; the next

figure to the right would denote tenths of hundredths, or thou-

sandths, and so on. In the case of numbers thus containing

figures denoting units less than ones, the figure which denotes

ones is indicated by a dot (•) called the Decimal Point placed

between it and the figure denoting tenths. Thus 4 hundreds,

2 tens, 7 ones, 8 tenths, 5 hundredths and 6 thousandths would

be written 427-856.

The units denoted by figures to the right of the decimal point

are called Decimal Units. A number containing decimal units

is called a decimal number, or, briefly, a Decimal ; and the part

to the right of the decimal point is called the Decimal Part,—
the part to the left is integral.

The Order of a Unit is its rank as determined by the number
of times the prime unit must be multiplied by 10 or divided by

10, as the case may be, to produce one of that unit. Thus, tens

are of the first integral order, for 10= 1 x 10 ; hundreds are of the

second integral order, for 100= 1 x 10 x 10 ; thousands are of the

third integral order, for 1000= 1 x 10 x 10 x 10, and so on ; tenths

are of the first decimal order, for '1 = 1-^10; hundredths are

152
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of the second decimal order, for 01 = 1^10-^10; thousandths

are of the third decimal order, for 0001 = 1^10-^10-f-10, and

so on. The prime units or ones are of the zeroth order. The

greater the number of multiplications, or the less the number

of divisions by 10, the higher the order ; the fewer the multi-

plications, or the more numerous the divisions, the lower the

order. Thus hundreds are of higher order than tens, but of

lower order than thousands ; while hundredths are of higher

order than thousandths, but of lower order than tenths, or

ones, or tens.

The number 324 '657 represents 324 and 6 tenths 5 hundredths

and 7 thousandths, and might be so read ; but since 1 of any

order is equal to 10 of the next lower order, 6 tenths and 5

hundredths is 65 hundredths, and 65 hundredths and 7 thou-

sandths is 657 thousandths. 324*657 is therefore reaa 324 and

657 thousandths. Similarly 4,023,148-478,602,0 is read 4 mil-

lion 23 thousand 148 and 478 thousandths 602 niiiiia<i>ils r

tenths of millionths.

Another way of reading decimal numbei-s, ana tii© tiiat ia

very convenient in practice, is to read the liibegral part ijn the

usual way, then to say "point" (or "decimal*'), and tiien m
name in succession from the left the figures of the decimal part

,

Thus 127-00435 is read " 127, poiiit 0, 0, 4, 3, 5."

EXERCISE LXVI.
Read—
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II. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF
DECIMALS.

Deciniiils are added and subtracted exactly as in-

tegers are.

In arranging numbers for addition or for subtraction, all

figures denoting units of the same order, and only these, must
stand in the same vertical column. To secure this, write the

given numbers so that their decimal points shall he in a vertical

column. The decimal point of the sum or the difference will he

under the other decimal points.

EXERCISE LXVII.
Add together

—

1. 37-645, 283-039, 5847-036, 86-453 and 3-768.

2. 45983-7, 4-59837, 45-9837, 459837 and -459837.

3. -00876, 1-08972, 1000, -0009 and 900 009.

4. 36400, -00364, 287-082, 5-78936 and 307*125.

Subtract

—

5. 97-46 from 368-24. 7. '777 from 7.

6. 109-87 from 193-857. 8. '9999 from 10.

Find the value of

—

9. 37-5 + 48-26+ -00831 -85-759.

10. 2-02 - -0909 - 1 -9009 + 19 009 - 9-029209.

11. John had $7-38 more than James. John spent $29-13; JameS
spent $19-45. How much had James more than John then ?

12. A man sold '375 of his farm. How much of it had he left ?

13. Three men did a certain piece of work, The first did -37 of

it and the second did "33 of it. How much of it did the third man
do?

14. A farmer had 23 478 A. in one field, 29*38 A. in a second field,

18-076 A. in a third field, '875 A. occupied by barns and as barn-

yard, and 1*305 A, taken up with house, garden and orchard. The
rest of his farm, which consisted of 100 A. in all, was in woodland.

How many acres of woodland had he ?
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III. MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS.

Decimal numbers are multiplied together exactly as integral

numbers are. The reasoning which proves that in multiplying

by any number of integral units the order of the units of the

product is higher than the order of the units of the multiplicand

by the order of the units of the multiplier, also proves that in

multiplying by any number of decimal units the order of the

units of the product is lower than the order of the units of the

multiplicand by the decimal order of the units of the multiplier.

Thus multiplying by hundreds raises hundredths to ones, tenths

to tens, ones to hundreds, tens to thousands, and so on ; multi-

plying by hundredths lowers tens to tenths, ones to hundredths,

tenths to thousandths, and so on.

Examples.—Multiply 237*6 by two hundred and one, and also

by one and two hundredths.

(1) (2)

237-6 237-6

20 1 1-02

237-6 237-6

4752 4-7 52

47757-6 242-3 52

Hence to multiply two dec.mal numbers together.

Write the multiplier under the midtiplicand so that the oaves'

figure of the multiplier may be under the right-hand figure of the

multiplicand.

Multiply by each figure of the multiplier in regidar succession,

beginning with the figure of lowest order^ and write each partial

product so that the right-hand figure shall be in the same vertical

column as the figure of the multiplier which produced it.

Add all the partial products together; their sum will be the

required product.

The decimal points of the multiplicand, the partial products and
tJie total product will all be in the same vertical column.
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Example—
(1) (2) (3)

4-725 4-725 4*725

123 1-23 '00123

14 175 -14175 -000 14175
94-50 -945 -000 9450
472-5 4-725 -004 725

581-175 5-81175 -005 81175

It is usual to omit from the partial products their decimal

points and the noughts on their left. When this is done, the

rule for the multiplication of factors containing decimals may
be stated

—

Multiply the factors together as if they were integral, and from

the right hand of the product mark offfor decimals as many figures

a^ there are decimal places in all the factors taken together. Should

the number of figures in the product be less than the number of

figures to be marked off, supply the deficiency by writing noughts

on the left of the product.

The value of a decimal is not changed by writing noughts to

the right of a decimal part or by removing such noughts; for the

presence or the absence of these noughts has no effect on the

order of the units of the other figures, and therefore has no

effect on their value, and the noughts themselves have no value.

Thus 7 -30 = 7 -3 = 7 -300.

EXERCISE LXVIII.
Multiply

—

1. 37 -45 by 10, 100, 1000, 100000, 0-1, 0-01, 0-001, O'OOOOl.

2. 00072 by 100, 001, lOOOO, 00001, 1000000, 0-1.

3. 10 by 0-04, 0-006, 7000, 0-00002, 20-00.

[When a decimal number contains no integral part this may be indicated by

ivriting a nought in the ones' place, as is done in the three preceding problems, but

as this nought is really of no me, it is customary to omit it.]

Find the value of

—
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IV. DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

Case I.—When the divisor is integral,

Divide as if divisor and dividend were both integral; hut as soon

as the division has been carried to the end of the integral part of the

dividend, place a decimal point after the figures thus far obtained in

the quotient, and then continue the division.

If the quotient is required to be correct to more decimal

places than there are in the dividend, annex noughts to the

right of the dividend until there are the requisite number of

decimal places. Add 1 to the last figure of the quotient if the

remainder is a half or more than a half of the divisor—that is,

if the next figure of the quotient would be 5 or more than 5

were the division carried one j)lace farther.

Examples—
(1) 74-358^9. (2) 1357^7 to 3 decimal places.

9)74-35 7 )135-700

8-262 19-386-

Case II.—When the divisor is a decimal.

If necessary, annex decimal noughts to the dividend until it con-

tains at least as niany decimal places as the divisor does;

Remove the decimal point to the right of the divisor and remove it

an equal number ofplaces to the right in the dividend;

Then divide as in Case I.

Removing the decimal points to the right multiplies both

divisor and dividend by 10 as many times as the point is re-

moved places. Divisor and dividend are thus multiplied both

by the same number ; the quotient will therefore not be aflected.

Examples—
(1) 72-45-^-9. (2) 46-2-^-08. (3) -0014- '0003.

^y^l ^^ ) ^ ^^20^ mS )001O

80-5 577-5 3-333 +

In example 3 the decimal noughts are not actually written down, but the work
is continued as if they were there.
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Bemomig the decimal point of any number 1, 2, 3, places

to the right multiplies the number by 10, 100, 1000, ; remov-

ing the decimal point 1, 2, 3, places to the left divides the

number by 10, 100, 1000, For by removing the decimal

point one place to the right the value of the unit of each figure

composing the number is increased ten-fold, and therefore the

whole—that is, the number—is increased ten-fold. Removing
the decimal point tivo places to the right increases the value of

the number ten times ten-fold, or an hundred-fold. In like

manner the other cases may be proved.

EXERCISE LXIX.
Divide

—

1. 438-976 by 7, 8, 9, 11, 79, 474.

2. 256-43 by 4, 6, 7, 17, 25, to 4 decimal places each.

3. 40-04 by 10, 100, 1000, 7, 70, 700, 110, 13000, 1300.

4. 7209 by 10, 0-1, 100, O'Ol, 1000, 0-001, O'COOOO, 0-0089.

Find, correct to 4 decimal places, the value of

—

5. l-075-fl25. 9. 7-29^ -036. 13. 1
1 -02 -r 0032.

6. -004 -r -5. 10. 547 -r -007. U. 8-0018 -f 900.

7. •04-^-005. 11. -8-^0064. 15. -006 -f 70.

8. 40 -f -0005. 1£. 6^-000725. 16. -008^8-8.

EXERCISE LXX.

1. One hundred and twenty steps, each 5-875 in. high, lead from

the foot to the top of a tower. What is the height of the tower ?

^. The side of a square plot of ground measures 13*3375 yd. What
is its area ?

3. How many cubic feet of water will fill to the depth of 6 -75 ft.

a rectangular tank 25-475 ft. long by 15-64 ft. wide?

4. The average annual death-rate in a city of 64,000 inhabitants

is 23*5625 per 1000. Find the total number of deaths in 7 years.

5. In every 1000 parts by weight turnips contain 905 parts water.

How many gallons of water are there in 1000 bushels of turnips?

6. In every 1000 parts by weight rice contains 741 parts of starch,

and potatoes contain 155 parts. How much starch would be con-

tained in 1 lb. of each ? How many pounds of rice would contain

as much starch as 100 bu. of potatoes?
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V. INTEKCONVERSION OF DECIMALS
AND FRACTIONS.

To express a decimal as a mixed number or a fraction,

Write the decimal part for numerator, omitting the decimal point,

and for denominator write 1 followed by as many noughts as there

are decimal places in the given number. Reduce the resulting frac-

tion to lowest terms.

Ex. l.—2-b = 2^-Q = 2\.

Ex. ;g.—13-0375 = 13j-gJ§o = 13/o.

Ex. ^.-•00064= j4^oo = 3fc.

A fracJ;ion whose denominator is 1 followed by one or more
nouojhts is called a Decimal Fraction.

EXERCISE LXXI.

Express as fractions in their lowest terms

—

1. -25. ^.1-476. 5. -024. 7. 70-64. 9. 3-62500.

2. 1-75. 4' -1476. 6. -0024. 8. 7-064. 10. 300625.

To express a fraction as a decimal number correct to a given

number of decimal places,

Annex to the numerator a decimal nought for each decimal place

required and divide by the denominator.

Increase the last figure of the quotient by 1, if the next figure

would have been 5 or upwards had the division been continued.

EXERCISE LXXII.

Express as decimals correct to 5 decimal places

—

i. tV s. If. 5. ffi. 7. -V-. 9. A.
^. T^^ 4- 4^^^. 6. Hf. 8. m. 10. \l

Solve the following problems by decimals, working to 4 decimal

places and verifying your answers by reducing to decimals the

answers given for the fractional solutions:

—

Exercise LIII., Probs. 13 to 26; Exercise LV., Probs. 9 to 24;

Exercise LX., Probs. 1 to 5; Exercise LXII., Probs. 13 to 24.
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VI. DENOMINATE DECIMALS.

Ex. 1.—Express 7 '2578125 mi. as a compound denominate

number.

71-2578125 4Bi-.

17C0 yd.

15 4G87500 7-2578125 mi. =7 mi. + -2578125 mi.

180 46875 -2578125 mi. = -2578125 of ITGO yd.

257 8125 =453 yd. + -75 yd.

-75 yd. = -75 of 3 ft.

= 2 ft. + -25 ft.

•25 ft. = -25 of 12 in.

21*25 H =3 in.

4631-75^.
3 ft.

_12 in.

7 mi. 453 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

Ex. 2.—Express 2 pk. 1 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt. as a decimal of a bushel.

2 ) 1 pt. 3 qt. 1 pt. = 3 qt.+ J qt.

4)3^qt. =^'^^*'
^-^ -^ 1 gal. 3.5 qt. = 1 gal. +3-5 of \ gal.

2 ) 1-875 gal. =1-875 gal.

4 ) 2-0375 pk. 2 pk. 1-875 gal. = 2 pk.+l-875 of J pk.

Ho^ohTK
'^ =2 -9375 pk.

•734375 bu. =2-9375 of ^bu.

= 2 pk. 1 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt. = -734375 bu.

EXERCISE LXXIII.

Express as a compound denominate number

—

1. 3-4758 T. 2. 4-2625 yd. 3. 29-530875 da.

4. How many seconds are there in '001168 da.?

5. Reduce '000875 A. to sq. in.

6. Express 833 yd. 2 ft. 9 in. as a decimal of a mile, correct to 4

decimal places.

7. Express 1 da. 18 hr. 28 min. 35-945 sec. as a decimal of a day,

correct to 6 decimal places.

8. Express 4 ch. 45 1. as a decimal of a chain.

9. Express 12 A. 3 sq. ch. 7530 sq. 1. as a decimal of an acre.

10 Find the area expressed in acres of a rectangular field 17 ch.

50 1. by 10 ch. 20 1.
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APPLICATIONS OP DECIMALS,

I. PERCENTAGES.
The phrase per cent., a shortened form of the Latin per

centum, is equivalent to the English word liundredths. Thus,

3 per cent, of any quantity is 3 hundredths of it ; 12^ per cent.

is 12^ hundredths, and 135 per cent, is 135 hundredths.

The symbol % is frequently employed to denote the words per

cent. , and may be read either per cent, or hundredths. Hence

3% =-03, 20% = -20, m%=-125, 8% of 450= '08 of 450=36,

3J% of 165= -031 of 165 = 5-5.

EXERCISE LXXIV.

Read the following rates and write them decimally :

—

1. 5%. 2. 7i%. 3. 331%. ^. 150%. 5. i%.

Write the following decimals as percentages :

—

6. -07. 7. -70. 8. -375. 9, 2-25. 10. -0075.

How much is

—

11. 3% of $700? 13. 125% of 120 yd.? 15. 102^% of $12.50?

12. 10% of $225? 14. 12^% of 44 lb.? 16. §% of $75. 80?

What rate per cent, is

—

17. $3 per $50? 18. 8 lb. per 250 lb.? 19. 9 in. per 100 yd.?

What percentage of

—

20. $150 is $6 ? 21. 480 gal. is 60 gal.? 22. 750 A. is 18| A?
Express the following percentages as fractions in their lowest

terms :

—

23. 25%. 24- 20%. 25. 12i%. 26. 33J%. 27. 162^%.

11 161
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S8. Increase $225 by 8% of itself.

29. Decrccase $3G0 by 6% of itself.

SO. Decrease 1250 gal. by 8% of itself, and then increase the re-

mainder by 8% of itself.

31. A farmer who had 80 sheep sold 20% of them. How many
did he sell ?

32. A man bought a house for $1760. For how much must he

rent ft to obtain 12^% per annum on this price ?

33. A teacher spent on books $17 "25, which sum was 7% of his

salary. Find the amount of his salary.

34. The average attendance of pupils at a certain school was 55,

which was 62^% of the number of pupils enrolled. Find the number
of pupils enrolled.

35. Willie Smith gained 8| lb. in weight in 12 months; this was
an increase of 7^% of his weight at the beginning of tlie 12 months.

What was his weight at the beginning of the 12 months ?

36. A house worth $2750 rents for $820 a year. For what per-

centage of its value does it rent ?

37. The total population of Canada ki 1881 was 4,324,810. Of
this number 609,318 were not born in Canada. What percentage of

the population was born outside of Canada ?

38. In 1884 the values of the several classes of exports from Canada

of Canadian production were:—Produce of the mine, $3,247,092; of

the fisheries, $8,591,654; of the forest, $25,811,157; animals and their

produce, $22,946,108; agricultural products, $12,397,843; manufac-

tures, $3,577,535; miscellaneous articles, $560,690. Find the per-

centage which these separate values form of their total value.

39. A man spent 85% of his income of $850. How much had he

left?

40. A man who was receiving $8*40 a week had his wages increased

by 8%. Find the amount of his wages per week after the increase.

41. A man whose wages had been increased 10% was then in re-

ceipt of $8*14 per week. How much did he receive per week before

the increase ?

42. A house was sold for $3451, which was 15% less than it had

cost to build. Find how much it had cost.

43. A man's wages were decreased from $7*80 fc week to $7 "20 a

week. Find the rate % of decrease.

44. From a barrel of 36 gal. of oil 8 gal. were drawn off. What
percentage of the original quantity remained ?
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II. APPLICATIONS OF PERCENTAGE.

PROFIT AND LOSS.

The Prime Cost of merchandise or other property is the net

sum paid by the purchaser thereof to the seller thereof.

The Gross Cost of merchandise or other property is the sum

of the prime cost, all charges for purchasing, and all expenses

for freight, stoiage, handling, and such like.

Profit is the amount by which the selling price exceeds the

cost price. Net Frojit or Gain is the amount by which the sell-

ing price exceeds the gross cost.

The Rate of Profit is usually expressed as a percentage of

the prime cost.

Thus, if goods costing $5 are sold for $6 "20,

the PROFIT is $6 -20 - $5 -00=$1 -20,

81 '20
and the rate ofprofit is = '24= 24%.

Loss is the amount by which the selling price falls short of

the cost price. Net loss is the amount by which the selling price

falls short of the gross cost.

The Rate of Loss is usually expressed as a percentage of the

prime cost.

Thus, if goods costing $12 are sold for $9-60,

the LOSS is $12*00 -$9-60=S2.4n,

and the rate of loss is
•£TS"nr.

- *20 - 20?J.$12 'GO

EXERCISE LXXV.

Find the profit or the loss and the rate of profit or of loss, given :

—

Cost. Selling Price. Cost. Selling Price.

1. $12. $15. 4. $450. $512-50.

2. $150. $180. .5. $3-75. $2-00.

3. $225. $198. G. $500. $500-50.
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Find the profit or the loss and the selling price, given :

—

Cost. Rate of Profit. Cost. Rate of Loss.

7. $150. 6%. 10. $42-50. 10%.

8. $225. 5%. 11. $250. 1^%.

9. $137-50. 36%. 12. $1600. 31%.

IS. What will be the rate of selling price if the rate of profit be

6%? 11%? 20%? 7i%? 33i%? 110%?

14. What will be the rate of selling price if the rate of loss be 4% ?

7%? 10%? 7^%? 33^%? 3^%?

Find the cost, given :

—
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• COMMISSION.

An Agent is a person authorized to transact business for

another. The person for whom the agent transacts business is

called his Principal.

ComrQissiorL is the charge made by an agent for transacting

business.

The Gross Proceeds of a sale or of a collection is the total

amount received by an agent for his principal.

The Net Proceeds of a sale or of a collection is the sum due

the principal from the agent, after deducting his commission

and all other charges. These charges include freight, handling,

storage, advertising, and such like.

Commissimi is usually reckoned at a rate j>er cent, on the gross

proceeds of sales and collections, on the prime cost of purchases^

and on the net amount of investments.

EXERCISE LXXVI.

1. An agent bought $750 worth of tea. Find the amount of his

commission at 3%. At 1%. At 4^%. At |%. At |%.

S. An agent sold a house for $6750. Find the amount of his com-

mission at 2%. At li%. At 1%. At -7%.

3. What sum will a principal need to remit to his agent to buy

$4750 worth of flour if the agent's rate of commission be 1% ? 2|% ?

3^%? ii%?

/f. If an agent collect $468 on a commission of 2|%, what sum will

be due from him to his principal ?

5. An agent charged $29.25 for collecting $1300. What was his

rate of commission ?

6. An agent sold a house and lot for $7500, and remitted $7340*62

to his principal. What rate of commission did he charge ?

7. A commission merchant sold 4000 yd. of white cotton at 7ic.

the yd. What sum should he remit his principal, his commission

l)eing at the rate of 1|%, and the expenses other than commission

amounting to $45.60?

S. A merchant sent his agent $5151 to invest for him in dried

fruit. What sum should the agent invest, his commission being at

the rate of 1 % ? At the rate of 2% ? At the rate of 2^% ?
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TRADE DISCOUNT.

Discount is an abatement or reduction from the nominal price

or value of anything; as, for example, from the catalogue or list

price of an article, from the amount of a bill or invoice of goods

or of a debt, or from the face value of a promissory note.

The Rate of Discount is usually stated as a rate per cent, of

the amount from which the discount is made.

Thus a discount of 20% off $146 means that -20 of the $146 is to he deducted

^^^^ ^^'
-20 of $146= $29-20

;

$146 -$29 -20= $116 -80.

Trade Discounts are reductions made from the catalogue or

list prices of goods.

In some branches of business the manufacturers and the wholesale dealers cata-

loi?ue their goods at fixed prices, usually the retail selling" price, and then allow

retail dealers reductions or discounts from these catalogue prices. These dis-

counts generally depend on the amount of the purchase and the terms of payment,

whether cash or credit. By varying the rate of discount, the manufacturer can

raise or lower the price of his goods without issuing a new catalogue.

Very often two or even more successive trade discounts are to

be deducted. In such cases the first rate denotes a percentage

of the catalogue price; the second rate denoted a percentage of

the remainder after the first discount has been made; the third

rate, a percentage of the remainder after the second discount has

been made; and so on.

Thus, discounts of 20% and 5% in succession off any amount,

or, as it is generally expressed in business, 20 and 5 off, means

that '20 of the amount is to be deducted from it, and then from

the remainder '05 of that remainder is to be taken.

Example.—T'mfi the net cost of goods amounting per catalogue price to $840,

subject to 20 and 5 off.

$S40 = Catalogue price.

•20 of $840=108

$672 = Proceeds of 1st discount.

•05of $672= _33^G0

$638*40= Proceeds of 2nd discount= ^e< cost.
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EXERCISE LXXVII.

Find the net cost of goods invoiced at

—

1. 1440, subject to 15 off. 3. $320, subject to 35 and 15 off.

2. $750, subject to 20 and 15 off. ^. $240, subject to 25 and 7^ off.

5. $360, subject to 25, 10 and 5 off.

6. $144-60, subject to 25, 15 and 12^ off.

7. $435-25, subject to 30, 22| and 12^ off.

8. The gross amount of a bill of goods was $445-50, and the rates

of successive discounts were 25% and 15%. Find the net amount.

9. Find the difference between a single discount of 45% off and

successive discounts of 25% and 20% off a bill of $500.

10. What single discount is equivalent to successive discounts of

25%, 1H%, andlO%?
11. A merchant buys goods amounting per catalogue price to

$180.60, subject to 25 and 10 off, and he sells them at catalogue

prices. Find the amount and the rate of his profit.

12. A sewing machine agent buys machines at a discount of 25, 10

and 10, and sells them at 10% advance on catalogue prices. Find

his rate of profit.

13. Purchased goods amounting to $12,464.40. Sold from them

in 92 days $11,631.20. Balance of goods remaining unsold, $5,760. 15.

Required the total gain, the average daily sales (Sundays excepted),

the average daily profits, and the average gain per cent.

IJi-. Sold merchandise at an advance of 30% on cost. My customer

failed in business, and I lost 25% from the selling price. What was

the net gain or loss per cent. ?

15. A merchant marked his goods at 25% advance on coijt, but con-

cluding to give up business he sold his stock at 20% discount from

the marked price of the goods. What was his gain or loss per cent.?

IQ. An agent receives $14,000 to invest in wheat. How many
bushels at 85c. ought he to buy for his principal—1st, if his commis-

sion be at the rate of |% ; 2nd, if it be at the rate of | ct. per bushel ?

{In each case work to the nearest bushel.

)

17. An agent sold a consignment of sugar, charging 2|% commis-

sion. He invested part of the proceeds in 200 bbl. of flour at $6-50

per bbl., charging 2% commission; and after deducting $114 for ex-

penses other than his commission, he remitted to his principal the

balance, which was $900. For how much did he sell the sugar ?
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INTEREST,

Interest is the sum which the lender of money charges the

borrower for the use of the sum borrowed, or which a creditor

charges a debtor for allowing his debt to remain unpaid after it

has become due.

The Principal is the sum borrowed or due.

The Amount is the sum total of principal and interest.

The Rate of Interest is always expressed as the rate per

cent, of the principal which would be charged for its use for

ONE year.

Ex. i.—Find the interest on $320 for 3 years at 6%.

3320 = Principal.

6%= '06= Rate of interest per year.

6% of $320= 19-20= Interest for 1 year.

3

$57 -60= Interest for 3 years.

Ex. ^.—Find the amount of $756-80 in 4 months from 23rd May at 7%.

From 23rd May to 23rd Sept. =123 dy. =^|2- yr.

$756-80 = Principal.

7%= -07= Rate of interest per year.

52-97 60= Interest for 1 year.
12 3

^f of $52-976= 17-85 = Interest for 123 days.

756-80 = Principal.

$774-65 =Amount.

When one person owes another several amounts due at diflfer-

ent times, the date.on which all these debts may be discharged

by payment of their sum, without loss of interest to either the

debtor or the creditor, is called the Average Date or Equated
Time.

Example.—On Sept. 10 a merchant sold goods amounting to $960; of this sum

$500 was on 30 days' credit, $250 was on 60 days' credit, and the balance was on 90

kays' credit. Find the equated time.

Interest on $500 for 30 da3's= Interest on $500x30= $15,000 for 1 day.
" 250 " 60 " = " " 250X60= 15,000 " 1 "
" 210 " 90 " = " " 210x90= 18.900 " 1 "

$960 960 )i?48.9U0(50^

Interest on $960 for 50^^ days= Interest on $900 x50|f = ^8,900 for 1 day.

Equated time = Sept. 10+51 days= Oct 31.

In vjorking, omit cents and take the nearest number of dollars.
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EXERCISE LXXVIII.

Find the interest on

—

1. $150 for 2 yr. at 6%. 5. $84-75 for 3^ yr. at 4^%.

2. $215 for 3 yr. at 5%. 6. $188-65 for 146 da. at 7%.

3. $347-50 for 4 yr. at 4%. 7. $375 for 93 da. at 6%.

4. $167-80 for H yr. at 6%. 8. $176-40 for 126 da. at 51%.

9. To how much would $743-40 amount in 3 yr. 4 mo. at 4% ?

i^. Find the amount of $444-44 at interest for 188 da. at 6^%.

11. At what rate would $125 yield $15 interest in 2 yr.?

12. At what rate of interest would $225 amount to $231 in 139 da.?

13. In what time would $401 -50 amount to $410-30 at 6^% ?

14. An account for $446-50 due on the 21st of May was not paid

till 13th August. Find the interest on it for that period at 6%.

15. A merchant purchased on the 17th September, 1887, goods

amounting to $796.40. He was allowed 3 months' credit on the pur-

chase, after which he was charged interest at the rate of 7|% per

annum. He did not pay his account till the 3rd March, 1888. Find

its amount at that date.

16. A merchant purchased on the 13th February, 1885, goods

amounting per catalogue prices to $863-45, subject to 25 and 15 off.

He is allowed one month's credit from date of purchase, after which

he is charged interest at 9%. Find the amount of the account on

19th July, 1885.

Find the equated time of payment of

—

17. May 17, $720 @ 90 da. 18. April 5, $375 @ 60 da.

250® 60 " '* 29, 260 @ 45 "

170 @ 30 " May 18, 572 @ 90 "

19. T. Simpson bought of H. Murray bills of merchandise as fol-

lows:—Mar. 3, $47-30 @ 60 da.; Mar. 13, $195*86® 90 da.; Mar. 27,

$235-07 @ 90 da.; Ap. 12, $3-20 @ 30 da.; Ap. 20, $78-65 ® 45 da.

Find the equated time of payment and make out a statement of the

account.

20. F. Anderson sold W. Hart bills of merchandise as follows :—
Sept. 10, $63-25 @ 100 da. ; Sept. 18, $19-63® 75 da. ; Sept. 20, 88 ct.

@ 60 da. ; Oct. 13, $129 @ 90 da. ; Oct. 20, $78 30 @ 40 da. ; Nov. 11,

$112-23 @ 90 da.; Nov. 15, $9 90 @ 30 da. Find the equated time

and*make out a statement of account.
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BANK DISCOUNT.

A Promissory Note (often called briefly a Note) is a written promise to pay,

unconditionally, a specified sum of money on demand or at a designated time. A
note may be made payable to bearer, to a particular person named in the note, or

to the person named or his order.

The Maker of the note is the person who signs the promise.

The Payee is the person to whom or to whose order the note is made payable.

The Holder of a note is the person who lawfully possesses it.

The Face Value (or simply the Face) of a note ia the sum of money (exclusive

of interest) which the maker promises to pay.

A Negotiable Note is one which is made payable to the bearer or to the order

of the payee. A negotiable note may be sold or transferred by the payee to anyone

else. A note payable to the payee only is not negotiable, and may not be sold or

transferred.

An Indorser of a note is a person who writes his name on the back of the note*

By so doing he guarantees its payment and becomes responsible therefor, unless

when indorsing he writes above his signature the words "without recourse." A
note payable to order must be indorsed by the payee when transferred to anyone

else, but a note payable to bearer need not be indorsed.

Days of Grace are three days allowed after the time specified in the note has

expired before the note is legally due, unless the note contain the words "without

grace."

Maturity (properly Date of Maturity) is the day on which the note becomes

legally due ; that is, it is the last day of grace, unless the note is "without grace."

A Draft or Bill of Exchange is a written order by one person (called the

Drawer) directing a second person (called the Drawee) to pay a specified sura of

money (called the Face or Par) to a third person (called the Payee) or to the

payee's order.

Bank Discount is a deduction made from the face value of a

note or a draft for cashing it or buying it before maturity.

The Term of Discount is the time between the date of the

discounting and the date of maturity.

The Rate of Discount is the percentage of the face value

which would be deducted if the term of discount were one year.

Exchange is a charge made for collection in cases in which

the place of payment of the note or the draft is not the place of

discount. The rate of exchange is generally from ^ to |^ of 1%
of the face value, a fraction of $100 counting as $100.

The Proceeds of a note is the sum of money received for it

on discounting it. It is equal to the sum due at maturity less

the discount and the exchange.
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Example.—A. note for $712-40, dated July 30th and payable in 3 months from

date, was discounted on Aug. 3rd at 7%, exchange |%. Find the proceeds.

Maturity is 3 mo. 3 da, from July 30th= Nov. 2nd.

Term of discount is from Aug. 3rd to Nov. 2nd= 91 da. =^^ yr.

$712-40 =Face.W = Rate.

7% of $712. 40= 49 '86 80= Discount for 1 yr.

^^=Term of Discount.

-3V5 of $49-868= 12-43 = Discount for 91 da.

I of -01 of $800= I'OO = Exchange.

$13-43 = Total deduction.

$712 -40 - $13 -43= |698 -97 = Proceeds.

EXBECISE LXXIX.

Find the date of maturity, the term of discount, the bank discount

and the proceeds in the following cases:—
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$339j:W. Pembroke, 3 March, 1886.

At thirty days' sight pay to the order of Brown, Jones & Co., of

Kingston, Three Hundred and Thirty-nine jYtt Dollars for value re-

ceived, and charge to the account of

To Greer & Henderson,
LeMoine & Peterson.

Kingston.

8. Find the proceeds of the above draft discounted at 8%; ex-

change i%.

9. Complete the following discount sheet by filling in the blanks

;

rate of discount 7%, of exchange i% :—

BANK OF THE YORKTOWN DISTRICT.

Toronto, 4 May, 1887.

Bills Discountedfor Sanders, Redford & Co.

Alex. Blatchford .

Fred. Meade & Co.
Geo. Hart & Co. . .

.

Geo. R. Tighe
Ab. S. Lewis & Co.

Examined

.

Where
Payable.

Stratford
Parkhill

.

Berlin .

.

Guelph .

.

Chatham

Days
When due. i to

run.

July
July
Au<r.
Aug.
Sept.

Gross
Am't.

$445 '60

149
265
514

34

Exc'ge.

10. Draw up and fill in a discount sheet for the following, arrang-

ing the drafts in order of maturing :—Messrs. Jones & Brown, whole-

sale merchants, Montreal, take the following drafts to their bank on

the I7th August, 1887, to be discounted and the net proceeds placed

to their credit : One at 30 days from date on Wm. Brown, Brock

ville, for $26050; one at 90 days from date on A. B. West, Perth

for $114 "40; one at 10 days from date on S. B. Wood & Co., Brant

ford, $440*25; one at 60 days from date on R. J. Stanford, Ottawa

$54*12; one at 15 days from date on H. C. Bleasdell & Co., London

$95-30; one at 6 days on J. K. Smith & Co., Hamilton, $314-65

How much should the bank place to Jones & Brown's credit, allow

ing the rate of discount to be 7% ? Exchange 1% on drafts for $200

or less, ^% on drafts for more than $200.



ANSWERS.

N.B.~The answers to the mechanical drill problems and to the introductory

questions are not given.

Exercise I.—(Page 11).—i. 190 cents. 2. 781. 3. 18,770.

4. 86,035. 5. 66. 6. 53. 7. 39. 8. 109. 9. 471. 10. 114 cents.

11. 115. 12. 62. 13. 1483. U- 84; 83. i5. 146. 16. 1197.

i7. 93 cents. 18. 7; 63. i9. $185. 20. $475. fi. 164 cents.

22. 50. ^5. 74. ;?^. 123. 25. 112 cents; 125 cents. 26. $72.

;^7. $1077. 28. $3156. -^9. $33,000. 5^ 478; $2555. 31. 119.

.?;g. 155. 33. 143. .?^. 108. 35. $19,457; $2546; $2027; $24,030.

36. 697. '37. 113. 5^. 391 miles. 39. 128. .^^ 56. 41- 2916; 515.

4^. 47. 43. 13 pounds; $6.31. 44- 67; $15.90. 4^. 267. 4^. 4529.

47. 3317. .^. 25,529,955. ^9. 1189. 50. 3143. 5i. 1,920,622.

Exercise II.—(Page VI).—1. 14 cents. 2. 111. 3. 28. 4. 17.

5. 8. 6. 98. 7. 8. <?. 54. 9. 14. 10. 31,102; 15,188. ii. 84.

12. 53. -?5. 167. i^. 39 cents. 15. 72 cents. 16. 26. i7. $671.

i5. $2.98. 19. 21. ^^. 125; 26. 21. 65. ;g^. 464. 23. 22.

;^4. Saturday, 945; 3055. 25. 146. ^6. 54; $235. 27. 87; $2659.

^<?. $679. 29. 14. .50. 5. 31. 50. 5^. 14. .?,?. 59. 34. 159 on whole.

35. 17. 36. $19. 57. 5, 76 bush.; ^, $9. 5<?. $977. 39. $69,839.

40. $5182. 41. $1669. 4^. 11. ^. 32. 44. $4205. ^^ $242. 46. 44.

47. 53. 4^. $670. 49. $4525. 5(?. $1985. 51. $114. J^. 35.

55. 29. 54. Harry, 16 p. and 5 h.; Bessie, 9 p. and 9 h. 55. 7; 19.

56. 22 each. 57. 28 ; Dick, 2. 58. 9, 15 ; 50, 39, 43 ; 50, 48, 34; 2, 16.

59. 3. 60. 2. ^i. 13. 6;^. 11,8; 4,3.

Exercise 1 1 1.—(Page 24).—^. 132. 2. 360. 3. 1440. 4. 10,080.

5. 744. 6. 8760. 7. 51. 8. 10. 5. 108 miles. 10. 7050.

i/. 36,900. 12. 324. 25. 224. jT^. 96. 15. 48. i^. 102. 17. 592.

i5. 179,080. i^. $1053. 20. 972. ;^i. 13,731. 22. 1,063,842.

23. $1776. ^4. $12.66. 25. $399,000. 26. 84,681 men. 27. 7566.

28. 1,855,230 copies. 29. $131.43. 30. $500.64. 31. $36.54.

173
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.33. $19,064. 33. 9 cents. 34- $4. 35. 528,175 pounds. 36. 106; 426.

37. $3626. 38. $1.74. 39. $1.52. 40. 244; 291. 41. 85 cents.

43. $1.50. .^5. $12,859. ^^. 48. 4S. $6105. ^6. $495. 47. $12.65.

45. 8843; 406,778. 49. 42; 84. 5^ 12; 348. 51. 5226 ;' 36,582.

52. 540; 2160; $367.20. 5,?. $137. 5^. $1053. 55. $801. 56". $12,648.

57. $24.24. 58. Gained $24. 59. 37 years. 60. 38 years.

Exercise Iv.—(Page 29).—i. 14. 3. 3 cents. 3. 13 cents. 4. 6.

5. 7. 6. 3 pounds. 7. 36. 8. $3. 9. 29. i^ $63. 11. 701.

m $701. 13. $2003. i^. 94. i5. $21.24. 16. 3168. i7. 27.

18. 24 cents. 19. $1.25. m $1558. 21. $19. -?^. 1007. 23. 588.

^4. 330. ^5. 480. 26. 550. ^7. $856. 28. 12. ;?9. 10. .?a. 3 cents.

31. 5 brothers; 9 nuts. 32. 16 to each boy; 20 to the girl.

33. 11 trips; 107 passengers. 34. 19 trips; 123 persons. 35. Scents.

36. 20 cents. 37. 30 cents. 38. 14. 39. $64,043. 40. 12. 4I. 4 cents.

42. 6 hours. 43. 8 seconds. <^4. 5 hours. 4^. 6 days 4 hours.

Exercise VI.—(Page 37).—i. 800 ct. ^. 9700 ct. 3. 10,000 ct.

4. 700,400 ct. 5. 84 in. 6. 12 ft. 7. 154,000 lb. 8. 672 hr.

a 1120 sq. rd. 10. 32 pk. 11. 192 oz. i^. 108,864 cu. in.

13. 608,000 oz. 14. 15,840 ft. i5. 192 pt. 16. 40,320 min.

i7. 2880 sheets. 18. 160,704 sq. in. 19. 129,600". 20. 1504 qt.

21. 2352 oz. ^^. 288 pt. 23. 3072 cu. ft. 24- 46,080 oz.

^5. 2,471,040 in. 26. 847 ct. ^7. 7007 ct. 28. 7 ct. ^5. 40,010 ct.

50. 1192 oz. 31. 1,434,407 oz. 32. 252 pt. 33. 86,164 sec.

34. 31,556,929 sec. 35. 2619'. 36. 174 in. 57. 36,240 sq. in.

55. 639 cu. ft. 55?. $8.10. ^C*. $11.96. .4^. $4857.60. .^^.$1,182,370.

43. $247.05. 44. 2529 rd. 45. $45.60. 46. $57.24. 47. 317.

45. 2009. 49. 44,640 min. 56>. 41,760 min. 51. 5910. 5;?. 46 ct.

53. $35.76. 5-^. $3304. 55. $21.12.

Exercise VII.—(Page 39).—i. 6 ft, 2. 3 gal. 5. 88 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt.

4. $9.45. 5. $16.02. 6. $8.30. 7. $70. 8. $100. 5. $41.10.

10. 42 lb. 6 oz. 11. 3 T. 1460 lb. 12. 14 T. 1915 lb. 5 oz.

13. 16 bu. 40 lb. 14. 29 bu. 14 lb. 15. 20 bu. 40 lb. 16. 17 bu. 48 lb.

17. 62 bu. 30 lb. 18. 46 bu. 20 lb. 19. 55 bu. 20 lb. 20. 45 bu. 47 lb.

21. 45 bu. 45 lb. 22. 82 l>u. 8 lb. 23. 30 bu. 36 lb. 24- 51 bu. 10 lb.

25. 41 bu. 26. 45 bu. 43 lb. 27. 29 bu. 55 lb. 28. 120 bu. 36 lb.

29. 29 bu. 23 lb. 30. 66 bu. 36 lb. 31. 54 bu. 7 lb. 32. 74 bu. 4 lb.

33. 1687 lb. 8 oz. 34. 10 T. 1504 lb. 35. 10,290 T. 260 lb.

36, 7 A. 130 sq. rd. 37. 30 gal. 55. 36 gal. 39. 31 T. 500 lb.
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ExerciseVIII.—(Page40).—7. 768. 2. $207.60. 3. 43,827,734.

4. 48,400. 5. 9999. 6. 12,410. 7. 3 mi. 720 yd. 8. 1 mi.

9. 7926 mi. 241 rd. 1 ft. 6 in. ; 7926 mi. 56 rd. 2 yd.

10. 7899 mi. 135 rd. 2 yd. 6 in. 11. 24,902 mi. 36 rd. 2 yd.

12. 212 mi. 162 rd. 3 yd. 2 ft.

13. 121 sq. rd. 1 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 108 sq. in.

14' 1 A. 10 sq. rd. 5 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 72 sq. in.

15. 1672 A. 154 sq. rd. 24 sq. yd. 5 sq. ft. 120 sq. in.

Exercise IX.— (Page 41).—i. $93.41. 2. 326 lb. 12 oz.

3. 77 T. 310 lb. 4. 45 A. 21 sq. rd. 3 sq. yd. 6 sq. ft. 108 sq. in.

5. 508 mi. 34 rd. 1 yd. 1 ft. 6 in. 6. 140 bu. 3 pk. 1 gal. 3 qt.

7. 84 T. 1830 lb. 8. 67 gal. 2 qt. 9. 244 bu. 2 lb.

10. 129 cords 3 cu. ft. 11. 64 A. 127 sq. rd. 17 sq. yd. 100 sq. in.

12. 95 A. 4 sq. rd. 24 sq. yd. 6 sq. ft. 108 sq. in. 13. $84.09.

14. 152 mi. 220 rd. 15. 1277 bu. 1 gal. 2 qt. 16. 22 mi. 1601 yd.

17. 223 bu. 30 lb. 18. 142 yd. 2 ft. 6 in. 19. 35 yd. 2 ft. 8 in.

20. $2187.97. 21. 110 mi. 1590 yd. 22. 105 A. 94 sq. rd.

Exercise X.—(Page 43).—i. 13 T. 664 lb. 2. 9 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt.

3. 3 T. 928 lb. 13 oz.. 4. 1467 bu. 55 lb.

5. 2 mi. 265 rd. 2 yd. 1 ft, 6 in. 6. 32 lb. 11 oz. 7. 9.

8. A ; $12.91. 9. 2 hr. 31 min. 17 sec. 10. 7 hr. 47 min. 55 sec.

11. 659 bu. 58 lb. 12. 84 mi. 69 rd. 2 yd. 2 ft. 2 in.

13. 8 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. I4. 201 bu. 3 qt. 15. 13 cords 111 cu. ft.

16. 46 A. Ill sq. rd. 20 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft. 36 sq. in.

11. 57 A. 12 sq. rd. 18 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft, 36 sq. in. cleared, and

29 A. 86 sq. rd. 5 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft, 36 sq. in. woodland.

18. 9° 36' 54". 19. 5° 6' 52" Lat.; 69° 52' 39" Long. 20. 8° 58' 41".

21. 2 cords 80 cu. ft. 22. 8 T. 1251 lb. 23. $22,43. 24. $322,53.

25. $77.98, 26. 32501b,

Exercise XL—(Page 45),—i. 21 lb, 15 oz, 2. 74 lb, 4 oz.

3. 17 gal. 2 qt. 4. 33 ft. 6 in. 5. 66 da. 19 hr. 6. 2003 bu. 1 pk. 3 qt.

7. 3869 da. 18 hr. 36 min. 8. 500 da. 21 hr. 51 min. 40 sec.

9. 175 mi, 1580 yd, m 6 mi, 295 rd, 1 yd. 6 in. ii, 52cords40cu. ft.

12. 7 A, 140 sq. rd, 13. 6 pk, 1 gal, 3 qt. I4. $6,32. 15. 2 mi, 137 rd.

16. 10 mi. n. 31 mi, 80 rd. per hr, 18. 2305 mi, 730 yd,

19. 41 mi, 170 rd, 5 yd. 1 ft. 1 in. 20. 13 A. 1 sq, rd. 6 sq. yd,

21. $28,44. 22. $475,20, 23. 911gal, Iqt, 24. $4,43; the grocer.

25. 25 lb. 26. 285 gal, 3 qt, 27. 191 lb, 12 oz. 28. 67 mi. 60 rd.

29. 64 ft, 2 in, 30. 55 ft. 10 in. 31. 48 bu, 181b, 32. 3.38 cords 7 cu. ft.

33. $75,60. 34. 15 min. 38 sec. 35. 144 rd. 36. 1826 mi, 274 rd, 3 yd,
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Exercise XII.—(Page 47).—i. 3 lb. 6 oz. 2. 2 lb. 7 oz.

5. 3 T. 1539 lb. 4- 3 T. 1675 lb. 10 oz. 5. 4 gal. 3 qt. G. 4 gal. 2 qt.

7. 93 bu. 1 gal. 3 qt. 8. 47 bu. 1 pk. 1 gal. 2 qt. 9. 4 da. 4 lir. 31 min.

i^. 4hr. 46 min. 16 sec. 11. 24° 24' 24". 12. $8.14. i,?. $45.75.

U. 3 mi. 94 rd. 2 yd. 15. 18 mi. 163 rd. 5 yd.

16. 21 mi. 171 rd. 4 yd. 2 ft. 2 in. i7. 9 mi. 279 rd. 3 yd. 1 ft.

18. 15 cu. yd. 21 en. ft. 1152 cu. in. 19. 11 cu. yd. 15 cu. ft. 960 cu. in.

20. 6 A. 9058 sq. 1. 21. 3 A. 68 sq. rd. 4 sq. yd.

22. 55 A. 45 sq. rd. 16 sq. yd. 23. 3 pk. 5 qt. 1 pt. 24. 2 A. 32 sq. rd.

25. 19 cu. ft. 26. 5 cu. yd. 14 cu. ft.

27. A, 48 bu. 30 lb.; B, 32 bu. 20 lb.; C, 16 bu. 10 lb.

28. 11 A. 17 sq. rd. 23 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 108 sq. in.

29. 1 A. 115 sq. rd. 11 sq. yd. 30. 87 sq. rd. 15 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft. 36 sq. in.

31. 1 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt.

Exercise XIII.—(Page 48).—i. 10. 2. 14. 3. 10. 4. 211.

5. 903. 6. 42. 7. 60. 8. 8308. 9. 576. 10. 9. ii. 154. 12. 425.

i^. 9009. 14. 10. i5. 3520. i^. 6360. 17. 17,640.

i,§. 97 and 6 mi. 86 rd. 3 yd. 2 in. i9. 119. 20. 107. ^i. 5021.

22. 90,911. ^,?. 5. f^. 300. 25. 7700. ^6. 33. 27. 110 times.

28. 153; 154. 29. 118933. .?6?. 26. .?i. 32 da.*

^^. 218 da. and 500 lb. over. 33. Z\m. 34-210. 55.160. 36.36.

37. 11 da. 1 hr. 21 min. 52 sec. 38. 360. 39. 5 hr. 30 min. 40. 14 hr.

.41. 225. 42. 4404. .^. 19 and 1 in. 44- 84. .^. 963. 4B. 12 da.

.47. 2970.

Exercise XIV.—(Page 51).—i. 96 ct. 2. $2.21. ,?. $3.90.

4. $4.59. 5. $1.33. 6. $2.94. 7. $14.44. <§. $11.65. 9. $9.80.

m $16.20. ii. $2.16. i^. $6.60. i^. $2.52. i^. $17.75. 25. $32.45.

16. $191.25. 17. $3230. 18. $198. i9. $13,500. 20. $1. ^i. $7750.

22. $9245.25. 23. $20.01. ^.4. $24.01. 25. $126.36. 26. $21.09.

27. $31.05. ^<?. $108.81. ^9. $22.23. 30. $37.17. .?i. $588.23.

32. $20.79. 55. $26.91. 5^. $386.46. 35. $18.36. 56. $27.72.

37. $27.93. 55. $450.31. 5P. $2.88. 40. $4.93. .^i. $139.50.

42. $9.72. ^. $40.50. .^^. $44.75. 45. $20.70. .^(?. $93.10.

47. $4.3.75. ^. $428.64. .^^ $72.31. 50. $3287.82. 51. 3 ct.

52. $4.29. 55. $1.50; 30(5ct.). 54. $5.63. 55. 36 ct. 56. 17 yd.

57. 19 yd. 55. 20 yd. 59. 12 yd. 50. 119 bu. 61. 39 bu.

6^. 1320 lb. 63. 27. 6-^. 98. C5. 55 ct. 66. 6 lb. 67. $10.03.

65. 16 yr. 69. 97 ct. 70. 12 doz.

Exercise XV.—(Page 56).—1. $67.17. 2. $10.42. 5. $77.20.

^. $87.75. 5. $15. 6. $26.75. 7. $20.89. 5. $3.23. 5. $31.10.

10. $14.19. ii. $18.73. 12. $23.75. i5. $331.70. i^. $117.40.
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Exercise XVI.—(Page 67).—51. 49 ct, 53. 62 ct.

53. 8576; 24 ct.; 1 ct. 54- $50.92. 55. 32 ct. 56. $11; 22 ct.

57. 2qt. 58. 11 gal. 59. 6 gal. 60. 62,142 ft.; 12,359 ft.

(?i. 365 da. 5 hr. 49' 12". 6^. $450. ^5. Av., $2.50. (5^. Av., $8.50.

65. $1.32; 44 ct. 66. $5.20; $1.30. 67. $617. S8. 10051b.; 2011b.

69. 3 in. 70. 8 units.

Exercise XVII.—(Page 70).—i. H. 14, H. 10. 2. A. 11, J. 6.

3. R. 13, D. 7. 4- W. 29, F. 47. 5. 1st 15, 2nd 22.

6. 1st $2. 75, 2nd $2. 25. 7. 14081b., 12321b. 5. S. $5500, R. $4500.

9. C. $4885, H. $2885. 10. 1st $3406, 2nd $4549. 11. $213, $63.

i^. $3572.50, $4372.50. 15. $11.50, $7.50. i^. 4 lb. 10 oz. , 3 lb. 6 oz.

15. 1 7 gal. 3 qt. , 13 gal. 3 qt. 16. 17 cords 24 cu. ft. , 9 cords 104 cu. ft.

17. 52 yd. 1 ft. 6 in., 47 yd. 1 ft. 6 in. 18. E. 11 ct., T. 7 ct., A. 7 ct.

19. H. 14, A. 17, J. 17. ^0. 45 ct., 35 ct., 20 ct.

21. 92 lb., 106 lb., 122 lb. 22. $138, $159, $123.

23. 12 yd., 22 yd., 10 yd. ^4.. 13 qt., 10 qt., 17 qt.

25. 6 lb. 10 oz., 9 lb., 8 lb. 6 oz. 26. 90 A., 70 A., 40 A.

27. 32 lb. 12 oz., 36 lb. 12 oz., 23 lb. 12 oz., 28 lb. 12 oz.

28. G. 15, B. 10. 29. 36 ct. , 27 ct. 30. 16 ct. , 8 ct. 31. 75 ct. , 25 ct.

32. $5.50, $16.50, $22. 33. 4. 34. 5. 35. 7. 36. 1225.

37. 12 oz. of green, 1 lb. 4 oz. of black. 38. 48 lb., 64 lb., 96 lb.

39. $950. 40. 28, 32, 40. ^i. 9. 42. 63. 4^. G. 9, B. 6. 44. 8.

4S.8. ^6. 4($5),8($2). 47. 18(5 ct.), 11(10 ct.), 14(25 ct.). 48.^11.

Exercise XVI 1 1.—(Page 75).—li. 54'. 12. 72'. 13. 58'.

14. 51' 7". 15. 70' 10". 16. $280. 17. $26.40. 18. $128.15.

19. 1404. 20. $77.76. ^i. 24", 20", 12"; 56".

Exercise XIX.—(Page 76).—1. 6. ^. 6 ; 4 in. 3. 9, 12 in. ; 7, 6 in.

4. 39 yd. 5. 41 yd. 6. 22 yd.; 21 yd. 7. 42 yd. either way.

.?. $82.25. 9. $58.50; $60.75. m $173.80. ii. 11yd. i^. $19.55.

13. 96 yd.

Exercise XX.—(Page 78).—i. 12. 2. 13. 3. $9. ^. $9.30.

5. $15.35.

ExerciseXXIII.—(Page82).—56. 1200 A. 37. 122 sq. in.

38. 112 sq. in. 39. 2376 sq. ft. 40. 620 sq. ft.

4i.'510 sq. ft. 108 sq. in. 42. 7 sq. yd. 43. 9". 44. 13'. .^. 4'.

-^6. 40 yd. 47. 48 yd. 48. 18' 6". ^9. 110'. 50. 24. Ji. 81.

5^. 192 sq. in. 53. $15,400.

12
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ExerciseXXIV.—(Page 84).—^. $32.12. ^.$12.10. 5. $20.90.

4. §12.10. 5. $7.26. 6. 27. 7. 10. 8. 18. 9. 10. 10. 7.

ii. $82.10. i^. $20.40. i5. $38.40. U. 10. 15.10. 16.8. 17. U.
18. 6480. 19. 9000. 20. 324. <gi. 900 sq. ft. 22. 30. ^5. 5100.

2^. $30. ;?5. $8772.50. f^. 50. 27. 16. ^^. 8. 29. $7.74. m $9-

5i. $18.70. 32. $12.30. 5^. $18.

Exercise XXVI.—(Page 88).—15. 12. 16. 13^. i7. 6. 18. 2.

m 60001b.; 600 gal. 20. 150 bu.; 91501b. 21. 60,016. ;^-^. 26,254.

23. 44 cu. yd. 24. 40. ^5. 15,000. ^6. 2520. 27. 21,912.

^5. 252,450. 29. 16. ^ 30. «?1. 144. 32. 2000. 5,?. 6720.

34. 1080. 55. 640. 5^. 1600. 37. 900. .?<?. 432. 39. 900. ^0. 3600.

^i. 3080 cu. yd. 42. 125. 4^. $56. 4^. $33.25. 4^. $446.25.

46. 1500. ^7. 91 bbl. 21 gal. 48. 1392 lb. 49. 13,500.

5a 23 cords 80 cu. ft. 51. $348.48. 52. $12. 55. $198. 54- 1815.

55. 19,360. 56. 3520. 57. 4 mi. 58. 25'. 59. 6' 3". GO. 96'.

ei. 48'. 6^. 11' 2". 63. 5' 7". 6^. 2'. ^5. 16'. 66. 16'. 67. 15".

68. 24'. 69. 9'. 7^ 5' 6".

Exercise XXXIII.—(Page 101).—m 1 ft. 6 in. 21. 72 sq. in.

22. 5 gal.

Exercise XXXIV.—(Page 101).—i. 8 rd. 2. 5 yd.; 43 suits.

3. 4 ft. ^.$5. 5. 6; 29. 6. 2bu. 7. 63 gal. 5. 3'xl6'. a 53 and 61.

10. 11 of barley, 9 01 rye, 7 of wheat. 11. 12 ft.; 5390. 12. 27 in.

i^. 193. i^. 19" X 19"; 143. i5. 78. 16. 6; 4. i7. 12; 6, 4, 3. 18.5.

19. 125,25; No. 21. 7. 22. 51b. f.?. 111b.

24. 16 lb. and 10 lb. over, or 8 lb. and 2 lb. over.

Exercise XXXVII.—(Page 108).—9. 22 ft. 6 in. 10. 119 1b.

11. 20 rd. i^. 100 sq. rd. 13. 12 rd. I4. 126 gal. i5. 4 sq. rd.

16. 39 1b. 17. 5. 18. 325. 19. 62. 20. 11.

ExerciseXXXVIII.—(Pagel09).—7. 210in. j^. 60ft. 5.3000.

4. 60 yd. 5. 50 ct. 6. $20. 7. $135. 8. 1680 lb. 9. 45 qt.

10. 12,600 gal. ii. 1 hr. 12. 3 ht.; ^ 18, B 15, C 12, D 10.

i5. 1260. i^. 60 ct. 15. $30. Z6. $1.20. 17. 41b. i.9. 131b.

i9. 11. 20. 5doz. ^^. 210 gal.; 1st 6 min. , 2nd 5 min. 23. 360 gal.

24. 1620 gal. ^5. 90,090 gal.; 16 min. 41 sec. ;?6. 12 min.; 1st 3, 2nd 2.

27. 1 hr. ; 1 on 2nd, 2 on 3rd. 28. 2 hr. ; 10 mi. , 7 mi. 880 yd. , 6 mi.

29. 1 hr.; 5, 4, 3. 30. 20 min.; 5, 4, 3. 31. 30 in.; 6 min.

32. 168 rows; 8 hr. 33. 60 cords; 4 da., 10 da., 60 hr. 34. 9.

55.42 ft. 36. U. 37.125. 55.44398,88750,133102. 59. 11 doz.

40. 375. 41. 175 oz. Troy = 12 lb. Avoir. 4^. 2,551,443 yr.
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Exercise LIII.—(Page ISO).—^6. 67| lb. 27. 17A qt.

Exercise LX.—(Page 136).—13. 47. I4. 8f mi. 15. 55 ct.

i^. $2.93. 17. Slot. i5. $2.04. 19. $i.l7. ^i. 751|lb. ^^.$7.19.

S3. 70271 lb.

Exercise LXI I.—(Page 138).—^5. 36; 15|lb. 26. x^lb.; 9735.

27. 19. 28. 17 ct. per doz.; 21f ct. 29. 19 lb. 2 oz. .?<9. 76^ lb.

31. 393i lb.

Exercise LXIV.—(Page 140).—i. 60 oz. 2. 1750 lb.

^. 1564 yd. 1 ft. 4 in. 4. 2258 sq. yd. 6 sq. f c. 5. 5 en. ft. 108 cu. in.

6. 1 qt. 1 pt. 7. 1 pk. IJ qt. 5. 1 hr. 58 min. 48 sec.

9. 3 lb. 12 oz. 10. 1 T. 14281 lb. 11. 3 mi. 17 rd. 4 yd. 10 in.

12. 116 rd. 4 yd. i^. 4463 sq. yd. 3 sq. ft. I4. 180 da. 12j| hr.

15. 19 cords 43| cu. ft. 16. 872 gal. 2i% qt. i7. 4 lb. 6 oz.

18. 3 ft. 3^\ in. i9. 1 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. 1 pt. 20. 9 A. 989tV sq. yd-

;?i. 1 lb. lOJ oz. ;?^. 1 yd. 2 ft. 9f in. ^5. 366 A. 293^ sq. yd.

24. II hr. 22xV min. 25. 11 cords Ur\ cu. ft. 26. 900 lb.

.^7. 3 mi. 1447fV yd. J^5. 14 A. 464 sq. yd. 29. 5 bu. l^V pk-

50. 5 cu. ft. 1600 cu. in. 31. 115 da. 11 hr. 12 min. 32. $10.

33. 17 lb. 1480 gr. 34. h 35. 2^% lb. 36. J. 37. U. 38. 7^.
39. 3ffU mi. ^0. imU- 41- x\. 42. xtrr. 4S. 18xV bu.

^. 33§ bu. 45. 57ff bu. :^. 26^ bu. 47. 34^ bu. 48. 30§.bu.

^9. 30f bu. 50. 22f bu. 5^. 13i 52. 3H. ^^. t^A- ^^. -^fU-

5J. 15. 5^. 3!^. 57. ^^. 55. 32ft. 5P. if- ^a §. e^. -^V-

62. -h- 63. i-i-^. 64. in. 65. ffi^. 66. ^iU- 67. tVV 68. ^\.

69. 320. 70. 2592. 7/. llf|. 72. 17H- T"-?- 1535§ bottles. 7^. ^|f.

75. n|. 76. If. 77. %U- 78. |. 79. ^\; U- SO. 1. 5i. i; i.

82. ^^ifrr; 2 T. 328i|f| lb. 83. 207A bu. 5^. i|; iff. 55. ^«^.

56. i; i; H- '^T'- 6 hr.; 4 hr. 48 min.; if. 55. 13 it. 1^ in.

89. $7.32; 3^V ^^. $10.07; ^. 9i. i. 9^. Hi. 55. if^^. 94. tV-

95. 60| yr. ; ^. 96. 18 mi. 60 rd. 3| yd. 97. 25 ; i in. 95. m^^-^ mi.

99. 683?xmi. iOO. yVV

Exercise LXV.—(Page 144).—7. 87 ct. 2. 93 ct. 5. $1.58.

4. $5.22. 5. $22.17. 6. $24.14. 7. $26.74. 5. $25.13. 9. $19.63.

la $2.74. ii. $15.16. 12. $5.49. i5. $54.11. I4. $54.01.

i5. W.; 28 ct. 16. $46.64. i7. $258.82. i5. $291.79. 19. $375.

m $306.34. 21. 91^ ct. <?^. 29^ in. ^5. 27,^^ in. 24. 1.56|.

^5. 3.3311 gal.; 144^1 gal. 26. 27^ @ 13 ct., 22| @ 18 ct.

27. 22i lb. 28. 9 min. 25 sec. past 10 a.m.
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29. 25^1 mi.; 30|| mi. 30. 3i^ mi.; 2ff mi. 31. 2| lb., ^ lb.

32. IH yd., 2^ yd., M yd. .5^. 24 in., 40 in., 44 in.

34. A, 35//^ A.; B, I3j\\ A.; C, 18r\ A.; D, 33J A. ,?5. 492; 755.

36. 8($5) + 10($3.90). 37. A, 39f bu.; B, 34^| bu. 38. ^\, ^\, |.

59. $4.50 each. 40. A, 4 mi.; B, 2/^ mi. per hour. 4I. $1462.22;

43. $1997.73; $3990.05. 42. $19.58. 4^. 465.Vmi. 44. 10 ft. 5f in.

4S. 2 ft. 2j\ in. 46. 50|- yd. 47. 66,606^\VW\n: mi. per hour.

48. 1381f. ^9. 99m mi. 50. 544|. Ji. 2095/^ ft. S2. 54' yV'.

53. 3746fisq. yd. 54. 63|mi. 55. 35hr. 12min. 56. IQ^hVi-^T^^'

57. 7837uV sq. mi. 55. 5||| sq. yd. 59. 19x\ sq. in. 60. i^ sq. in-

6i. il^sq. in. 62. 1000. 65. 8^|. 64. 16f. 65. $496.64. 66. $477.24.

67. $4942.27. 68. $1357.71. 69. $2677.50. 70. $17.08.

7i. 89tf^ cu. in. ; [84" x 4^^ x 2^"]- T-^- 65,406t% T.

73. 6186 T. 932^1 lb. 74. tV- 7'5. 1,793,458^ gal.

76. lhr.28if|imin. 77. $181.30. 7<?. 19/^\\Vcu. ft. 79. 693 cu. in.

50. 5||. 5i. $3. 5^. ^,$8.80; 5, $12.10. 55. H; $1650. 5^. $2.25.

85. U; A, $4.50; B, $4.80; C, $7.20. 56. $5130. 57. 9 ct.

55. 25 mi. to 24 mi. 59. 63^ mi. 96*. 7.25p.m. of 17th day; 7. 47^ p.m.

91. 6T\mi.; 12yV mi. 92. 9|mi.; 5x^^mi.; 7/^ mi.; 2^ mi.

93. 3| sec; 4f sec; 3J sec. 94. 2 min. 23t|-j sec 95. 3yV hr.

96. 53t\ min.; 2 mi. 1576 yd. 97. y\, iVj Wj 6§ da. 95. 3 da.

99. 1st time, § way round; A, 2§ rounds; ^, 1§ rounds.
• 2nd " h " " -4,5^ " ^,3^ "

3nd " at starting point; ^, 8 " B, 5 "

Together. Opposite. At Right Angles.

100. 1 hr. 5A min. 12 hr. 32x\ min. 12 hr. 16t\ min. 12 hr. 49^1 min.

2
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Exercise LXIX.—(Page 158).—m 78142-8571. 11. 125.

12. 8275-8621. 13. 344.3-75. U- '0089. 15. '0001. 16. '0009.

Exercise LXX.—(Page 158).—!. 58 ft. 9 in.

2. 177-8889 + sq. yd. = 177 sq. yd. 8 sq. ft. 3. 2689-39575 cu. ft.

4. 10,556. 5. 5430 gal. 6. 1255 lb. 1 oz. nearly.

Exercise LXXIIL—(Page 160).—^. 3 T. 951 lb. 9-6 oz.

2. 4 yd. 9-45 in. 3. 29 da. 12 hr. 44 min. 27-6 sec. 4- 100-9152 sec.

5. 5173-728 sq. in. 6. -4738 011. 7. 1-76986 da. 8. 4-45 ch.

9. 12-375 A. 10. 17-85 A.

Exercise LXXIv.—(Page 161).—i. -05. 2. -075. 3. -331. 4- 1*50,

5. -005. 6. 7%. 7. 70%. 8. .37^%. 9. 225%. 10. |%. ii. $21

i.?. $22-50. 13. 150 yd. i^. 49^ lb. 15. $12.78|. 16. $-28^,

17. 6%. i^. 3-2%. 19. 1%. 20. 4%. ^i. 12i%. 22. 2^%. ;g5. J,

24. i ;^5. 4. ^6. I. 27. ^. 28. $243. 29. $338.40. SO. 1242 gal

31. 16. 32. $220 per annum. 33. $675. 5^. 88. ,?5. 110 lb

36. 11tV%- •^7. 14%. 38. 4, 11, 33, 30, 16, 5 and 1% respectively

39. $127-50. 40. $9-07. 41- $7*40. #. $4060. ^. 7^%.

Exercise LXXV.—(Page 163).—i. 25% G. 2. 20% G.- 3. 12% L.

^. 13f% G. 5. 87i% L. 6. l G. 7. $9. 8. $11-25. 5>. $49.50.

10. $4-25. 11. $3-75. i;^. $54.

13. 106; 1-11; 1-20; 1-075; 1-33J; 210.

14. -96; -93; -9; -925; •66§ = §; -96^. 15. $16. 16. $28-50. 17. $1664.

15. $16. 19. $57. ^6». $1100. ;?1. $46-92; $6-12. ^^. $1 -92, 80 ct.

23. $5; 16§%. 24. $1209. 25. $1320; $2280; 72j:\%. ;?e. 75%.

27. $1191-68; 32x'vV%.

Exercise LXXVI.—(Page 165).—

1. $22-50; $7-50; $33-75; $3-75; $6-56.

2. $135; $84-38; $50-63; $47 25.

3. $4797-50; $4868-75; $4908-33; $4827-19. 4- $457*47. S. 2|%.
6. 2|%. 7. $249.15. 8. $5100; $5050; $5025-37.

Exercise LXXVII.—(Page 167).—1. $374. 2. $510. 3. $176-80.

^.$166-50. J. $230-85. C. $80-66. 7. $206.60. 5. $284. 5. $25.

10. 40%. 11. $58-70; 48%. 12. 81%.

13. $4926-95; $147-23; $02-37; 73^% nearly. I4. 2^% loss.

15. Nothing. 16. 16,348 bu.; 16,327 bu. 17. $2400.
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Exercise LXXVI 1 1.—(Page 169).—i. $18. 2. $32-25. 3. $55-60.

4. $15-10. 5. $12-39. 6. $5-28. 7. $5-73. 8. $3-35. 5. $842-52.

10. $459-32. 11. 6%. i5. 7%. -?5. 128 da. i.^. $6-17. 15. $809.

i(?. $567-82. 17. 74 da. i<?. 71 da. i9. Ap. 20 + 53 da. = June 12.

20. 6th January.

Exercise LXXIX.—

i

171).-



APPENDIX

The following tables are given for those teachers who may wish

to set examples in them as exercises in calculation :

—

STERLING MONEY.

4 farthings = 1 penny (d.

)

12 pence =1 shilling . . , . . (s.)

20 shillings = 1 pound (£.

)

Sterling money is the money of account used in Great Britain and Ii eland. The

pound sterling is worth §4.86§.

TROY WEIGHT.

4 grains = 1 carat.

24 grains = 1 pennyweight .... (dwt.)

20 pennyweights = 1 ounce (tr. oz.

)

12 ounces =1 pound (tr. lb.)

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.

20 grains = 1 scruple O )

3 scruples = 1 drachm (3)

8 drachms = 1 ounce (§)

12 ounces = 1 pound (tr. lb.

)

APOTHECARIES' FLUID MEASURE.

60 fluid minims (n^) = I fluid drachm . . . . (fl. 3)

8 fluid drachms = 1 fluid ounce (fl- 1)

20 fluid ounces = 1 pint (O.

)

The grain is the one seven-thousandth part of the pound avoirdupois. The
ounce, both troy and apothecaries', contains 480 grains, being 42^ grains heavier

than the ounce avoirdupois. The troy pound has not been in use for many years;

the apothecaries' pound, which is of exactly the same weight, not since 1867. In

writing out their prescriptions some physicians still make use of apothecaries'

weight, but neither the British nor the United States pharmacopoeia recognizes it.

Weights to weigh pennyweights, drachms and pounds, troy and apothecaries', are

not admitted to verification by the inspectors of weights and measures. The
Dominion Weights and Measures Act declares that

"All articles sold by weight shall be sold by avoirdiipois weight, except that

gold and silver, platinum and precious stones, and articles made thereof, may be

sold by the ounce troy or hy any decimal part of such ounce and every

person who acts in contravention of this section shall be liable to a penalty not

exceeding twenty-five dollars for each offence." 183
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